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The Show-Stopper Stole the Show.
4
trolled output assignments. the
9000 will store in its non -volatile
memory 99 input/output assign-

At the NAB '83 show, ADM Technology introduced the 9000 Series of

-

Tele- production consoles
the
newest, most advanced audio consoles in the industry. It was a smash
hit! The 9000 Series brings together
in one console a quantum leap in
audio processing and control as well
as ADM's unsurpassed reliability.
The 9000 is a true stereo console
with a microprocessor-based, random access, line level input router.
Together with its computer con-

ADM
WEST CENTRAL SALES
(817) 467 -2990

ments. Designed for television production, post- production and on-air
broadcast, the 9000 is compatible
with SMPTE's emerging standards.
Like all ADM consoles, it is backed by
our exclusive 5-Year Warranty. For

more information, contact ADM

Technology, Inc., 1626 E. Big Beaver
Road. 'IYoy. MI 48084. Phone: (313)
524 -2100. TLX 23 -1114.

o
The

Audio
Company

WEST COAST SALES
(415) 945 -0181

MAIN OFFICE AND

EAST COAST SALES
(313) 524 -2100
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News Standard for the 80's

QUANTANEWS -The Best of Both Worlds
We are willing to bet there is at least one person in every
radio and television newsroom in America still using an old
Underwood. For those people still living in the Underwood
Age, Quan :a" has a message. QUANTANEWS" makes it
possible for you to keep that personal relationship with your
typewriter and still move surely and confidently into the world
of computer -assisted news writing and management. Relax,
it's not going to be painful at all.

QUANTANEWS is designed to be as friendly as a personal
computer, while remaining an important news writing and
management tool for the newsroom.
QUANTANEWS features include:
Independent, self- supporting computer in every
terminal permits individual handling of all newsroom
functions.
All terminals include a built -in, 8 -inch floppy disk
permitting personal file management and an electronic
"scratch pad."
System design allows single basic terminal operation

with immediate or future expansion to as many as 24
terminals, including remote bureaus which have full
access to the system via phone lines.
Independent or shared control of mass memory
storage, printers, newswires, data sources, or character
generators.
Full security, including password entry, privilege levels,
owner's codes, automatic date -time identity stamp.
User defined. You determine the applications in such
areas as assignment logs, futures files, film, slide and
tape files -virtually any type of library you need.
Word processing for text editing of full screen or script
format composition.
Incoming wire service information organized, sorted,
and stored by category can be searched by header,
word, or word string.
QUANTANEWS will help you to be better organized, more
effective, and able to produce more copy with greater
accuracy in less time. All this and more starting for under
$30,000.

We at Quanta are so confident QUANTANEWS can assist in the handling of your news management needs that we have
a challenge for television and radio news directors, chief engineers, assignment editors and reporters. Tell us about any
situation in your newsroom that results in wasted time, money, materials and manpower. If we can't show you a way to
solve that problem, we'll present you with a special memento from the decade of the '40s. Call Laura Lunceford in Salt
Lake City or Bill Baker in Florida at (904) 764 -9934 about your newsroom situation.

QUANTA

Quanta Corporation 2440 So. Progress Drive Salt Lake City, Utah 84119 (801) 974 -0992
Circle 100 on Reader Service Card
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HOWTO
TECHNOLOGICALLY
ADVANCE
YOUR BOTTOM

LINE.

You are looking at what many experts believe

editing systems that fail to function.
to be two of the most effective forms of investLeaving anxious facility owners and disgrun
ment spending in the industry today.
tied clients making small talk instead of headwa)
The Sony BVE-5000 editor and BVH -2000
While they ponder an all -too-common question
recorder. Two extraordinary machines created for
"How long will we be down this time ?"
a single and simple purpose:
Thanks to the Sony editing system, this sceTo help you shuttle more customers in and
nario is rarely, if ever, played out in leading proout of your facility than ever before.
duction houses like Broadway Video, Videowork
JSL and a host of others currently using it.
THE FIRST THING THEY EDIT IS
The reason?
DOWNTIME.
Every day, in countless production facilities
"Sony belongs to a small group of manufacaround the country, $400 -an-hour editing suites turers that still think of broadcast equipment as
are reduced to high- priced waiting moms by
product, not an experiment;' says Frank Herold

d

hief editor of Videoworks in New York.
"When you take a piece of Sony equipment
lut of the box and plug it in, an amazing thing
iappens. It works!"
And keeps working. Faster. Easier. And more
irecisely than any other system.

THE MOST INTELLIGENT
CONVERSATION YOU'LL EVER HAVE
WITH A MACHINE.
Today, there are any number of people trying
compete in this, a communications industry,
ith machines that can't even communicate with
ach other.
An irony not lost
n all those who have
vested in the equip lent you see here.
All elements of the
ony editing system
ave been pro rammed to speak to
ach other
uently.
,nd to un-
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to make an editor feel like an editor, not like a typist.
erfectly.
Strikingly short of buttons,
ith absothe system is in no way short of
itely nothing lost in translation or transmission. features. Offering dynamic tracking. Variable
You'll find that they're geared to speak equally speed search. Full Biderex Jog. And Vertical Inell with Sony's Beta' and U- maticarecorders.
terval Time Code.
`ot to mention with you.
Each of which, like everything else in the
The system's high- resolution CRT screen pro- Sony system, helps to push profits in a rather verdes clear, easy-to-follow instructions. Asks
tical direction.
lestions when you haven't been explicit enough.
For more information contact Sony Broadcast
nd delivers the most comprehensive, and yet,
in New York /New Jersey at (201) 368 -5085; in
)mprehensible display in the industry.
Chicago at (312) 773 -6045; in Los Angeles at
A MYRIAD OF FUNCTIONS WITHOUT (213) 841-8711; in Atlanta at (404) 451 -7671; or in
Dallas at (214) 659 -3600.
A MYRIAD OF BUTTONS.
of
Corp.
The BVE -5000 control panel has the capacity ©
Corp. of America.
New York. NY
Broadcast

erstand
ich other

Sony. U -matie and Beta are registered trademarks
9 W. 57th St..
1983 Sony
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Comtech's satellite feed
uses less than 1% of a
transponder's capacity.
WESTAR III

WESTAR IV
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Toria Smith

RADIO NETWORK

FCC Counsel

Our sophisticated satellite radio network system can reduce your
monthly operating costs substantially compared to land lines. We
design and deliver complete networks that provide the highest
level of performance and reliability at a very attractive cost of
ownership.

Less than 1% of a transponder's bandwidth and EIRP is required
to achieve the same performance provided by other systems
requiring considerably more capacity.

Network expandability

is achieved via Comtech's unique
mechanical package which allows a combination of SCPC,
MCPC, digital data or composite video /audio demodulators. Dual
and triple feeds are available for simultaneous reception from
satellites spaced up to 8 °, such as Westar Ill and Westar IV.

High quality audio is the result of Comtech's advanced audio
processing system.
Up -link Terminal includes audio processor, SCPC modulator,
up- converter, high power amplifier, antenna feed system, 5
meter antenna with mount, and receive -only components for

Receive -Only Terminals include SCPC demodulator, audio
processor, 7 -slot housing, down converter, low noise amplifier,
antenna feed, and 3.8 meter antenna with mount.

For your complete regional or state radio
network, designed, built and delivered by
Comtech, call or write:

COMTECH Data Corporation
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monthly by Broadband Information Sery ces
Inc. All notices pertaining to undeliverable mail or subscriptions should be addressed to 295 Madison Ave., New York,
NY 10017. BM /E is circulated without charge to those responsible for station operation and for specifying and
authorizing the purchase of equipment used in broadcast
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THE BCC- 20/21 CAMERA SYSTEM.
No other camera system matches the BCC -20/21
Digicam for superb pictures and total operational
flexibility. The BCC -21 is a top -quality, fully automatic camera for both studio and mobile operation.
Simply remove the BCC -20 from the
studio frame and you have a compact EFP camera perfect for any
portable situation where size and
weight are critical, and performance
cannot be compromised.
The Digicam cameras come with
impressive features, including:
"computer -in- the -head ", Spatial
Error Correction for outstanding
registration and sharpness, remote
control, and an optional Automatic
Setup Unit for more accurate,

faster and simpler setup.
The Digicam system. It gives you the most flexibility with a single camera inside and out. For
details, call your nearest Ampex sales office.
Atlanta 404/451 -7112 Chicago
312/593 -6000 Dallas 214/960 -1162
Los Angeles 213/240 -5000 New
York /New Jersey 201/825 -9600
San Francisco 408/255 -4800
Washington, D.C. 301/530 -8800

-

AMPEX

Ampex Corporation

One

of The

Signal Companies

SETTING
THE FASHION
IN BROADCAST
VIDEO
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Powerful performance
in the palm of your hand,

PRIMUS (Free -mils): an array of compact, performanceengineered audio electronics from Ramko Research.
The new PRIMUS components are unlike any professional audio
011. equipment you've ever used. Never before has so much advanced per-

...Am,

.

formance been put into such compact and rugged packages. Rarely have
you had available so many features and options to help get the job done.
Never have you had a three -year warranty that's backed up by factory
certified proof-of- performance.
PRIMUS is a comprehensive range of components that give you the
flexibility to configure an audio sysem limited only by your imagination.
Whether you choose from tabletop or rack mounting versions, there's
hardly an audio job that can't be improved upon.
Here's a partial list of models currently available:
Lab standard mono or stereo turntable preamplifiers.
Dual and quad input, gain selectable microphone/lineamplifier mixers.
Audio distribution amps from three (3) stereo /six (6) mono up to
eight (8) stereo/sixteen (16) mono outputs. All models feature
individual recessed front panel adjustments or optional high
resolution, conductive plastic potentiometers.
MidLine equalizer amplifiers with balanced I/O and up to
±15 db of reciprocal equalization.
Expandable audio console mixers with cueing, selectable EQ,
metering phones and monitor.
Voicegardr" combination limiter /compressor, noise gate
with variable threshold and slope ratio; gain reduction metering.
Signal processing VCA's with six (6) independently controlled channels. DC remote control with balanced outputs.
R/P and playback, stereo and mono NAB cart machines.
Whichever combination of precision PRIMUS audio components you choose, you're guaranteed outstanding specifications. For example, our stereo turntable preamplifier measures:

All IC's plug
into gold plated sockets. All models
feature quick disconnect I/O connectors and
require only 134 inch standard rack height.
We've taken another important step, too.
When you invest in PRIMUS, you receive a Certified
Performance Gold Card that instantly puts you in touch with
our Technical Assistance Department on a toll -free line. Just call
in your registered serial number and you're in touch with the advice
you need.
To put PRIMUS audio components to task on a free two -week trial,
call toll free (800) 821 -2545 or contact your nearest Ramko Research
sales representative or distributor. Put the powerful performance of
PRIMUS in the palm of your hand.

Signal -to -noise Ratio: -93 dB (A weighted)
Total Harmonic Distortion: Below .0018%
Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 20 kHZ, ±.25 dB
Stereo Separation: -70 dB ® 1 kHz
Output Level: +25 dBm (10 Hz - 20 kHz)
The simplified and modular packaging of PRIMUS allows
us to concentrate the quality where it belongs: in state -of.
the -art circuitry. High slew-rate integrated circuits and extensive ground planes insure the highest RFI protection.

PRIMUS

PRIMUS audio components are an
array of compact, performance.

engineered rack mounting or
tabletop packages.

is a division of Ramko Research, Inc. 11355 -A Folsom Blvd., Rancho Cordova, California 95670
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The difference between

standard videocassettes
and Scotch' Color Plus 3/4"
Videocassettes will be
obvious to you right from
the start.
Scotch Color Plus delivers
exactly what its name
implies. Bright, brilliant color
for your 3/4" mastering or
editing needs.
-Scotch

:s a

regsteretl iratlemark

of 3M

03M. 1983
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Behind this dramatic
color improvement is our
unique Scotch Color Plus
oxide that exceeds industry
standards for color and video
signal -to- noise. So you get a
crisp, colorful picture, with
significantly fewer dropouts.
But brilliant color is only
part of the story. The special
magnetic formulation

SHADES
OF COLOR PLUS.
FREE.
Find out why Color Plus 3/4" Videocassettes give _, a color advantage over standard videocassettes. Send for more information and well send along a free pair of Color Plus sunglasses.
,
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St. Paul, MN 55144
Attn: Curt Anderson
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designed for the new generation of U -matic recorders
reduces headwear to the
lowest in the industry.
Most important of all,
every Color Plus Videocassette is consistently made
under the highest quality
standards, which has made
3M the leading manufacturer
of professional use video tape.

For more information
about Color Plus 3/4"

Videocassettes, call 1 -800328 -1684 (1- 800 - 792 -1072
in Minnesota). We'll send
you details on the 3/4" tape
that lives up to its name.
Magnetic Audio /Video
Product Division /3M.

SCOTCH COLOR PLUS

1
3/4" VIDEOCASSETTES.
3M hears you...

3M

EDITORIAL

Hard Decisions Re Satellites

for broadcasters. But like most opportunities, satellite use presents problems both technically and financially. The "invasion
from outer space" will go on and broadcasters will have to face the tough decisions
regarding satellites.
While network and affiliate relations are ordinarily considered family affairs, the
stalemate over buying earth station equipment deserves comment. The reluctance of
affiliates to purchase the systems approved by the networks is holding up progress in
satellite use; therefore, we think that the "big guns in New York" should reconsider
their policies in order to break any potential deadlock.
It appears that offers of free earth stations from RKO and a commitment of just
$7000 to procure the Mutual dish have justifiably caused most affiliates to hold off
the decision to buy the more expensive network-approved equipment. As a result,
the heavy investment in satellite transmission by the networks will not mean much if
there is no one on the affiliate receiving end.
Meanwhile, at the ultimate receiving end, consumers are being lured into buying
their own dishes for DBS pickup. DBS offers new opportunities for broadcasters, but
there is a problem to be resolved among the half -dozen or so DBS suppliers over a
common transmission standard. The Fcc no doubt will stick to its marketplace policy
on this issue; however, there is danger that consumers will balk at the idea of having
to acquire a different descrambler /converter for each satellite service. Clearly a
single unit capable of handling all DBS services would be in order. If the FCC does not
take a stand, then it may be up to an industry group like the EIA to work out a
standard.
At the heart of the satellite situation is the need for station management to appreciate the many ramifications of dealing with the birds. The options are many and the
stakes are high. This is the time that engineering and station management must work
together.
For example, both need to analyze the options and develop a long -range plan.
Getting the lowest -price receiving system that works today may not work in the future when the number of satellites grows and the possibility for interference increases. Another key issue is the need for reliability and redundancy. Moving into TV
transmission, the three major networks have put reliability and backup high on their
priority lists, and so should the broadcast stations. Finally, there is indeed a need to
plan for very heavy use of satellite signals in the future. With this heavy use comes
the need for keeping the plant simple in order to ease maintenance. A patchwork,
quick and dirty approach will not do.
SATELLITES REPRESENT AN OPPORTUNITY

12
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it's a small

price

the

`SOLUTION'
Selecting a new audio console can be a problem if you are a busy
executive engineer with broad responsibilities.
Your audio needs, however, are probably not unique.
We have identified several common needs in broadcast audio and
have configured specific consoles to meet those needs.
One of the most common is 16 inputs with two program feeds (stereo or
mono) and four auxiliary outputs. We have integrated a generous patchbay,
space for two stereo -line input modules, and called the answer the 'Solution'.
All interconnections are by way of XLR or easy to use DIN standard 30 -pin
connectors.
We also have many solutions to other needs, all
at prices that will not compromise your
budget or your requirement.
Now you get price,
the solution,
and, you get a Harrison.

PE Harrison
HARRISON SYSTEMS. INC.

PO. Box 22964. Nashville, Tennessee 37202

(615) 834 -1184

Telex 555133

transformerless design Thick -film resistor networks 5532/5534/LF353 amplifiers Minimum audio -path
design State -variable equalizer
4 dB (or
8 dB) balanced outputs Automated fader Extensive patching DIN (Michel)
interconnects DIN Eurocard internal connectors Center -detent panpots Center -detent - EQ controls All sends switchable main/monitor All EQ
sections switchable main monitor 4 mono sends. plus stereo send Automatic PFL Optional non -interrupting stereo solo New high RF- immunity
trans} ormerless mic preamplifiers Dual switchable mic inputs to each module 24 tracks. plus direct outs (MR) 8 stereo groups, plus 4 stereo programs,
plus 4 mono programs (TV) Extensive internal and external communications Multitrack interface from stereo groups (TV) All- aluminum (lightweight)
housing Internal or external patching Various meter options P &G faders.
SERIES 4 FEATURES: All

1

Prices shown are for direct factory sales in USA, FOB Factory. installation not included. Commissioning into a prepared facility is included. Prices
outside of the USA are higher due to freight. duty, dealer service support. etc. Normal payment terms are 30% with order, 70% prior to shipment. Price.
specifications, terms. and availability are subject to change and are determined only at the time of sale.
Circle 104 on Reader Service Card

LEiTERS
EC AT NAB
To the Editor:
If you were hoping to experience the
exhilaration of electronic cinematography at the recent Vegas NAB, then perhaps
you also experienced the frustration of
our industry's latest exercise in futility.
For example: judging by Ikegami's
approach, one might be tempted to believe they have neither concrete mar-

VATt

'.

REMOTE CONMOL
SYSTEMS
From Monroe Electronics, Inc.
Satellite Cue Tone Receiver
Model 3000R-64

.

w*tt

®

Features up to 8 cue tone decoders

Monitors 4 program channels
Provides 4 balanced audio and
co -axial SPDT switches for base band
video or IF switching
Isolation in excess of 80 db at 4.5 MHZ
60 db at 41.25 MHZ
4

G1E

.r

t0g IIECEIVERS

r
qf

.

See Monroe 6 -page

brochure

Satellite Cue Tone
Signaling Products
Also ask for data on Emergency Access
Units 3000R7- R71 -R72. They provide for
dial up access to cable audio for

emergencies.

NEW DEVELOPMENT
AGILE RECEIVER
CONTROLLER 3000R -82
for dial -up telephone remote control of
most brands of frequency agile receivers. Permits selection of channel
and polarization by telephone coll.
Phone Monroe for all your tone signaling needs:
Monroe Electronics Factory
716 -765 -2254

M-, MONROE ELECTRONICS.

E

INC

212 House! Avenue
Lyndonville, NY 14098

Circle 164 on Reader Service Card
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keting plans nor serious intentions
regarding the EC -35. While Ikegami
touts the new camera as capable of handling harsh lighting ratios (one of their
major claims for rendering the "film
look "), the display featured a soft -lit
set with little or no backlight -and the
set practically was turned off.
Contrast this with Panavision's preparation. Catering to an "invitation
only" audience, the company treated
those who were fortunate enough to attend to a first -class presentation.
Complete with harsh backlight and a
blinking neon sign, Panavision ideally
simulated the actual requirements of a
motion picture set.
Objectively speaking, one yearns for
the best of both worlds. As we move
closer to negotiable tape -to -film transfers such as 24 fps Imagevision, the
combined genius of Image Transform,
Merlin, and Bosch -EC looms ahead
as a viable alternative to the more mechanical film processes.
Manufacturers should understand
that studios and production companies
will take electronic cinematography
just as seriously as they do.
Considering that all sorts of ho -hum
ENO/EFP cameras were given such lavish
attention, perhaps by the next NAB or
sooner electronic cinematography will
receive the attention to detail and proper promotion it so rightly deserves.
Elliot Van Koghbe
Blustarr /Balcom Enterprises

AUDIO PROCESSING
To the Editor:
Your article "Audio Processing" of
August 1982 brought a response from a
CE in Toledo and a PD in Denver. As an
engineering consultant with a Master of
Arts degree in Radio and Television, I
would like to offer a few more observations on the subject.
Both the prior respondents appear to
be fiercely guarding their own little empires. While the PD accuses the CE of labeling the station equipment as "his,"

JULY. 1983
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the PD establishes indefensible limits
for his own authority, and commits the
same error to even a greater degree.
Clearly PDS and CES are made of different stuff, but a successful station requires

both. If disagreements continually
arise, clear lines of responsibility must
be drawn. The program department, in
my view, has no business making adjustments in the Optimod, whether or
not the manual was consulted prior to
doing it. On the other hand, an engineer
who does not make these adjustments
properly and deliver quality sound on
the air should be held immediately accountable to higher management.
The definition of quality sound,
however, could remain at issue. It is
amazing to me how predictably my client stations will demand more of everything. They have little interest in
obtaining just the right amount. They
diagnose their rating anomalies as insufficient technical facilities requiring
more bass, more treble, more compression, more limiting, more signal, and
especially more loudness. It becomes a
little awkward at times to explain that
there are no free rides.
I am a believer in the "less is more"
theory. Whenever I patch around all
those processors, it is wonderful to behold the natural untortured sound once
again. Some compromise of technical
purity is required for competition, but
as listeners obtain superior receivers,
purity becomes an increasingly recognizable quality. Most stations do not
yet realize that the pendulum has swung
back the other way.

Roger W. Knipp
Consulting Radio Engineer
Fountain Valley, CA

CART AUTOMATION
To the Editor:
Your comments regarding the ACR -25
in the April 1983 issue require a
comment.
First, at KTVU we have two ACR -25s
with over 1,725,000 threads. We run
all of our breaks, controlled from a
GVG -4S M204 automation system.
Our on -air discrepancy rate is extremely low and we credit this to our fine
maintenance people, a good machine
and quick supply and backup by Ampex.
While I agree the time is now for a
replacement system using the latest
technology, please don't sell good people and equipment short.

Ray Swenson
Chief Engineer, KTVU

The M -30 Mobile
Production Unit
featured at NAB.
Equipped with field
proven Hitachi
HR200E VTR's.

Midwest and Hitachi...
a track record for keeping
your show on the road.
Whether you're covering a concert or
a play -off game. Midwest can get
your show on the road fast ... with a
fully equipped mobile production
unit that meets the tough demands
of on- location shoots.
From mini -vans to 45 -foot teleproduction units. Midwest designs
fully integrated mobile systems
using only the finest equipment by
the finest manufacturers ... like
Hitachi. Hitachi's HR200E Type C

One Inch VTR is used in Midwest's
Model M -30, and features full studio
capabilities plus diagnostics for easy
field maintenance. Hitachi builds
them for stable performance and
durability, and it shows in their
proven track record in Midwest
mobile units.
For full information on how Midwest and Hitachi can prove their track
record for keeping your show on the
road, call us toll free today.

800 -543 -1584
(In Kentucky 606- 331 -8990)

MIDWEST
CORPORATION

One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, KY 41017

Dayton. OH

Pittsburgh. PA

Lexington. KY

513.298.0421
Cincinnati. OH
606-331 8990

412.781-7707

606-2774994

301.577.4903

Detroit. MI

Nashville. TN

Charlotte. NC

313-689-9730

Columbus. OH

Washington. DC

615-331-5791

704-399-6336

Indianapolis. IN

Charleston. WV

6144762800

Atlanta. GA

317-251-5750

304 -722-2921

404.875.3753

Cleveland. OH

Louisville. KY

Virginia Beach. VA

Miami. FL

502-491-2888

804.464.6256

305 5925355

2164479745

Tampa. FL

813.885.9308
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PHILADELPHIA NEWS CREW
SWITCHES FROM FILM TO VIDEO

WKBS -TV in Philadelphia has "localized" its news operation with HAWKEYE.
And they've done it with a crew that was
previously only experienced with film!
The changeover was quick and easy
according to Glenn Romsos, Engineering
Manager. "We had a hurry -up training program and then our crew hit the streets. The
HCR -1 recording camera is easy to operate
and our people readily adapted to this new
concept in news gathering."
The versatile HAWKEYE HCR -1 recording camera captures local stories which are
then programmed in with the station's CNN
Headline News.
The station also has a complete
HAWKEYE HR -2

studio recording/editing

system and final story segments are transferred to a cartridge recorder for airing. Its
all part of a new WKBS emphasis on news.

"Far Superior to 3/4" Recordings"
"The HAWKEYE ChromaTrak recording
format is giving us video far superior to
3/4" recordings," reports Romsos. "Picture
quality is one of the key reasons why
we went with this system. When you compare our news footage with the same story
coverage on 3/4" by other stations in
the city, the difference in quality is
incredible."
HAWKEYE is a versatile system. It can
be used for news, documentary and production applications. And it can be easily
integrated into your present equipment
complement. Ask your RCA Representative

for all the HAWKEYE

facts- camera,

recorder, recording camera, complete system. Have HAWKEYE Your Way. RCA, Bldg.
2 -2, Camden, NJ 08102.
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broadcast industry
Radio Deregulation Gets
Appellate Court Approval
The FCC's deregulatory policies won an
important battle in May as the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit gave its approval to
most aspects of the Commission's 1981
radio deregulation action.
The court's mixed feelings about
deregulation, however, were evidenced in its remanding to the FCC the
deletion of the program log requirement for radio stations. In addition, the
court, in an opinion penned by Judge
Skelly Wright, suggested "that Congress, and not the Commission, may be
the more appropriate souce of such sig-

M EWS

nificant deregulation."
The January 1981 deregulation,
which had been appealed by the United
Church of Christ, Henry Geller, Classical Radio for Connecticut, and others, lifted radio regulations in four
areas. It eliminated quantitative guidelines for nonentertainment programming, retaining a more limited
obligation; eliminated formal ascertainment procedures; eliminated quantitative guidelines for commercial time;
and eliminated the requirement for
maintenance of program logs.
Rejecting the petitioners' arguments, the court called the FCC'S modification of the nonentertainment
programming rules "a reasonable in-

BDA Competition Fetes Creative Broadcast Design

terpretation of the public interest
standard." The court continued,
"Seeking to maximize the journalistic
discretion of licensees, especially in the
constitutionally sensitive area of informational programming, is clearly consistent with the Commission's statutory

duty."
Elimination of formal ascertainment, according to the court, simply restores the situation in effect before the
1971 adoption of the ascertainment
rules. The court upheld the FCC'S dropping of commercial time limitations,
but expressed unease about "the Commission's decision never to consider
formal challenges to the possibly blatant commercial excesses of any individual station."
In remanding the program log decision to the FCC for further consideration,
the court said it felt the FCC had given insufficient thought to its informational
needs and had failed to explain adequately why licensees should not be
required to make records of their issue responsive programming available to
citizens' groups. It asked that the FCC reconsider a logging requirement.

House Hears Testimony on
Public Interest Standard

' Tiempo

opener, a certificate winner
for Michael Gass and Dan Paterna of
WABC -TV, New York City. Done on
Chyron.

Norman Leong's "Dr. Tomorrow" design won a silver award for video generated news still graphics for KRONTV, San Francisco. Done on Aurora.

Should anyone doubt the refinement
of the state of the broadcast design
art, let him consider well the results of
the Broadcast Designers' Association's fifth annual design competition.
From a field of over 3500 entries
received from local television and radio stations, U.S. and Canadian
networks, production houses and cable companies-the judges named
307 to receive certificates of excellence. In addition, 22 of the certificate
winners received gold awards and 32
silver at the BDA/BPA awards ceremony June 25 at the Fairmont Hotel in
New Orleans. A special award for art
direction went to Maria LoConte,
WNEV -TV, Boston.
Among the gold award winners
were: Sharon Hoogstraten and Bar bara Cochran, WLS-TV, Chicago (small
budget animation); Patricia Morley,
CITY -TV, Toronto (promotional and
sales animation); James Allen Houff,
WDIV -TV, Detroit (nonpromotional ani-

mation); Paul Sidloof Cranston /Csuri
Productions and Drew Takahashi of
Colossal Pictures (commercial animation); Kevin Hamilton of The
Weather Channel, Patricia Guppies
and R. Derhodge of TVOntario, and
Mike Ellison of KNXT, Los Angeles (onair illustration); William A. Stage and
Judy Sternberg of ces/New York,
Sharon Romero and John Rix of
CBUT, Vancouver, Ed Hassenfratz
and Rick Rippon of WNEP, Avoca, PA,
and R. Scott Miller and Robb Wyatt of
WPLG, Miami (news still graphics);
Linda Fox, wLS, Chicago (station ID
graphics); and Larry Lindahl, KABC,
Los Angeles (title still graphics). Other gold awards were in promotional
or print categories.
Those who missed the BDA show in
New Orleans, which featured all the
winners, can catch it in New York August 8 through September 30 and at
Kent State University in Ohio next
spring.

'

-

a classic legislative tradeoff maneuver, Rep. Timothy D. Wirth (D -co) recently withdrew his staunch opposition
to broadcast deregulation pending in
the House on the condition that its proponents return it to the subcommittee
process and consider inclusion of a
quantified public interest standard,
with specified percentages of nonentertainment programming.
Wirth, whose opposition had been
viewed as the biggest stumbling block
to the deregulation bill, had objected to
the bill's consideration in the full
House Energy and Commerce Committee, rather than in the Telecommunications Subcommittee, which he chairs.
Several versions of the legislation had
been introduced, all designed to codify
radio deregulation and extend it to television. Most were similar to S. 55, the
Senate -passed deregulation bill. The
House bill was under discussion as a
rider to the FCC budget authorization
bill, H.R. 2755.
The codified public interest standard
of particular interest to Rep. Al Swift
(D -wA), whose own deregulation bill,
H.R. 2370, included such a provision.
All the bills had been the subject of
unusually heavy lobbying efforts by the

In

which had originally tried to
sidestep Wirth's opposition. Hearings
NAB,
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This is Larry Boden
PIONEER IN DIGITAL AUDIO
RECORDING & MASTERING

application of U -Matic
Videocassettes today is for digital
audio recording. The slightest dropout
or other tape imperfection can cause
The most critical

a loss of thousands of dollars.
Larry Boden, chief engineer of JVC

Cutting Center, Hollywood, digitally
masters exclusively on Agfa
BROADCAST PLUS U -Matic Cassettes.
Mr. Boden personally recommends
Agfa to all owners of JVC digital
systems. As Larry says, "I've repeatedly
tested them all. No other video tape
compares to Agfa's remarkably low
dropout rate, consistency, reliability
and superb slitting and winding
characteristics."
Agfa Video...
for your most critical application.

ALFA

VIDEO

Acclaimed as the new industry leader.

AGFA-GEVAERT, INC.

PM;Nf

FAN- r)IVI :I()N

f

275 NORTH STREET

TETERBORO, NJ 07608

(201) 288-4100

Mr. Boden

accepts no compensation for

rarr.le

IO

his

endorsement
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on the public interest issue were held
only a few days after the surprise corn promise, with testimony falling along
expected lines -FCC chairman Mark
Fowler and broadcasters opposed, citizens' groups (such as Action for Children's Television and the National
Black Media Coalition) in favor.
Some friction was generated between NAB and NRBA when NRBA protested NAB'S stated willingness to
consider quantification "in a spirit of
compromise." In an open letter to its
membership, NRBA called the NAB efforts
"ill- advised and short- sighted," saying that its own work toward total

deregulation for radio had been
"shattered."

The Ultimate Sports Console
Built -in frequency extender for
phone lines
4 mixing channels with high
qualify conductive plastic slide
faders (2 mid /line)
Telephone interface 3 lines

headphone channels with
custom monitor mixing
Compressor/Limiter
Shielded all metal construction
PA feed, ext monitor input, test
tone, overload flasher, 31/2" vi
3

Specialists in remote braodcast audio transmission.
617- 443 -8811

P.O. Box 269, 60 Union Ave., Sudbury, MA 01776

At the same time, Reps. Tom Tauke
Billy Tauzin (D-LA), who had
cosponsored another of the deregulation bills, H.R. 2382, surprised listeners by admitting to doubts on the
quantification issue. Tauke suggested
any quantification of programming
standards should be broad enough to
avoid trampling on broadcasters' free
speech. Similar concerns were raised
by Fowler, who expressed concern that
quantification could pose First Amendment conflicts.
(R -ix) and
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PROGRESS
"Breakaway" from the Crowd
...with Videotek's new RS-10A Audio
Follow Video Routing Switcher. Ten
bridging video inputs with dual channel audio breakaway make this an
extremely versatile switcher. A remote

control model is also available.
Now that's Progress...

BY' DESIGN
25 N. York St.. Pottstown, PA 19464
215) 327 -2292. TWX: 710 -653 -0125

9625 N. 21st Dr.. Phoenix AZ 85021
(602) 997 -7523. TWX:910 -951 -0621

VIDEOTEK

INC
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Rockefeller Center to Buy
Outlet for $300 Million
Outlet Co. , owner of five radio and five
television stations, will be purchased
by Rockefeller Center, Inc., under a recently concluded agreement between
the two companies. The group broadcaster divested itself of its nonbroadcast holdings, mainly in the retail area,
a few years back, and had been looking
for a merger since that time. A possible
merger with Columbia Pictures had
been under discussion two years ago
but was dropped.
According to Outlet, Rockefeller
Center will pay $68 for each of Outlet's
3.6 million outstanding shares and will
assume $87.3 million in debts. The total deal comes to $332.1 million. Outlet's top management will remain
essentially unchanged under the agreement, with president and CEO Bruce G.
Sundlun staying on as chairman and
CEO of the new subsidiary of Rockefeller Center. David E. Henderson, now
executive vice president of Outlet Co.
and president of the broadcasting division, will be president and coo of the
new entity.
Business has been looking up at Outlet, which announced a three- for -two
stock split and 12.5 percent increase in
its regular dividend a month before the
merger became public. The company
also reported record net earnings of

You already own

half of a
digital graphics system.
Your character generator.
Hook it up to our new, low -cost
FPS -1000 Graphic Paint System and
you're in business. Or you can use the
FPS -1000 as a stand -alone system.
Either way the cost will hardly dent

your capital equipment budget.

Simple hook -up.
The FPS -1000 can be easily connected to our Compositor 1 a or any
other character generator you may be
using. So you won't have to pay for
character generation capability you already have. And you can get into digital
paint/graphics sooner than you thought.

t 1982 Fernseh Inc. All nghts reserved.

Economical, but powerful.

Simple storage and recall.

Don't be fooled by the low cost of
the FPS -1000. It's a powerful system
that includes a special -purpose color
graphic computer and a 10- megabyte
disk drive with a removable cartridge.
You can use your existing Compositor 1
Graphics Compose digitizer tablet or
order an optional tablet and stylus.
You get a simple menu selection
to guide the artist, a master palette of
65,000 colors with 16 displayed, and
five different brush sizes and styles.
For graphics you can automatically
draw dots, lines, circles, diamonds,
and rectangles. And automatically fill
an area with color simply by depressing the stylus.

The FPS- 1000's disk can store 64
full frames of video. All you have to do
to save a picture is press "Save" with

the stylus.
Recalling a picture is equally
simple -just press "Recall." All the
pictures on the disk will automatically
appear on the monitor, and you can
choose the one you want simply by
pressing the stylus on it.
Obviously you can have multiple
disk cartridges. So your off -line picture
library can be virtually limitless.
Call your local Bosch -Fernseh office
for details. Or get in touch with us directly:
Fernseh Inc., P.O. Box 31816, Salt Lake
City, Utah 84131, (801) 972 -8000.

ri EWS
over $18 million.
Outlet's broadcast holdings include
W1AR -Tv, Providence, iu; wcPx-TV, Orlando, FL; WCMH-TV, Columbus, OH;
KSAT -TV, San Antonio; KOVR -TV, Stockton- Sacramento, CA; WTOP -AM, Washington, Dc; WIOQ -FM, Philadelphia;
WQRS -FM, Detroit; KIQQ -FM, Los Angeles; and WSNE -FM, Taunton- Providence. It has an application pending
before the FCC to buy WHFS -FM, Bethesda, MD.

Satellite Spacing Slashed;
19 Launches Authorized
In a move that reaffirmed its 1972
"open skies" stance, the FCC has authorized the launch of 19 domestic

communications satellites and reduced
orbital spacing between satellites from
three degrees to two degrees.
The reduced spacing will take effect
immediately in the 12 -14 GHz Ku
band, where only three satellites are
presently in orbit. In the 4 -6 GHz C
band, however, the spacing will be implemented gradually to accommodate
the 12 satellites that reside there. The
new Orbit Assignment Order adopted

by the FCC provides for an interim
arrangement combining three, 2.5, and
two-degree orbital spacing in the C
band until uniform two-degree spacing
can be achieved in the future.
In its decision, the Commission rejected the possibility of assigning three degree spacing in the C band, saying
that it would not provide sufficiently
for future expansion.
According to the Commission, the
reduced spacing will require some technical adaptations on the part of satellite
operators and users. To accommodate
the two -degree spacing, existing antennas will have to be upgraded or replaced, and system operators will have
to coordinate their activities to a greater
degree.
The companies authorized to launch
new satellites under the recent order
are: Advanced Business Communications (two in orbit plus an on -ground
spare); AT &T (one satellite); American
Satellite Co. (two hybrid birds in orbit
and one on the ground); Hughes Communications (one); Rainbow Satellite
(two in orbit and an on- ground spare);
RCA American Communications (five
launches and a ground spare); Satellite
Business Systems (two); Southern Pa-

cific Satellite Co. (one launch and one
ground spare); United States Satellite
Systems (two in orbit and one onground spare); and Western Union
Telegraph Co. (one).
The new launches will bring the
number of U.S. domestic communications satellites in orbit to 38 by 1987.

Murdock Inks SBS Deal for
Five -Channel Rural DBS
Armed with financial backing from
Australian publishing entrepreneur
Rupert Murdock, a new joint venture
has been formed to provide a DBS service with an agricultural slant to viewers in the rural U.S.
The new company, Inter -American
Satellite Television, arranged with Satellite Business Systems to lease five 20
W transponders on SBS's SBS -3 bird for
six years, with an option to buy or extend the lease for one year at the end of
the period. Cost of the lease agreement
is reported at $75 million.
The company's plan is to aim five
channels of information, entertainment, and agricultural information to
rural viewers. There has been some
speculation that the inclusion of farm

ft.),

TELEX.

fr

For Communications Behind The Scene

AUDIOCOM. The closed circuit intercom for small, large, portable or fixed
installations at concerts, stage productions, film or TV studios, stadiums or race
tracks, industrial or public safety applications. AUDIOCOM belt packs or
wall mount stations can be "daisy- chained" by the dozens over five miles
without degradation in signal quality or strength.
AUDIOCOM interfaces with other sound systems
and telephone circuits. AUDIOCOM includes
headsets, mics, cables, switchboards, signalling
kits, even battery packs for remote locations;
the complete intercom system for
communications behind the scene.

Quality products for the audio professional.

4

TELEX
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC
9600 Aldnch Ave So Minneapolis MN 55420 U S A
Europe Le Bonaparte -Office 711. Centre Affaires Pans -Nord. 93153 Le Barc- Mesnd. France
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Nobody
will ever duplicate
the Service!

x

...and it's the service
behind the product that
keeps the Amperex
Plumbicon*

out front.

No TV station or production facility can ever
shut down while "waiting for parts': Plumbicon
tubes are instantly available through your local
distributors.
We learned to build smaller and smaller
Plumbicon tubes that provide performance
standards similar to the original; and we have
learned to produce tubes with higher resolution and sensitivity, tubes with extended -red
response, reduced comet -tailing and minimum
lag. We developed and introduced Diode Gun'"
tubes, low output capacitance tubes and tubes
for very high resolution applications.
Aware of the TV camera users concern about
the over -all operation of their cameras, (not
merely about the characteristics of our tubes),
we provide them with expert information, in
print and via our field engineers. Written by and
for TV professionals, we publish and distribute
free, "Optical Perceptions", a series of applications bulletins devoted to the advance of video
technology. Typical topics covered include
camera tube technology and operating /maintenance techniques.
Plumbicon users in need of immediate assistance or advice need only call us and we'll
`Registered trademark of

N. V

to a complete technical
evaluation at our own expense
and furnish the customer with a detailed
engineering report on the tube.

have an expert there
to help with the problem.
An emergency hotline is available 24 hours a day,
7 days a week, to provide instant response to
your requirements. We also maintain a complete, modernly equipped, expertly staffed color
TV studio and an applications lab in Slatersville
to which Plumbicon customers are invited to
send their camera for trouble- shooting.
Our warranty is not only designed for the
customer's maximum benefit but whenever
possible is interpreted in the customer's favor.
For example, a customer may return any
Plumbicon tube for testing (even a tube that is
technically out of warranty) and we'll subject it

Philips of the Netherlands
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In TV broadcasting, its the service behind the
product that keeps the product out front. That's
why Amperex Plumbicon tubes still offer the best
all- around package of performance, price and
reliability available.
For more information, contact Amperex
Electronic Corporation, Slatersville Division,
Slatersville, Rhode Island 02876. Telephone:
401 -762 -3800.

Amperex
... dedicated to product excellence

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY

MEWS
news could make the service tax deductible to farmers, at least in part.
Launch is scheduled for the end of this
year, which would come hard on the
heels of another Ku -band DBS service,
that of United Satellite Communications, Inc. The usci service is scheduled
to start November on Canada's Anik -C
satellite.
Headed by president William J.
Kommers, LAST is working in concert
with Murdock's News Satellite Television of Britain. Under the agreement,
NST is leasing the transponders and LAST
is programming them. The 20 W signal
reportedly will be receivable by dishes
1.2 to 1.8 meters in diameter.
In other DBS news, Satellite Television Corp. (src), the Comsat subsidiary
that was the first to file a DBS application, has announced that it will launch
its five -channel service two years
earlier than originally planned.

Bornstein at NPR Helm as
Mankiewicz Steps Down
With Ronald C. Bornstein in place as
interim chief operating officer for a six month period, National Public Radio
president Frank Mankiewicz has hand-

ed in his resignation. The leadership
change comes as NPR is faced with a major financial crisis that may force the
net to curtail some of its programming.
NPR membership, at its recent annual
meeting, called on the network's board
of directors to make preservation of All
Things Considered and Morning Edition its top programming priority. The
two acclaimed news shows are among
NPR'S most popular offerings. The
meeting also asked the board not to
impose a programming fee -suggested
by Mankiewicz at the earlier NPR
conference -but rather to consider a
variety of other funding options.
With a deficit approaching $6 million, however, programming cuts of
some sort seem almost inevitable.
Management has suggested cutting the
news budget to $3.3 million from the
current $5.1 million; others have offered suggestions for less drastic cuts.
NPR vice president for news Barbara S.
Cohen has stated that she hopes a $4.8
million news budget can be agreed on.
Bornstein, who will hold the halftime position as coo until October 1, is
director of the Telecommunications Division of the University of Wisconsin
Extension. He is taking a temporary
leave from his university duties to work

at NPR, where he will be responsible for

the day -to -day management operations. Bornstein had previously served
as vice president for telecommunications at the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting.
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hosing patterns.

Correction: In the May 1983 story,
"State of the Cart" (p. 63), legends for
Fig. 3 on p. 66 were accidentally transposed. The figure is reprinted here correctly.

Shintron makes the DA
you need to buy only once
You want two things from an audio or
video distribution amplifier. You want the best
performance obtainable from current technology. And you want long, trouble -free service life.
Shintron's 200 Series gives you both, with
performance that exceeds most CE's expectations and operating life that delights the
maintenance crew as well as the controller.

Other niceties include direct plug -in
compatibility that lets you upgrade Grass Valley
racks with Shintron 200 Series modules. When
you're ready for the DA you buy only once,
specify the Shintron 200 Series. For complete
information, circle reader service number or
contact:

SHINTRON

SHINTRON Company, Inc., 144 Rogers Street, Cambridge, MA02142/(617) 491-8700/Telex: 921497
Shintron Europe, 198 Avenue Brugmann, 1180 Brussels Belgium/ Tel: 02-347-2629/Telex: 61202
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NC engineers

another breakthrough
in video cameras.
Black Balance...Corner
Registration Correction
...Matrix Masking...Auto
Centering...Flare Compensation... Focus Wobbling...Auto Black Level

JVC, a world leader in

miniaturization of electronic components, brings
you a new option at the
highest level of production
quality cameras.
ProCam'" Video
Cameras!
They're available in two
models: ProCam 950 with
LOC diode gun Plumbicon*
tubes, and ProCam 900
with LOC diode gun
Saticon * * tubes.
Never before has so
much been put into cameras this size. One look
at the double -sided circuit boards will give you
an idea of how packed
with features they are.
And you'll see the great
results every time you

Stabilization...Zebra
Stripe Video Level Indicators in Viewfinder...2H
Vertical Contour Correction...Split Field Color
Bar Generation...f /t4
Prism Optics With Built-In
Quartz Filter...Stable
RS -170A Sync Output
with Color Frame.

You'll see
great convenience features:
Light Weight...
A Pickup Tube
Protection Circuit...
Compact, Solid
Aluminum -Diecast Body...
Memory Back -Up...
Preheating Circuit...
Video Recorder Power
Save Circuit... LED Viewfinder Indicators ...Digital
H/V Variable Blanking.
You'll see traditional JVC
value...traditional JVC

reliability... traditional
JVC flexibility. And you'll
see them in distinctly

untraditional cameras...
but cameras whose
advanced circuitry is in
the unique JVC tradition.

ProCam

For more information,
call toll -free
1- 800 -222 -0437 Ext. 36
(In New Jersey, 1-800-225-0452.)

Or write: JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA
Professional Video Division, Dept. BME 7/83
41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407
JVC CANADA, Scarborounh, ONT

use them.
You'll see great

Someday
others will build
3 -tube color
cameras like NC.
Not yet!

picture quality:
Better than 600
Lines Resolution... Signal to -Noise Ratio
of 58dB.
You'll see
great performance features:
Auto -Shift
Registration...
Automatic White and

,)I983 NC COMPANY OF AMERICA
ProCam is a Trademark

-Plumbicon-

o1

US JVC CORP

Is a registered trademark of

North Amencan Philips Corp.
trademark of
Hitachi Dennis, Ltd.

-Sefton" is a registered

Jvc®
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA
Professional Video Division
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In the past ten years,

computers have gotten smarter,
cameras have gotten simpler,
ovens have g
quickeç
beer has gotten Iighteç
bodies have gotten learn;
athletes have gotten ricer,
hi -fi has gotten higheç
radio has gotten stronger,
studios have gotten smaller,
towers have gotten taller;
movies have poften longer,
cars have gotten shorter,
film has gotten faster,
outerspace has gotten closer
and blue deans have gotten classier:

Now ifs our turn.
In the past 10 years, the Premium
Line from ITC has seen refinements. but no major changes.
Frankly. it hasn't needed any. The
Premium Line has been a dependable workhorse that's found its
way into more studios than its
next two competitors combined.
But we couldn't leave well
enough alone. So this year. the
Premium Line gives way to the
Delta Series, a new generation
of cartridge machines that offers
you more than ten years worth
of improvements.
Its mechanically better. The
cart guides are improved. Therés
a crystal- referenced servo
capstan motor with a vapor -honed
non- magnetic shaft. Modular

construction makes alignment
and service convenient. Highspeed recue is standard.
And the Delta m
gives you three

independently removable decks.
It's electronically better. There
are new high performance
components. including NE5500
Series amplifiers. Therés an
exclusive ITC 3M playback head
for smooth frequency response
and improved signal -to-noise.
Weve added a toroidal power
transformer with fully regulated
and protected power supplies.
And a digital cue tone detector
controlled by a powerful
microprocessor.
And its physically better
because it's smaller. The whole
unit is only one -third rack width
(55/e "). The enclosure is made of
1/4-inch milled or cast aluminum,
for stability. And the panel inserts
are made of Lexan'.
Of course, we left in all the
good things that made the

Premium Line so popular The
12 -inch tool plate aluminum deck.
Durable, high quality switches.
And a solenoid- actuated. chain -andsprocket pressure roller assembly
All backed by our famous two year warranty on parts and
factory labor. plus a 30 -day
guarantee of satisfaction. If, for
any reason. you're not
completely satisfied, you can
return the unit within 30 days of
purchase and well refund your
money in full.
The good things are still
there. But what you'll notice are
the improvements. We think
they were worth the wait.
For more information, or
to place an order, call us collect
from Alaska, Hawaii or Illinois.
at 1- 309 -828 -1381. From the
rest of the U.S., call the following.
Toll -free number:

1- 800 - 447-0414.
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3M hears you..

Dramatically improve
your FM performance ..

.

The New Harris MX -15 Exciter
Unequalled audio performance and
specifications. Wideband input FM Noise
(S /N) is 80 dB! Equally impressive are
CCIF Intermodulation Distortion
measurements. Using 14/15 KHz test
tones, distortion products are over 60 dB
down in stereo mode...over 80 dB down
through the wideband mode! Wideband
60 Hz /7KHz 1:1 Intermodulation
Distortion is .02 %.

unique to your installation. New
construction techniques reduce
susceptibility to microphonics. And at
maintenance time, you'll appreciate the
ease of accessibility to modules.

A

truly balanced, floating composite
input eliminates ground hum pickup.

Corporation, Broadcast Division, P.O.
Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 62305 -4290.

The exclusive adjustable hum bucker
nulls out extraneous magnetic fields

217/222 -8200.

-iLdrin

The Harris MX -15 outperforms any other
FM exciter in these and other key
performance areas. And it's the heart of
Harris' complete line of FM transmitters.
For more information, contact Harris

HARRIS
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CBS Newsmark Series

Revisits Wounded Knee
controversial
issue (the massacre of the Sioux Indians
by government troops at Wounded
Knee, sD) which wasn't even covered
the first time (about 100 years ago) and,
by some accounts, was misrepresented
the second time (I0 years ago)? You do
it again. This is precisely what Rob
Armstrong, correspondent for the CBS
Radio News Network, and Carol Pauli,
producer for CBS News, set out to do.
They went back to Wounded Knee 10
years after the American Indian Movement (AIM) clashed with government
troops in a firelight over tribal government and ownership of sacred land.
The idea was to find out what has happened to the Lakota Sioux in the time
since that encounter, giving the news
story an historical perspective as well
as an immediate information value.
"I suggested last year to Charles
Reeves, executive producer of the
Newsmark documentary series, that we
go back to South Dakota and see if there
had been any progress. We would be
able to broadcast it in March 1983 as a
10 -year retrospective," says Armstrong. "We could also use it as a way
of viewing the plans concerning Indian
reservation issues for the next 10
years." Reeves and a committee of
people involved with Newsmark discussed the issue and gave it a go,
assigning Carol Pauli as producer.
WHAT DO YOU DO about a

Producing the Newsmark series

Originally, Newsmark was handled
by one producer. Recently, however,
divisions in CBS News have undergone
revamping, with the result that Newsmark has a rotation of producers from
the 25- minute documentary series to
three -minute short announcements to
public affairs programming. This, says
Reeves, keeps the ideas fresh and gives
the talent continuous challenges.
The documentary series is a part of
the CBS Network News Service and, as
such, is available, free, to all affiliates
who choose whether or not to pick it up.
No advertising is sold during the program, but local management may
choose to place spots before and after

Armstrong, technical
supervisor Buzz Turner, and
producer Carol Pauli (above)
review script for Newsmark
program on Wounded Knee.
CBS News correspondent
Bob Armstrong with Indian
family affected by Wounded
Knee uprising (left).

the broadcast. The documentaries are
monthly programs which stations may
run at the time and date of their choice.
Documentaries require preparation

Rob Armstrong was a news correspondent for NBC 10 years ago when
the AIM uprising took place. His idea to
return 10 years later grew from a feeling that not all the issues were dealt
with fairly the first time, and that from
the current remove of time, perhaps a
more objective report could be done
concerning what was accomplished
there at Wounded Knee. In order to
do this, a great deal of preparation was
necessary.
Prior to the actual IO days spent at

the different reservations in the area,
and at the battle site itself, Armstrong
and Pauli started with phone calls six
weeks in advance. The phone calls involved a process of renewing contacts
from previous experience in the area
and setting up interview times. Two
trips were arranged: one to Washington, oc for interviews with people at the
Bureau of Indian Affairs and other government departments, and one to Rapid
City, so, the jumping -off point and location of the local CBS affiliate.
In South Dakota, Armstrong, as correspondent, provided the impetus and
editorial direction for the story, while
Pauli, as producer, supplied editorial
balance and organizational legwork.
BM /E
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This segment of Newsmark, entitled
"Wounded Knee: The Legacy," was
handled in a different way than other
documentaries because of the nature of
the report and because of the rough terrain. Many of the interviews were over
60 miles from each other in remote areas of the hills. One of the reasons for
this, besides the value of actuality in the
programming, is that CBS News has a
policy: If you are going to say, "Here at
Wounded Knee," you have to be at
Wounded Knee when you say it.
Such a demand required that Pauli

and Armstrong change the way the documentary might normally be recorded.
Usually, the reporter will go into the
field, record the information and come
back into the studio to polish it up. After meeting with the producer and writing the script, the two will join an
engineer and do the actual editing and
mixing. For this segment, however, the
script was written on -site the last day in
South Dakota, after all the interviews
had been collected. After having done a
full day's worth of interviews, Pauli
would sit down and take notes or actual

...ANOTHER FIRST FOR MODULATION ASSOCIATES...
10 WATT SOLID STATE SCPC UPLINK!

MODULATION ASSOCIATES made satellite history at the recent
NAB with the debut of their new Solid State Uplink when a
National Network used the SU 10 to uplink a popular network
show
live from NAB!

-

What made this SU 10 Solid State Uplink so
impressive? The SU 10 is the first of its kind. Its solid state
features equate it with low cost, broadcast quality radio
transmission. The uplink is a dual channel earth station
transmitter using two 10 Watt solid state high power
amplifiers. It is suitable for two independent SCPC uplink
channels or for stereo channels. The SU 10 is available with
audio processors, frequency agile modulators, dual transponder upconverter, dual HPA's and full dial -up remote

J

3

-e.

control from a personal computer. The entire uplink is
housed in a 4-foot enclosed rack for shelter mounting at the
antenna allowing any SAT terminal in State or Regional
Networks to become a transmitting station for news
collection or regional programming.

-

For your Solid State Systems needs contact
Terry Sheffield, Vice President of Marketing, at

Modulation Associates
897 Independence Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 962 -8000
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transcripts of the tapes while Armstrong was out doing more interviews.
Pauli also did interviews and sat in on
the sessions conducted by Armstrong.
Later, on the last day, the script was

written right there so Armstrong's
commentary could take place next to
Wounded Knee Creek. The only element of the final broadcast which was
taken from the studio was sound from
CBS archive tape as a review of what
was recorded in 1973 for background
purposes. This was put together before
Armstrong and Pauli left.
Demands on equipment

The actuality requirement by CBS
places demands not only on the personnel, but on the equipment as well. Owing to the type of production, certain
equipment had to be used. Trudging in
and around mountains, deserts, and rivers is generally acknowledged as a
rough way to treat sensitive electronic
equipment. The two -person crew took
two Sony TC -5000s and a Sennheiser
shotgun microphone. They felt these
products were small enough and tough
enough while still offering a good
enough recording to use after editing
and dubbing back at the studio.
In fact, after returning to New York
and beginning the editing process with
the help of technician Buzz Turner,
only one piece of work out of almost
200 edits was unsuitable. At the CBS
studios, the supply of 18 cassettes was
dubbed onto quarter -inch tape using
Ampex 350 mono and MCI half-track
stereo reel -to- reels. There were a lot of
natural sounds and events other than
voice, posing a difficult mixing job
which was done using both an old RCA
console and a customized McCurdy
board. Crown DC -300A amplifiers
were used along with JBL 4312 monitors. After the cassettes were dubbed to
quarter-inch reels and edited, they were
run through either the Orban or UREI
graphic equalizers. This was necessary
because of the lack of uniformity in
sound due to rigorous field conditions.
Upon looking back, one point of interest that many people were not aware
of as Pauli and Armstrong ventured into
the Black Hills of South Dakota was
that the 1973 conflict was a three -way
encounter. The American Indian Movement was dissatisfied with what they
claimed was corruption on the part of
the Indian tribal council, as well as being distrustful of the government in
Washington. From a current perspective, many people now realize that the
value of a news story is not only
that it's new, but that, in retrospect,
historical worth and future ramifications are just as important for news
coverage.
BM/E

Introducing the New
Electro-Voice RE30 omni
and RE34 cardioid
ENG /EFP microphones
"Sophisticated
microphones that simplify
field production :'

Each microphone includes a low distortion limiter which functions at
either output level.
The RE30 and RE34 can be powered
by either phantom power or a standard,
available anywhere, 9-volt "transistor
radio" battery. With both power sources
present, the battery becomes a redundancy powering system that instantly
and silently takes over if ever required.
An LED, mounted so as to be easily
visible to the talent only, serves several
important functions...it shows the presence of phantom power, monitors battery condition, and offers the world's
first hand -held "tally light" to signal
on -air personalities from off- camera.

Action doesn't wait. The constant
deadlines faced by news gathering and
field production crews demand equipment compatibility, fast set -ups, simple
operation and absolute reliability.

Electro-Voice knows.
We've designed and built the broadcast microphones that have set performance and reliability standards, and we
stand behind EV Professional Microphones with a warranty and service
policy that's second to none.

Get the whole story.

And EV listens.

No advertisement can hope to explain
all of the features of these incredible

Properly designed broadcast products
are the result of pooled efforts. That's
why EV devoted years to research, by
working with network and local broadcasters to engineer all of the desired features into a pair of rather revolutionary
new microphones for ENG and EFP.
EV confirmed that field microphones
should incorporate low handling noise,
resistance to humidity and moisture
problems, extreme durability, and the
same reliability and level of performance
that the industry has become accustomed to expect from EV microphones
like the phenomenal 635A and RE20.

new microphones. Complete engineering data sheets describing the many
features and benefits of the RE30 and
RE34 are available free upon request.
Many Electro -Voice Professional
Microphone Dealers can arrange a
hands -on trial at no cost to you. For
more information please write to:
Greg Silsby, Market Development
Manager/Professional Markets,
Electro- Voice, Inc., 600 Cecil Street,
Buchanan, Michigan 49107.

Introducing the RE30 and RE34.
Because remotes present a variety of
acoustic environments, EV engineered
the RE30 with an omnidirectional
pickup pattern, and the RE34 with a
cardioid pattern. Except for their polar
patterns, each model has the same
features.
Both the RE30 and RE34 have switch able outputs- either line level or microphone level. No longer will field crews

be stuck without the right signal level.
recessed switch adjusts the
output level, producing instant compatibility without the need for extra equipment or cables. The low distortion line level amplifier allows direct interface
with line -level inputs such as those common on microwave and fiber optic

A flick of the

transmitters.
Additionally, the RE30 and RE34 will
drive and hold telephone lines
' F.C.C. approved

a

UItUfl

interconnect may be required.

Elecfrol/oice

company

SOUND IN ACTION'
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Beautiful pictures generation after generation.
The high energy formulation of Ampex 196 has been
designed to give you pictures of perfection time after time. With
clarity and color rendering that's truly amazing even after many
Multi- generation Testing
generations.
Recent laboratory
ó
tests comparing signal loss 150
46after multiple generations
demonstrated Ampex 196 É ;;
"Brand
is measurably superior in
42_
chroma signal-to-noise,
ÿP,0
audio distortion and video
C04846-tonoise.
These
ó
signal
-"Brand
tests put Ampex directly
"Brand A"
Ñ ;ó_
against all other leading
brands in multi -generation
uses.
'
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Even troublesome shades of red hold up brilliantly after
seven generations with Ampex 196. And audio distortion is

insignificant.
But don't take our word for it. Check the charts that show the
test results. Better yet, give Ampex 196 your own test. You'll quickly
realize why so many video professionals
use Ampex 196 for mastering, editing and
duplication.
To find out more about how
Ampex 196 One -Inch Video Tape
can make your productions look
brilliant over and over again,
call your Ampex representative.

AM PEX

Ampex Corporation

One of The Signal Companies

it

QUALITY WORTH BROADCASTING.
401

AMPEX CORPORATION, MAGNETIC TAPE DIVISION
Broadway, Redwood City, California 94063 (415) 367-3809
Circle 119 on Reader Service Card
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The new

Philips LDK6
The

first "total"

automatic camera.
the LDK6 provides 100% automatic
contrcl for all primary and secondary
setjp adjustments... plus it has
multiple diagnostic systems and
many other automatic and operating
features.
The LDK6's advanced design
provides unprecedented reliability
and flexibility. It launches a new era
for broadcast and production.

NitOnly

\
r
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If you are interested in the most advanced
studio/field camera available today, and

the best investment for the '80s...
put yourself behind the LDK6.

or write for details.
Philips Television Systems, Inc.
900 Corporate Drive
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430
201- 529 -1550

Call

PHILIPS

TELEVISIOPI

programming ñ production
Documentary Producer Leaves
Film for Half -Inch Video

FEW PRODUCERS ARE FOOLISH enough to

make a major technology switch without ample thought, and Christopher
Jeans is no exception. Jeans, documentary producer for Capital Cities Television Productions, has dropped 16 mm
film, his preferred medium for many
years, in favor of Sony's Betacam halfinch video format for his latest Cap
Cities job, a documentary on adult
illiteracy.

Capital Cities Communications,
group owner of six Tv stations as well as
seven AMS and seven FMs, founded its
teleproduction arm in 1976 with the
aim of producing and distributing programs that served the public interest.
The work of Capital Cities Television
Productions is divided into two categories, documentaries and family dramas.
Five Cap Cities dramas numbered
among I982's top 20 syndicated specials, according to Nielsen figures; one
of the company's documentaries also
made the top 20. A year earlier, in
1981, Capital Cities also boasted six of
the top 20 syndicated specials.
The dramas are all produced on loca-

tion by Paulist Productions, a Catholic
church -related group on the west coast.
Paulist Productions works closely with
Capital Cities in developing and producing the shows. The documentaries
are produced by Chris Jeans Productions in New York, also on location.
Host for the last three documentaries
was Tom Wicker, associate editor of
the New York Times; public television's Robert MacNeil was the previous host.
As of press time, the group had produced 20 family dramas and l documentaries, not counting the in- progress
work on adult illiteracy, untitled as yet.
In addition to the specials themselves,
which are offered to stations on a barter
basis, Capital Cities produces promos
for the shows and PSAS on the problems
highlighted by the dramas -which
have included drunk driving, teenage
pregnancy, and youth unemployment.
The national syndication network for
the Capital Cities shows has consistently reached 90 percent of U.S. viewing
households, according to the group.
Jean's interest in video dates back as
1

At work on the illiteracy documentary,

producer Chris Jeans (far right) conducts
an interview as camera operator Bob Ipcar
and sound man Rick Patterson tape.

Patterson's Sony professional cassette
recorder is in shoulder bag.

Ipcar tapes a scene with the Betacam.
WRR -27 receiver for wireless mic is
temporarily taped onto the rear of the
camera; a base plate is on order.
BM
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far as 1976, when he was the head of
U.S. operations for the BBC. At that
time, he produced an hour -long documentary, "Plains Goes to Washington," entirely on videotape. The show
followed the "Peanut Brigade" train as
it journeyed from Jimmy Carter's home
town of Plains, GA, to Washington, Dc,
for Carter's presidential inauguration.
In addition to the footage of the train
journey, which lasted a day and a half,
the show featured videotaped interviews with Carter supporters back in

Plains, and library material of his political journey.
As Jeans remembers it, the crew flew
the cassettes up to Washington, where
they conducted a "massive three-room
edit job" prior to sending the show to
the U.K. the same night. "We put the
narration on live to satellite as we were
transmitting to Britain," he recalls.
Not surprisingly, given the time constraints of the job, Jeans was impressed
with the speed of videotape production
and post- production. "The huge ad-

FlRST AID

FOR TV
BATTERIES
This new charger for ENG and EFP batteries
thinks so well for itself that we call it the Smart
Charger. The Smart Charger is a one -unit
charger designed for any battery in the 12 -15

volt range with

minimum capacity of 4AH.
What makes it so smart? The Smart Charger
determines when the battery is at full charge
and drops down to trickle automatically. Result:
a Crastic reduction in overcharged batteries, and
longer battery life. Write for complete details.
a

0

dLE)C1IlOE
Alexander Manufacturing Co.
Box 1645
Mason City, Iowa 50401
515-423 -8955
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vantage was time," he says. Still, he
felt that what he perceived as videotape's many disadvantages made film
preferable for the majority of his work.
First among the disadvantages of
video, according to Jeans, was the necessity to tie the camera to the recorder.
"It was like going back to the 1950s in
film, before the crystal-controlled film
camera," complains Jeans. Another
cause for complaint, he felt, was the
quality of the 3/4-inch videotape image,
"especially down a generation," and
especially in comparison to film.
Jeans's final gripe was that the editing
systems available in the mid -'70s were
unable to read time code accurately, except for highly sophisticated two-inch
systems. "I decided," he relates, "to
hold my horses until a video system
came on the market that rectified these

problems."
Worth the wait

Jeans found the answer to many of
his difficulties with video in the new

half-inch recorder/camera systems.
After spending about four months
evaluating the competing formats, he
decided to go the Betacam route. Lack
of a unified format, which continues to
concern some broadcasters, has not
been much of a problem for Jeans.
"I'm acutely aware that SMPTE hasn't
decided on a format," he remarks,
"but I'm going to be delivering my
shows on one -inch, so it doesn't matter
as much." As a single producer, Jeans
feels he was able to decide on the benefits of the format alone, with no worries
about interfacing with other stations.
"I'm extremely confident that the
three -tube Betacam is a major advance
over the M- format in quality," Jeans
asserts. At this point, he is using the
single -tube version of Betacam, which
has poorer sensitivity than the three tube version, requiring more lighting
setups and wider apertures. A three tube model is on order, however, and
Jeans expects it this month.
Besides its good video quality, Jeans
sees several advantages to the Betacam
in terms of packaging. "It seemed to
me," he explains, "that the M- format
camera was large and cumbersome."
He also notes that the M- format sound
was not Dolbyized and that some camera models lacked film -style mic compatibility. One of the nice features of
the Betacam, according to Jeans, is that
the camera operator can monitor sound
while shooting. "It's not very important," he concedes, "but it's good

packaging."
Jeans is making sure he won't have
to wait any longer than necessary to edit
on half-inch; he has already ordered the

Betacam player/recorders, which Sony
had on display at April's NAB show.
Until those recorders are delivered,
Jeans is doing his off-line editing for
the adult illiteracy documentary on
3/4 -inch, using a Convergence ECS- I04
editing system. Later assembly will be
on one -inch at a local production house
that offers half-inch to one -inch editing.
Developing the show

According to Jeans, the idea for this
latest Capital Cities documentaryadult illiteracy -came from William
G. Mulvey, director of marketing for
Capital Cities Television Productions.
Usually, the ideas for the documentaries are generated by Jeans or Charles
Keller, vice president and general manager for the production arm. In any
case, a consensus is required before
Jeans can start work. "Unless we all
agree, we don't go ahead with the project," he states.
In this case, preliminary research
was especially crucial and delicate.
"I'm very concerned to make sure that
we've got the right people to talk to,"
Jeans explains. "Illiterates are usually
very shy and disinclined to come forward. They find it embarrassing." Although production was under way when
this story was written, the process of
identifying interviewees was still in
progress.
Jeans feels that working in video has
already favorably affected the show.
"There's a professor at Harvard who's
done some work showing how the
teaching process may adversely affect
children," Jeans relates. "We photographed her observing a Boston classroom, along with shots of the teacher
and students." After taping the segment, Jeans put the cassette in a playback machine and taped the professor's
reactions as she watched the class in
session. "That kind of thing you just
can't do with film," Jeans says. "Video opens up lots of creative possibilities
like

that."

Sound setup

(inc feature of the Betacam that
Jeans is finding particularly useful is a
base plate on the camera's rear that
takes a radio mic receiver. Jeans is taking advantage of this feature by feeding
the sound from the mics into a small
mixer, then transmitting the composite
signal to one of the Betacam's two audio tracks, using Sony's WRT -27
transmitter at the mixer and WRR -27
receiver at the camera. As insurance
against RF dropouts, Jeans is making a
backup sound recording on eighth -inch
cassette tape with a 60 Hz sync tone.
This method of working the sound,

Jeans says, allows the sound person to
remain "free and clear" of the camera
operator.
Jeans has not found the built -in mic
on the Betacam to be very useful, however. Even though he had the company
check the mic over, he says, it produces
a serious hum problem on the audio
track, making it impossible for him to
use the mic for recording his soundtrack.
The question of time code has been
"superbly resolved" by Sony with a

/

built -in time code generator and user bit
track, according to Jeans. With a video
format he can feel comfortable with,
Jeans is able to enjoy the advantages of
video-the lower price of raw stock,
the absence of syncing problems when
sound is recorded directly on videotape, and the ease of editing and conforhing, with an edit list generated
off-line for final assembly editing.
With his switch to video, Jeans is enlisting technology as an aid to
BM/E
creativity.

Bally
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Prefab
Insulated
Shelters...
easy to
assemble,
enlarge or
relocate
Bally Shelters can be
assembled in sizes to
suit users' needs
from lightweight
metal -clad panels
insulated with 4 "thick R34 urethane.
Patented built -in

Ideal field
enclosures for:
Satellite Broadcasting
systems equipment
CATV systems

equipment
Microwave systems
equipment
Sensitive
equipment

joining devices lock
the panels together
quickly and easily
with never -miss accuracy. The
superior insulation of Bally Shelters makes
it easy to control temperature and
humidity for protection and efficient operation of sensitive equipment. Bally
Shelters are completely weatherproof and
will withstand the most punishing burning
sun, driving rain and sleet, heavy snow
loads and hurricane winds. Bally Shelters
generally qualify for accelerated cost recovery deductions and investment credit.
(Ask your accountant.) Contact us for free
design and engineering assistance on the
use of Bally Shelters in your application.
Bally Case & Cooler, Inc.,
Bally, Pa. 19503
(215) 845 -2311
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THE STATE-OF-THE-ART IN ROUTING
There are a number of people
in a number of places who claim
they're state -of- the-art. But let's face
it, the state -of-the -art in routing

switchers hasn't changed significantly
in years.
Until now. Because 3M is introducing a whole new approach to
switching technology. And starting
today, you can look to Minnesota for

www.americanradiohistory.com

the true state -of- the-art.
Our Series H Switching Systems
utilize hybrid integrated circuitry,
a technology developed in the
aerospace and medical industries.
The results are the best
performance specs in the business.
Reliability is improved and maintenance is reduced.
Expansion is easier than ever.

SWITCHERS JUST CHANGED STATES.
And thanks to miniaturization,
there's at least a 300% increase
in crosspoints -per-rack -unit. What
used to take up an entire room can
now fit in a closet.
Best of all, we offer all these
advantages at a price that's actually
comparable to the price of conventional switching systems.
So if you still think of the state-

of- the -art in terms of yesterday's
technology, call us toll -free at
1 -800- 328 -1684. In Minnesota, call
toll -free 1-800-792-1072. Outside

the continental U.S., call International Operations collect at 1 -612736 -2549. Wéll give you a whole
new sense of direction.

3M

St Paul

Minnesota
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ALCOA -NEC
Communications
Corporation is DBS.
ALCOA -NEC (ANCOM) is ready, willing
and able now to meet the Direct
Broadcast Satellite (DBS) equipment
challenge.
With DBS, consumers will own inexpensive antennas to receive TV signals
directly from a satellite. Current projections see as many as 30 million compact dishes in place by 1990.
ANCOM is the only company ready
today, producing and delivering state of- the -art DBS components. And unlike
newcomers to DBS, ANCOM offers the
dependability of system integration.
One reliable source for all DBS components -from dish to low noise converter to indoor receiver. One source for
design and testing, for packaging and
distribution. This integrated approach
assures fully tested components, designed to install quickly and work efficiently as a system for maximum field
performance.
ANCOM is the best choice for any company entering 12GHz broadcasting on
any scale. We are ready, willing and
able to supply tomorrow's technology
today...in the quantities and configurations to fit any individual purchaser's
needs.
For more information, call or write for
Tuning in Tomorrow.

ALCOA
-NEC
Cortrrwicatans Corporation
130 Martin Lane, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007
Phone. (312) 640 -8466
TWX 910- 222 -5991 (ANCOM ELGR)
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INVASION OF THE SATELLITES
They came from outer space and spread across the country into the

smallest communities. Soon no broadcaster could deny their
overwhelming power.

By James A. Lippke, Editor Emeritus and Robert Rivlin, Editor

line was,
not
all
that long
ago, when

commu-

nications
satellites
were thought of as belonging
only to other services besides
broadcasting. Telephone and
data transmission were their primary uses, together with cable Tv
program distribution. And if a broadcaster used information from a weather
satellite, or participated in an occasional
ad hoc network to distribute local sports
nationally, it was considered a major
innovation.
Now, suddenly, satellite programming is
everywhere -over 160 programs on 113 transponders of 14 satellites. Much of it, of course, is
still cable- oriented -all the various CNNS, ESPNS,
HBOS, and Showtimes, to say nothing of the new

trend towards cable
audio (see news feature in this issue).
More and more of it,
however, is intended for
the commercial broadcaster. On the radio side, there are
the syndication services offered by Bonneville, RKO, ABC;
services such as WGN, which offer their standard broadcasts as
material for syndication; and so
forth. Mutual, NPR, AP and UPI, of
course, have been on satellites for
years. And on the Tv side, local or regional networks are being joined more and
more frequently by full -scale network distribution systems.
Just as an example of how busy broadcasters are with satellites, consider the case of Don
Larsen, director of engineering at Rapid City, SD'S
KOTA -an NBC Tv affiliate and a ces radio affiliate.
Using an Antenna Technology Corp. Simulsat 5 sysBM E
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tern which looks at two satellite feeds at once, Larsen regularly receives programming from six different satellites.
Radio comes in from Mutual on Westar IV, NBC and atco
on Westar III (received on Harris and a Microdyne 1100
receivers, with a Scientific- Atlanta DAS system on the way
for the cas digital signal); plus Tv programming on Westar
V and Satcom 3 and 4 and a prime feed from NBC on
Comstar 3 (received with three S -A 7500s). All this in addition to the um news feed.
As Bruce Hough, vp and GM of Bonneville Satellite,
puts it,
think the fact that over 150 markets can now be
reached with programming delivered by satellite demonstrates a strong endorsement by broadcasters of the flexibility and benefits which satellite transmission provides.
We are about to the point where the universe of earth stations, originally installed experimentally, has become in-

"I

dispensable."
And, within the next few months, the birds will become
even more crowded, as the major networks switch from
landlines to the new digital audio service on Satcom 1R.
CBS Radio is making a total switch to satellites for program distribution. According to a letter distributed to its
affiliates in May, landline delivery or programming to the
northern tier of the United States "will be cancelled as of
11:52 (ET) Friday, Sept. 30. Effective Saturday, October
1, the CBS Radio Networks will be fed only by satellite to
that part of the country." Affiliates are advised to move
immediately to purchase the $10,000 Scientific -Atlanta
digital audio earth station systems. ABC began the digital
audio service in December last year and over 40 stations
have made the conversion to date.
Rumblings are reported, however, among all three network affiliate groups, which are balking at having to
spend their own money to install the S -A systems. A report
is that only one in five affiliates has ordered, and that interest has slowed to a trickle. Perhaps offers of free earth
stations from Rico or the commitment of only $7000 to purchase the Mutual dish system have convinced some affili-

ates that it might be more worthwhile to switch than fight.
It is also possible affiliates are waiting for another manufacturer besides S -A to begin manufacturing digital audio

receivers, hoping for a lower cost.
Not only are the radio networks about to convert over,
but all three television networks can be expected shortly to
begin program distribution to their affiliates via
satellite -after both ABC and CBS begin 24- hour -a -day satellite feeds of news, sports, and other programming from
Europe to the U.S. through Comsat's Intelsat.
According to Dave White at CBs, vp Administration,
Production Facilities and Engineering, the network will
begin Phase 1 of its satellite conversion program by
sending signals to nine southwestern affiliates stretching
from Wichita Falls to Los Angeles. "Phone companies
just can't keep up with broadcast demands these days,"
observes White. "What with independent stations doing
their own programming and local and regional sports and
increased news operations, they're already overbooked.
So we have to expand someplace."
Although the satellite system supplier had not been
picked as of this report, White wrote the specs to which
the system must adhere. The main downlink antennas will
to six
be seven meters, but an auxiliary dish
meters
be required in case of solar transients or a
malfunction; the cost to the affiliate will be $100,000 to
$150,000. Nine -meter uplinks will be located at all O &Os
except St. Louis and Philadelphia.
Julie Barnathan at ABC also plans to have satellite distribution to affiliates in the Western time zone by the second
quarter of 1984. A supplier was to have been picked by
now (rumors have pointed to Andrew Corp.), but again
the decision had not been announced at press time. Specs
for the ABC system are for a 9 m steerable antenna as the
main dish, plus a 4.5 m antenna as a backup.
It will be NBC, however, that will get the jump on the
other two by beginning satellite distribution to 24 affiliates on January 2, 1984, with expansion to a full satellite

-will

ollywood, CA harbors the west coast satellite facilities of Metromedia Inc. As part of the extensive array of equipment, three Harris earth stations are located
just outside the main building. The two 9 m dishes in the
foreground are uplink units with responsibilities for cable news and syndicated programming distribution,
while the 6.1 m dish in the rear is a receive -only.
Master control for all satellite functions is executed
from the Harris computer. All three steerable dishes and
the entire earth station shelter are controlled from the
keyboard. Maintenance and power functions can also
be attended to from this operator position.
The earth station shelter contains four 3 kW Klystron
HPAs (high power amps from Varian) with receivers and
exciters to the left. An intricate RF switching network is
located atop the Klystrons. The system was designed
and installed by Harris Corp.
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system by the following September. Although NBC hasn't
yet officially announced whose hardware it will use, the
distribution plan will be handled by Comsat under a
10 -year contract (worth several hundred million dollars).
Until 1985, the service will operate over the Ku -band Satellite Business Systems bird, and will then convert over to
Americom satellites.
Perhaps more importantly, NBC has apparently decided
that its two -year testing program of the Ku band for satellite transmission is acceptable (both ABC and cas have apparently locked in on the C band). Ku offers the
advantages of requiring less power, although critics point
to potential interference problems that can be caused by
rain, even though solar transients can be expected to interfere with satellite transmissions at least twice a year even
on the C band. As NBC's Mike Sherlock pointed out in an
exclusive interview last January, however, the occasional
interference that might be caused in a heavy rainfall area
(the problem arises at the downlink, not the uplink) is certainly no worse than the occasional outages found with
current landline use, and the advantages -among them
the ability to locate the dish almost anywhere, without
fear of terrestrial spectrum interference
outweigh
the disadvantages.

-far

advantages
Gl iz Ku band has become the broadcast satellite
of choice for the '80s, especially since every C band slot at
four -degree spacing is filled for the next 10 years. Virtually every major satellite system now being planned is either
entirely Ku band or incorporates both Ku- and C -band
capabilities. Microdyne, for instance, has just received a
$300,000 contract from VideoStar to install 50 earth staKu band
1

he 12

tions for Hewlett -Packard that will accommodate -P's
teleconferencing needs on the Ku band. Ford Aerospace
Satellite Services Corp. plans a 1987 launch of a three satellite system, each containing 54 transponders, with 23
on the C band and 30 on the Ku band. These are medium11

power Ku signals. RCA has filed to launch a high -powered
Ku satellite in 1985.
And the field may become even more crowded if sMATV
operators heed the advice of Americom's former president Andrew Inglis and switch over to 40 W Ku band
transponders as being the most economical and logical
way to go (see discussion on SMATV later in this special report).
The 12 GHz Ku band was established by the 1979 WARC
conference in Geneva, which allocated the 11.2 to 12.7
GHz C band for fixed satellite services demanded by telephone, cable, data transmission, teleconferencing, and
similar operations, and the 12.2 to 12.7 GHz Ku band for
broadcast satellite services such as CBS. The distinction
may be moot, since the FCC has indicated it may allow the
two bands to be combined and used for either service. And
the FCC must still resolve where to reallocate current microwave users of the Ku band, which include public safety
radio operators. But in the meantime, broadcast use of Ku
continues to grow.
C band is still very much alive. One of its chief proponents is AT &T, whose Satellite Television Service,
operating out of a central receive /transmit site in Hawley,
PA over the Telestar 3 satellite, boasts impressive signal
characteristics. Video s/N in clear air is better than 56 dB
(54 dB in rain); audio s/N is 63 dB with 0.2 percent harmonic distortion at 18 dBm. Assuming that the FCC permits C -band operation for the networks in the future, this
will almost certainly be the way ABC and cm will go.
NBC, of course, is following the RCA corporate line on Ku
band, since RCA Astro itself has been committed to the
Ku band since the 1978 launch of the Canadian Anik -B
communications satellite. Anik currently offers coverage
in the 6/4 GHz band shaped to match the outline of Canada
as seen from geosynchronous orbit, and four 14/12 GHz
spot beams. It would not be unreasonable to suppose that
the future of NBC's plans might revolve around the same
concept.
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DBS

opportunities

interest in Ku for its network transmissions may
be tied into an even larger use of satellites- direct -tohome DBS service. It is in this area that broadcasters can
expect immediate expansion, because enormous revenue
potentials exist. For as many broadcasters as are now involved with various aspects of cable distribution-contributing to cable news services, distributing their
programming for cable service syndication, and so forth,
even more may find themselves with new opportunities
through DBS.
NBC's

Much of the recent flurry of excitement over DBS has
been caused by a provision in the FCC approval of some
nine DBS plans last year which mandated that construction
orders be placed by the end of this year. To date, only the
Comsat project described below has complied, but the rest
are expected shortly. Still to be resolved is whether it is
possible to get all the DBS applicants together so that transmissions will be on a common standard, offering the
viewer a choice of 20 to 30 channels of service with two or
three from each DBS service. This is an area in which the
FCC is being urged to take a stand, but in which the com-

i

trial of the Alcoa -NEC DBS
system.
A

Applicants for DBS Satellite Service
Name

Parent Company

#Satellites

CBS

CBS. Inc.

4 (2

Spare)

3

Broadcast Network

HDTV/ Programmer

DBSC

Satellite Systems
Engineering, Inc.

3 (1 Spare)

6

Consultant

Common Carrier

Focus

Focus Broadcasting
Company

Subscription TV

Lease Channel

Graphic Scanning

Graphic Scanning Corp.

2 (1

Spare)

4

Radio Common Carrier

Programmer

Satellite Television Corp.

Comsat

4 (2 Spare)

3

Satellite Service

Programmer

RCA American

RCA

4 (2 Spare)

6

Electronics, Broadcasting

Common Carrier

1

#Channels

(Western Union)

1

Primary Business

Remarks

(NBC)

United States Satellite
Broadcasting

Hubbard Broadcasting

2 (1

Spare)

3

Broadcasting Stations

Programmer

Western Union

Western Union

4 (2 Spare)

4

Common Carrier

Common Carrier

Video Satellite System

Video Satellite Systems

2 (1

Spare)

2

Newly Formed

Carrier for Dominion
Sat. A Related
Company

With permission of NEC America. from the Synchronizer magazine.
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"I want the world.

Consistent .05% corner registrafion
and full auto-setup of upo 96
cameras on computer command.

CHI
Don't want much, do you?
Dynamic registration not just at dead center but at all four corners.
AUTO
Plus 2- minute auto -setup of all those cameras.
SETUP
You're asking for some smart camera system, networks
of the world and top -drawer video production companies.
Well, Hitachi heard you, and has created an outright geniusthe Hitachi SK -110 Camera System.
The computer registration capabilities of this camera system
produce pictures of a
clarity and resolution
previously unheard of.
And you get auto -setup
at the push of just one button, and zero reference,
too, where the computer
sets the green channel and
compares blue and red to
it with absolute precision.
The SK -110 is not only self-correcting, but self- diagnostic
as well. It gives both video screen display and hard copy printout; can be hooked into the CRT for control room monitoring.
There's a high -performance contour corrector;
5 automatic setup modes including quick check;
5 data files; so many other unique features an ad
can't begin to tell you about them.
The ultimate Hitachi SK -110. Contact the
broadcast video division at any of the offices
listed below. Hitachi Denshi America Ltd.,
175 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY
11797 (516) 921-7200. Offices also in
Chicago (312)344 -4020; Los Angeles
(213) 538 -4880; Atlanta (404)
451 -9453; Cincinnati (513) 489 -6500;
Dallas (214) 233 -7623; Denver
(303) 344 -3156; Seattle,
(206) 575 -1690; and Washington,
D.C. (301) 459 -8262.
Circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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mission will undoubtedly follow the marketplace policy,
as it did with issues like AM stereo and teletext.
All the plans have in common the use of Ku -band satellites with 200 W transmitters aimed at dishes some 24 to
30 inches in diameter (typical cable service on the C band,
for instance, transmits with only 5 W of power and therefore requires much larger receiving antennas). All plan to
offer multichannel service, which would presumably include both free channels and premium channels of news,
sports, and entertainment -especially movie- programming, together with stereo audio. All will operate off networks of satellites that cover the entire country, with one
or more as backups. And all will presumably charge consumers between $500 and $650 for the rooftop antennas,
plus additional monthly fees on either a pay -per-view or
flat monthly charge basis. It is also possible, given the
technology, to transmit data along with the picture and
sound, to provide teletext/videotex -like information.
Another possibility is the use of DBS to provide HDry service directly to the viewer's home, or to regionalized,
wide -screen "movie" theaters. Both DBS and HDTV are being actively researched in Europe in experiments which
American broadcasters are eyeing with more than casual
interest. (The Montreux TV Symposium this year had major demonstrations of both DBS and HDTV, and BM /E will
carry a full report in the September issue.) From the local
broadcaster's point of view, DBS not only offers a viable
alternative to the competition which cable provides, but
also suggests innumerable programming possibilities in
which the station could participate in a direct-to -home satellite network of its own.
The RCA Astro /Comsat plan will launch four satellites in
1986 which will blanket the country with Ku -band coverage, each satellite serving roughly one time zone, though
capable of being reoriented toward another. Initially three
200 W DBS channels will be carried on two satellites being
built under a $100 million contract for Satellite Television
Corp., a wholly owned subsidiary of Comsat, and will
carry a diverse selection of popular entertainment, sports,
education, culture, and public affairs programming to the
eastern and central time zones. The service will operate
from a massive $800,000 new facility being built in Las
Vegas, equipped with $250,000 in hardware.
Even before service begins on the high -powered (200
W) delivery systems to DBS receivers in 1985 -86, however, several short-term projects are likely to introduce
American viewers to "medium- power" DBS broadcasting, probably by the end of this year.
One of the most aggressive in this area has been United
Satellite Television, which will jump on the bandwagon
by using transponders on Telecast Canada's Anik-C2
satellite which normally covers Canada but which has
been approved for use by GTE Satellite Corp. to serve the
American market by both the Canadians and the FCC. The
service, which had originally been projected to begin this
September, has now been postponed to early next year,
and will then convert to GTE's own GSTAR bird when it is
launched in April 1984. The 15 W usry signal will be
transmitted to earth stations four feet in diameter to
achieve theoretically the same TASO grade as the high power systems coming later. It will be done with the use
of the larger antenna and General Instrument's improved
downconverter for lower noise and threshold extension

-a
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Microdyne's horn antenna at WTTG in Washington, DC.
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techniques. Four channels of service are planned
movies, sports and news and information, plus a pay -perview premium channel billed through the subscriber's
telephone. The antenna and receiver are projected to cost
around $550, billed to subscribers at $15 /month, with an
additional $15 /month paid for the programming.
Interest in Ku -band DBS service has also come recently
from publisher Rupert Murdoch. A company which he is
financing, Inter-American Satellite Television, has
agreed to lease five Ku -band transponders on the Satellite
Business Systems SBS -3 bird. Some idea of the worth of
this market might be indicated from the more than $75
million expected to be spent in the long -term lease (six
years), and the $23 million Murdoch is reported to have
invested in setting up the IASr operation. Also involved in
this project will probably be Alcoa/NEC, which manufactures the rooftop DBS receivers in the 1.2 to 1.8 meter (24to 30 -inch diameter) size range, possibly marketed
nationwide by an organization such as Sears. Tests with
20 W signals using a 1.2 m experimental dish were said to
yield good- quality results. At the International Association of Satellite Users Conference in Orlando in April,
Sony demonstrated DBS with stereo sound.
SMATV

developments

Satellites are, of course, primarily a means of distribution, and the chief advantages of DBS will be to deliver
high-quality signals into areas of the country where it is
not economically feasible to lay down a cable Tv system.
Subscribers in these areas will still not have access to the
multiple channels of a typical cable system, and thus DBS
becomes more like a nationwide LPTV distribution system
than it does a full -fledged broadcast service. Many in rural
areas have already bought larger earth station systems-
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Introducing our new
klystrons for UHF TV
Utilizing New Compact Magnetics
Type

Power Output

K3270BCD
K3271 BCD
K3272BCD

5 to 15 kW
15 to 30 kW

40 to 55 kW

Each tube covers all UHF TV
channels in the USA

*

*
*
*

-

Beam Control Device for
greater energy savings

Efficiency 42% min -45% max
No Beryllium Oxide Ceramics

Water or Vapor Cooled

Another innovative, cost-effective product
from EEV, the Company that has continuously
advanced high power tube technology for over 40 years.

MIFameraielijaa

E EV

Achievement in electron tube technology
EEV, INC.
7

In Canada EEV Canada Ltd

_

Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, N.Y. 10523.
Tel: 914 592 6050.
Telex: 6818096

67 Wedmore Dnve. Rexdale. Ontano M9V 3v6 Tel 416 745 9494 Telex 06989363

In Europe EEV Chelmsford. Essex CM

120u.England. lei. 024561777 Telex 851 99103
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costing from $1200 to $2000
order to grab whatever
is available on the satellites, including pay-Tv services
such as HBO. Home Box has recently decided to scramble
its satellite signals to avoid piracy, now that some 10,000
consumers are said to own their own rvRos.
The legal way to do it is for the individual TVRO operator
to become part of the 12,000 -unit rveo industry connected
with cm,/ service. This is the idea behind Omega Satellite's plan to rent eight -foot rvROS in Indiana for $39.95 a
month, plus a $200 installation charge. The eight -foot
dishes would enable the reception of 24 channels. Ten
thousand units have been ordered and Omega was to have
commenced installation May 2.
This type of service for rural areas is the equivalent of
one of the hottest new areas of satellite development for
broadcasters -SMATV (satellite master antenna service)
which is coming to cities across the country. By placing a
single Two on a rooftop, subscribers in a large apartment
building or condo can all enjoy the benefits of satellite delivered programming without each having to install an
antenna and receiver. SMATV adds up to smart practices for
the broadcasters, for whom it can be a way of participating
directly in the home delivery market without necessarily
buying a cable system or even competing with cable franchises already awarded.
One such operation recently initiated by Early Bird Satellite Services allows residents of condos in the Fairfax
County, VA area to receive a 10- channel service including
both HBO and Cinemax, plus CNN, ESPN, C -Span, MTV,
Nickleodeon, the Health Network, and the Weather
Channel for $23.95 a month. A basic five -channel service
is available for $11.95. The installation fee is $19.95.
According to a report on SMATV market opportunities recently prepared by International Resource Development,
Inc. of Norwalk, cr, the principal problem with SMATV today is that both HBO and Showtime are reluctant to deal
with SMATV systems even in areas where cable has little
chance to penetrate. This means that even though a SMATV
operator may have an apartment building receiving services such as ESPN, Nickelodeon, USA, CNN, and so on, its
subscribers still can't get a premium movie service because the premium services do not like working with such
small numbers.
To counteract this, the National Satellite Cable Association was recently formed to represent the collective voice
of the SMATV operators, perhaps in an attempt to negotiate
a group contract with HBO and/or Showtime. Another activity will be to defend the rights to SMATV against the intrusion of cable and the laying of cable in areas already
served by SMATV. An example of what cooperation can
achieve is that the group has already leased one
transponder and is distributing the ESPN signal plus other
programming designed for SMATV to its participating
members.

-

Radio involvement

Not to be forgotten in a discussion of satellites in broadcasting is the increasing role which they are playing in the
radio market.
Satellite distribution of radio programs is certainly not a
new technology and major distribution systems are familiar to all. National Public Radio's satellite distribution
network was established over five years ago. Mutual's
48
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Part of the Mutual Radio satellite complex. More than half its
650 terminal system has full -time stereo multicasting.

service was launched in early 1980. AP and uPt distribution via satellite has been around nearly as long. Last year,
the three major networks, ABC, CBS, and 'vac, decided to
switch to satellite distribution and all three selected the
new digital audio service developed by RCA Americom.
RKO picked this system too. Programmers ready to capitalize on satellite distribution have sprung up all over. Satellite Music Network made a name for itself almost
instantly and within one year had over 100 stations carrying its music syndication program. This last year, regional
state networks using lower -cost narrowband channels
have popped up in several states.
Despite this impressive growth, many radio broadcasters believe satellite distribution is in its infancy. Certainly
not many radio broadcasters are able to uplink today
one capability that is certainly coming. In the future, radio
broadcasters will be able to exchange programs with almost anyone -other broadcasters in the state, or anywhere in the nation for that matter. The challenge is to
take advantage of satellite distribution as a practical, viable way of expanding business. A broadcaster should not
need to invest in three or four different earth receiving stations, as now seems the case, to receive and uplink the
programs that are in orbit.
Perhaps some day distribution will gain some semblance of order, with specific satellites and their
transponders being known as radio satellites, others as Tv
satellites, and still others as cable satellites, thus
minimizing the problem of multiple reception and transmission. Until that happens, four or five satellites will be
used, and therein is the dilemma. If a radio broadcaster
makes a big investment in a satellite earth receive sta-
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Now getting the hot story live
is as easy as calling home.
The S1L«/
Sometimes a story breaks so fast there's practically no time to
set up lines of communication. Knowing that, Shure has developed a microphone to keep both you and the story well
covered.
The Shure SM82 Cardioid Condenser Microphone. It's the
only line -level microphone tough enough for the rigors of day
to day remote ENG broadcast assignments. And all your crew
has to do is just patch it straight into the transmitter connection of the nearest telephone... call your station, and they're
home free. Or, it can be connected directly across a dialed -up'
phone line. No separate amplifiers, limiters, or line-level
adapters are necessary.
lust as important, the SM82 is ideal for assignments involving very long cable runs (up to one mile without equalization)
typically encountered when covering sporting events,
parades, and political rallies.
While electronic news journalists will appreciate the
SM82's extended reach and exceptional balance in hand -held situations, you'll love
its low mechanical handling noise, rugged
construction and reliable operation over a

variety of temperature, humidity and wind conditions.
Its built -in imiter kicks in at 100 dB SPL, pre p
venting
ntin overload of the microphone's
intern al line
amplifiers.
The SM82 utilizes an internal battery or it can be
externally powered by an optional PSI power
supply or equivalent. For added security, it automatically switches to battery power if its simplex
source should ever fail.
If you're in the broadcast operations ENG/
EFP business, you know there are lots of ways
to get a live story-even more ways to miss
one. Now, with the SM82 on the scene, it is
simply a matter of calling home.
For more information on the complete
line of professional broadcast products,
call or write Shure Brothers Inc., 222
Hartrey Ave.,
Evanston, IL
60204, (312)
866 -2553.
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tion, how does he know the system will be adequate for
tomorrow's service?
Going to satellites wasn't a hard decision to make until
recently. Mutual gave away earth station receiving equipment initially (it now claims 650 earth stations in its system, with 200 more planned), and AP and UPI offered
terms cheaper than leasing landlines. But last year when
ABC, CBS, and NBC told their affiliates that they would have
to lay out $15,000 to $20,000 to get their network program in the future, quite a few broadcasters began to think
about what they should do. First and foremost was the
question, "Do I need the network ?" "Will I make more
money with it, or without it ?" "Should I switch affiliation to use the less expensive analog service?"
One station that has been thinking about alternatives
and the future is WAIN (AM), Racine, wt, owned by Sentry
Broadcasting. WAIN is fortunate that its CE Rees Roberts
has looked at the future and is not backing away from it.
WRJN has been a urn satellite subscriber for some time and
it is also an ABC affiliate and thus began taking the digital
satellite feed from ABC last December. Rather than installing two separate systems, Roberts turned to the ATC
Simulsat which had been originally developed for television. ATC responded to Roberts' inquiries and came out
with a three -meter version. wruN got the first production
model in May. Equipped with two I.NAS, one for the UPI
feed and another for the ABC feed, separate cables run to
two receivers, the Model 7300, which Roberts bought

from S -A, and the Harris receiver purchased for the uPt
feed. (With a crystal change, Roberts could alternately
pick up some other ABC program or the CBS, NBC, or taco
feed.)
One rather than two antennas is a plus in Roberts' mind,
but he's not satisfied and he views a generic receiver as
receiver that could pull in any signal,
another need
analog or digital, wideband or narrowband, and process it
accordingly. Some of the features of a generic receiver
would be automatic volume compensation, automatic dynamic range control, various decompanders to bring different standards, and noise reduction circuits. Since there
is now a variety of ways being used to send audio -scPc
and Wold's ssTc for instance -the generic receiver should
not be limited in this regard. Roberts says several manufacturers are thinking in this direction, and he mentions
Arunta Engineering of Phoenix and Automated Techniques of Tulsa as having possible solutions. Of course
Roberts wants to be able to uplink too. Alt reports they expect to be able to offer uplink capabilities on their
Simulsat antennas (both radio and Tv) before year's end.
One thing is clear from all the recent interest and activity in the satellite field: The birds are not just for cable TV
and the telephone companies any more. For the broadcaster today, satellites are a viable alternative as a
means of signal distribution. For the broadcaster three
years from now, satellites may well be the only reasonable
choice.
BM/E
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The Standard -Setting Telephone Interface
(Modestly Improved)
Its no secret. Studer has become the acknowledged leader
in high quality telephone interfacing equipment. The Studer
Telephone Hybrid
already selected by hundreds of U.S.
broadcasters, including all three major networks has been
praised for its straightforward design, long -term reliability, and
consistently outstanding performance.
At the heart of the Studer Telephone Hybrid is an auto balancing hybrid circuit which automatically matches phone
line impedance while isolating send and receive signals for
maximum sidetone attenuation. A built -in limiter prevents sudden overloads, and bandpass filters shape the voice signals
for optimum clarity and system protection. The new updated
Studer Hybrid includes additional noise suppression circuitry

'.

to eliminate unwanted noise and crosstalk while still preserving

true 2 -way hybrid operation.
Now the Studer Telephone Hybrid is also available as part
of a complete Telephone System. Designed to operate independent of the studio console, the self- contained Telephone
System includes a microphone input plus a palm -sized remote
module (on a 30' cable) with VU meter for line level, headphone output, and level controls for microphone, headphone,
and telephone receive.
The time -tested Studer interfaces. Improved for even better performance. Expanded for more flexible operation. And
built to set the quality standard for years to come. Call your
Studer representative today for complete details.
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Cost - Performance to Oki Doesn't
Mean Less Performance for Lower Cost.

Performance Takes Priority_!
'n111i1

LT1210 Digital Television Standards Converter
Professionals demand an uncommon level of picture quality in TV
standards conversion. And production on the road requires a compact,
reliable unit. Oki Electric built the LT1210 to deliver. It's the world's smallest
converter able to handle NTSC, PAL, and SECAM, with PAL-M conversion
as an option. Yet it incorporates every function and feature needed for
producing studio -quality programming. The image enhancement function,
for example, ensures a high- definition picture with outstanding image
clarity. This converter is also a totally integral unit so no adaptor or
changing of encoder/decoder modules is required for conversion between
NTSC, PAL and SECAM.
The cost -performance of the LT1210 is nothing less than outstanding. Oki
Electric's proven expertise in standards conversion combined with the
latest in LSI technology results in a highly reliable, easy -to-use converter.
The LT1210. Check it out. Anywhere.

Oki also produces the high -end LT101512 Digital TV Standards Converter.

In the U.S.A. and Canada, contact:
OKI Electric Overseas Corp.
One University Plaza,
Hackensack. New Jersey
07601 U S.A.
Tel 201.646.0011

LT1015E

-0015

TWX. 7109905004 OKI ELEC HAK

In

other areas, contact:

Head Office:
Overseas Marketing & Sales
10 -3. Shibaura 4- chome.
Minato-ku. Tokyo 108. Japan
Tel (03) 454-2111

Telex J22627
Cable. OKIDENKI TOKYO
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A frame
synchronizer from
Tektronix that sets a
new standard of comparison.
Now. Authentic reproduction from
any signal source. The Tek 110-S is
the frame synchronizer with 10 -bit
resolution and accuracy. Performance that's every bit Tektronix! You
get highest signal quality with correct
SCH phase from any source. Resulting in the least signal degradation of
any frame synchronizer on the market today.
Ten -bit digital circuitry offers

digital signal processing with
negligible quantizing errors. This
cascade
multiple units and depend on the
110-S for unexcelled performance.
With four passes through the 110 -S
your signal is still better than with
one pass through an 8 -bit synchronizer. Including quantizing effects.
the 110-S has the following
specifications:
1% Diff Gain
1 ° Diff Phase
60dB Signal-to -Noise
1% Freq Response
0.5% 2T K- Factor
Compare these values to other frame
synchronizers which omit quantizing
effects from their specifications.
10 -bit capability lets you

Noise performance unmatched.
Signals can be tracked to low
signal /noise ratios, such as those
encountered during ENG Microwave
fades. Or the operator can select
field freeze or black. Adaptive
clamping prevents streaking while
quickly responding to hot switches.
Accurate color framing. With the
adaptive decoder or optional four field memory. field 1 to field 3 conversions can be accomplished without
introducing 140 nanosecond picture
shifts. With four-field memory (one
complete color frame). accurate color
framing can be obtained without
decoder artifacts.
Accurate RS -170A timing. With
the 110 -Ss 10-bit digitizer and full
memory your original sync and burst
can be passed with the signal. Or you
may choose to insert a new digitally
generated sync and burst with
RS -170A timing.

Front loaded interchangeable
boards. Internal diagnostics allow
you to quickly identify any impending
problems. Circuit boards are calibrated individually so you can
change boards quickly. minimizing
downtime.

Tektronix

11 0

-S

SYNCHRONIZER
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Processing amplifier with remote control provides adjustments
for signal level. set -up. chroma gain
and hue. Other controls such as
field f:ame freeze are also provided
on the remote control.
The 110-S is built in our tradition of
reliability. excellence and long -term
value. And backed by a worldwide
service network and proven technical
support.
Call your nearest Tektronix Field
Office (listed in major-city directories)

for more information. Or can
1- 800 -547 -1512 for descriptive literature. (In Oregon. 1-800-452-1877).
Tektronix, Inc.. P.O. Box 1700. Beaverton.
OR 97075. In Europe: Tektronix Europe B.V..
Postbox 827. 1180 AV Amstelveen. The
Netherlands.
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Grumman has solved
the problem of horizontal shift caused by improper
SCH timing. And solved it in a
way that's not only economical, it's automatic. With our
SYNC PROC unit you won't
waste time, people and test
equipment establishing SCH.
And editors won't have to use
trial and error to get the correct
matched frame edit between
two video signal sources.
SYNC PROC solves the problem in a simple way. It generates a color field identification
signal that's positioned on the
"front porch" of the TV signal.
The ambiguity with RS -170A
is thereby ended; you get
positive identification for one
field of the four-color field
sequence. With color field
identification, the SYNC PROC r"
automatically maintains
proper SCH timing, eliminating
horizontal shift.
SYNC PROC provides the
TM

WE'VE DEVELOPED
A WAY TO
ELIMINATE
HORIZONTAL SHIFT.
AUTOMATICALLY.
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most economical

method of maintaining an
SCH timed plant.
And it comes packa ed with
normally required te res: a
processing amplifier a d sync
generator and other o tional
features. Our expandin line of
unique process and co trol
products for the broad ast industry include color en oding,
satellite transmission pr essing, machine control a d
many other state -of -the art
developments, and be ond
For more informatio write
.

Business Development,
Mail Stop A24 -43, Gru man

Aerospace Corporatio
Great River, NY 11739, rcall
(516) 435 -6001.

Satellite hardware and services dominated the parking lot in Las Vegas.

Diversity of Satellite
Hardware and Services at
1983 NAB
Staff Report

ver two dozen exhibits,
either on the exhibit floor
or in the parking lot outside, were at this year's
NAB
Convention- advising broadcasters on how
to take advantage of
programs now, or soon to
be, in the equatorial orbit.
There was something
for both radio and Tv broadcasters. Among the
highlights were new network control systems (all
designed to win the favor of national network
programmers such as ABC, ces, and NBC), several
new antennas, and new radio receivers capable
of narrowband reception.
Controllers
The Earth Station Controller, S -A 7600, designed to
monitor and control video earth stations on a single CRT
screen from afar, was a key element in Scientific Atlanta's setup for broadcasters. With a pair of voice grade phone lines, and a remote option, the controller can
be almost anywhere in relation to the earth stations.
Designed to be compatible with the 8840 Series of
antenna controllers, operation is controlled by following

menu -driven displays. The s -A 7600 can be programmed
in the field for almost any station configuration, including
a wide variety of combinations of antennas, receivers, and
uplink equipment. A single 7600 can control stations with
up to eight antennas. The processor is a DEC LSI -1I
minicomputer. A floppy disk holds the software.
Although the highlight of the Harris exhibit was its
new 6.1 m delta gain antenna, to be described later,
Hams, too, had a flexible satellite earth station controller,
the 9125/9165. The 9165 goes further than any other
controller, says Harris. It will automatically monitor
everything it has been instructed to watch.
The 9125/9165 can handle day -to -day dish movements
and TVRO or uplink control functions automatically. The
system simply alerts operators at the studio that an event
has occurred and been taken care of; if not, it sets off an
alarm. The 9165 remote -control unit allows the control
and tuning of up to eight receivers, four exciters, and four
HPAS. Twenty -five entries for azimuth, elevation,
polarization, and so on can be preset and activated

automatically.

Andrew Corp. used the 1983 NAB to unveil its new
earth station system controller, the ESC -200. It offers the
control features of the S -A unit, the control and automatics
of the Harris system, and even more in terms of capacity.
The ESC -200 can be programmed for fully automatic
BM /E
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operation of 40 antenna positions and 200 events.
Individual station addressability and computer interface
capability allows remote control operation and multiple station networking. The unit also features "fail- safe"
design, says Andrew, controlling antenna azimuth,
elevation, polarization, ground communications equipment, on -line system status, and alarm panel status.
Although S -A, Harris, and Andrew were the big three at
NAB in terms of systems, there were other controllers
shown. Pinzone Communications had a line of
receivers that were adapted for a special network
computer interface. This system can be programmed to do
much of the control needed in network control.
And CAT Systems showed its remote -control system
configured to handle earth receive station switching
matters. The 5250 in use at wcco -TV controls two HPAS,
three LNAS, two exciters, two receivers, four switchers,
and more.
Grumman unveiled what it calls a fault- tolerant earth
station controller for an entire network. Using "triple
redundant" hardware and software reliability features
developed for NASA and the military, the system detects
transmission error to the bit level, notifies the operator,
corrects itself, and makes the appropriate switch connections. Network routing is possible, as is continuous status
monitoring and control of the network.
Antennas and other video developments
'l'he big news in antennas was the Harris 6.1 m delta
gain unit, which it calls a breakthrough. Although
smaller in size, its performance is equal to or better than
that of 7 m dishes. Its special shape and unique
subreflector improves both efficiency and overall

sidelobe performance. Essentially, the delta gain has
taken some of the advantages of the horn, the prime focus
antenna, the Cassegrainian, the Gregorian, and the dual
offset -fed antennas, eliminated their disadvantages, and
melded their advantages into one. The improved sidelobe
performance makes it possible to meet two- and three degree satellite orbital spacings recently affirmed by the
ecc as the U.S. proposal at this year's Region II Administrative Regional Council meeting to increase the number
of satellites available in the Western hemisphere.
Andrew's new 9.3 m dish stresses high gain and high
efficiency, especially for broadcasters. Through computer optimization of the Gregorian dual-reflector design,
gain at 4 GHz is rated at 50.7 dBi and it has closely
controlled patterns. Efficiency is rated at 77.2 percent (at
4 GHz measured at the orthocoupler output flange). Patterns comply with two -degree satellite spacing. The all aluminum stressed skin reflector and back structure
ensures consistent performance over the full temperature
range of -40 to 125 degrees F. It has an elevation -overazimuth mount that can be coupled to Andrew's new
ESC -200 controller for rapid repositioning. Yet another
new antenna from Andrew was a 3 m receive -only unit described as "offering superb high performance at an affordable price."
Comtech Data Corp. showed a new 7.3 m antenna as
a high -performance type. Featuring a dual -axis mount,
56
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Transportable dishes from Pinzone.

the full satellite arc can be covered from any location in
the U.S. The antenna can be aimed at different satellites
rapidly, using optional high -speed drive systems (1.5 degrees per second). Also optional is a new EC7 microprocessor control system that is capable of storing up to 40
satellite positions.

Scientific -Atlanta's featured antenna was the Model
8010C, a 7 m dish described as a second -generation antenna offering elevation-over-azimuth geometry. Using
either a manual or a high -speed (120 degree/minute) motorized actuator, a 110 -degree arc can be scanned quickly.
Coverage of 180 degrees is possible by repositioning the
azimuth lever arm. This control permits steering with a
minimum of space, allowing the antenna to be mounted
near existing structures. Midband gain of this dual reflector Cassegrain type is given as 47.7 dBi (receive).
The Series 7500 video receiver, designed to exceed the
performance specs of RS- 250B /NTC -7, is easy to control.
The frequency (using a phase -locked frequency synthesizer) can be entered via a keyboard, as can the
transponder number. Any one of six channel settings can
be preprogrammed. Threshold extension demodulation
cuts in when the input C/N falls below 11 -12 dB. There is
provision for three audio subcarriers.
One of the more unusual antennas set up in the parking
lot was the Antenna Technology Corp. Simulsat multi beam antenna. Although introduced last year, and an instant hit with cable operators wishing to tune in more than
one satellite without repositioning (you can see all domestic satellites simultaneously from 75 degrees west to 135
degrees west), this unit is now getting serious attention
from broadcasters. New Simulsats include a 7 m unit for
Tv broadcasters and a 3 m Simulsat for radio. Can you get
away with an antenna that does not need to be steered, especially if you are not uplinking? ATC says you can, since
Simulsat is able to accommodate up to 20 feeds and has a
capture angle of 60 degrees, with uniform gain across the
band.
The antenna can handle two -degree satellite separations. Although 7x12 m in size, Simulsat 7 can survive
125 mph winds. The design is something of a cross between a parabolic antenna and a spheroid. With the price
of the Simulsat 7 being only $45,000, the advantages of a
fixed satellite are obvious. The Simulsat 3 for radio is
priced at $8,500, and the Simulsat 5 for cable is listed at
$19,500.
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Optimod for
satellite upli
Up to 6dB better S/N.
It's no secret that most satellite audio channels
have extremely marginal signal-to -noise ratios, and that
acceptable results are only achieved by companding. So
the hotter the average level going into the satellite, the
greater the probability that the compander will work
without audible breathing. noise modulation, or
other quality -degrading artifacts.
Enter the Orban OPTIMODs: Model 8180A for
Single -Channel- Per -Carrier, and Model 8100A (with
built -in FM stereo generator) for composite uplinks.
Both incorporate an extremely high -quality stereo
limiter that uses our patented nonlinear distortion cancelling lowpass filter to produce outputs that are
both tightly bandlimited to 15kHz and tightly peak controlled: ideal for driving a satellite link where base band spectrum is scarce and every dB of signal-to -noise
counts. Compared to simple limiters, OPTIMOD can
achieve as much as a 6dB improvement in peak -toaverage ratio. That means 6dB better basic channel SIN!
ORBAN

An optional accessory port is available to insert the
compander at the ideal location in the processing
system. Overshoots due to the compander or to band limiting filters are eliminated in Orban's exclusive
Frequency- Contoured Sidechain overshoot compensator, permitting the 6dB improvement in peak -toaverage ratio to be achieved without audible quality
degradation.
And if you want to apply compression and limiting
to your program material. OPTIMOD gives you an extra
bonus: a superbly natural- sounding multiband compressor ahead of the limiter. That completes the secondgeneration OPTIMOD system: a system that's provided
more than a thousand FM and TV
stations with super quality and tight
modulation control. It can do the
same for your uplink.
To find out more about our system approach
to audio processing for satellite uplink. write or phone

today.

Orban Associates Inc.

645 Bryant Street San Francisco, CA 94107
Toll Free: (800) 227 -4498;
In California, (415) 957 -1067 Telex: 17 -1480
-

-

otbon
PROCESSING KEEPS

YOU COMPETITIVE
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Antenna Technology's Simulsat
antenna offers the ability to
tune into more than one
satellite without
repositioning.

Hero Communications' Super Tennas are aluminum mesh
transportables which come in five sizes, from three to 7.56
meters.

i/P

'

The equipment setup at ATC included Modulation Associates receivers and satellite subcarrier transmission systems. The SSTS -S -AT is a solid -state video receiver with
a front panel switch that brings in either a fixed designated
satellite or any transponder through tuning. This is the
system used by Wold for audio. Another product was the
R -Sat single- channel -per-carrier (scPC) satellite receiver
optimized for state and regional radio networks. Other MA
products included downconverters and a new economy
S -AT receiver.
Microdyne is a source of antennas in the 10-foot,
12 -foot, five- meter, and seven -meter sizes. Although it
was not exhibited, certainly another unique antenna is the
conical horn manufactured by its subsidiary, Antennas for
Communications. Since horns are highly selective, they
can be used in areas saturated with terrestrial microwave
signals. Such a horn is used by at least one Tv station in the
Washington, oc environs. New at the NAB Show was a 5 m
fiberglass-type antenna produced in eight pieces which
can be shipped by common carrier. Also by Microdyne
was its new multiple feed satellite system, which enables
simultaneous reception of up to five satellites on the same
antenna. The company made news at NAB by announcing a
contract with VideoStar to produce two mobile Ku -band
uplinks and 30 fully redundant Ku downlinks.
Although not unique, since similar antennas are available in small sizes, but nonetheless different, were the
aluminum mesh antennas exhibited by Hero Communications Inc. which are lightweight and transportable. The
Super Tennas are available in 3 m, 3.8 m, 5 m, 6 m, and
7.56 m sizes. Aluminum prefabricated trussed ribs give
the antenna stability and the units are designed for wind
load up to 125 mph. The 7.56 m unit has a gain of 48.4
dB, beamwidth of 0.07 degrees, and the first side lobe exceeds FCC requirements at 32 -25 log 0. The company also
manufactures video receivers, the Hc/coM line, available
in a low -cost version, a professional version, and another

The Harris 6.1 -meter delta gain antenna, with its new shape,
offers improved sidelobe performance for use in two- or
three -degree satellite spacing.

TRANSMIT
FROM

ANYWHERE
(even Dallas)

D-42
The Dalsat D -42 is the ultimate transportable earth station for remote pickup.

transmitting and receiving in C -band [Ku -band,
option), the D -42 achieves full "network"
television performance from anywhere
you take it.

The D-42 can be set up and operating
within 30 minutes of arrival on site,
without a single tool.

Fully self -contained and capable of

Call us today for a free brochure on the
Dalsat D -42 transportable earth station.

Contact Dennis Dunbar, [214) 578 -7561.

Dalsat
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

1205 Summit/P.O. Box 1960 /Plano, Texas 75074 / (214( 578 -7561
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for multiple receiver applications. A new SCPC receiver for
radio was also shown.
Among the other TV antennas on display was a 5 m hydraulically steerable system from Anixter Communications. Using a zero -offset polar mount, a hydraulically
actuated single-action control positions the dish with no
changes to mount members. Manipulation of latitude angle, declination and true north is very simple. Made of 24
stamped petals, two men can contruct the system.
Pinzone showed some fiberglass 3.7 m antennas
mounted on small trailer beds made by Miralite. However, a wide range of other TVRO equipment was also
shown by Pinzone. Among the gear was Pinzone's own
8250 satellite receiver, designed to pull in any transponder format automatically. This receiver has a dual LNA
input and threshold extension to 7 dB under full video
modulation conditions. Audio subcarrier selection is automatic. Dexcell LNAS were featured.
A receiver -retransmitter or "broadcasting earth station" was shown by LGT in the Thomson -csF booth. The
receiver includes an LNA (rated at 100 degrees K) and a
broad frequency range of 2 to 12 GHz. The transmitter
was a multichannel unit (up to six channels) with power
outputs of from 1 W to 1 kW VHF or UHF. Anticipating such
usage in various parts of the globe, Thomson-csF showed
typical Oh system ratings ranging from 20 to 30.5 dB
using antennas ranging in size from 3.5 to 11 meters.

permits fast precise selection of SCPC radio channels.
Comtech Data announced that it has signed to construct
84 stations for the Arkansas Radio Network, including an
uplink at the flagship station -tcnwv in Little Rock. This
system uses Comtech's latest proprietary audio processing system and narrowband SCPC technology which
permits more efficient use of the spectrum. Comtech's basic approach is to use different plug -in modules in its RCV
360 receiver (which handles SCPC, MCPC, and data). A recent improvement permits the antenna -mounted down converter to be remotely controlled for selection of any
one of six crystal -controlled satellite channels (previously
only three could be controlled). At the NAB Show,
Comtech showed its Series 300 satellite earth terminal
complete and discussed its Series 900 narrowband uplink
terminal which uses a 5 m dish.

Radio systems

As the sole source of digital audio earth station
receiving systems specified as the standard by four radio
networks, ABC, CBS, NBC, and RKO, S -A'S DAT -32 digital
audio terminal got a lot of attention, especially from those
affiliates who haven't yet placed their order. The
DAT -32, of course, offers more than audio (either 15 kHz
or 7.5 kHz channels); it has a voice cue channel at 32 kbit/
second and data channels at 32 kbit/second. Receiving a
single biphase shift keying (BPSK) carrier modulated by
time division multiplex (TOM) digital data, the unit
demodulates and demultiplexes the data into audio or
data. Actually the system digitally compands the 15 -bit
word to 11 to reduce transponder bandwidth but as a result
of a parity bit (making the total word length 12) and error
concealment encoding, the bit error rate could degrade to
10 -5 before any errors could be perceptible.
The DAT -32 system includes a Series 9000 2.8 m parabolic antenna, a 120 -degree LNA, cable and the BPSK receiver (Model 7300) and a Model 7325 digital processing
unit. This will bring in any combination of up to seven
program, voice cue and data channels.
While all other earth station receiving equipment must
be classified as analog, there was a lot. Microdyne announced that it has contracted with the Georgia Radio
News Service to deliver 103 10-foot SCPC terminals to
various Georgia stations. Part of this package includes a
new SCPC receiver, the 1100PCDR(3), described as a
flexible, technically advanced demodulator. A front panel
switch permits the reception of three carrier formats: NPR,
Mutual, and narrowband news/sports programs such as
those to be provided by the News Service. Step tuning
BO
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Scientific -Atlanta demonstrated the capabilities of its earth
station monitor and controller, with remote option.

At least two exhibitors at NAB promoted TYRO terminals
for consumers of the forthcoming DBS services: NEc and
Oki. Both showed 12 GHz systems that could be used for
direct home reception, cable reception, or rebroadcast.
Both use outdoor and indoor units. The outdoor portion is
a small dish, one meter in diameter, and a low -noise converter. The indoor unit consists of a receiver that sits next
to, or on top of, a Tv set.
Oki listed specs for its Series 810 system. Antenna gain
40.5 dBi; LNA noise figure of 3.5 dB and a high image rejection ratio of 45 dB; receiver noise figure of 15 dB maximum; and a threshold level of 7 dB c/N. Such specs equal
or exceed those set by Comsat's Satellite Television Corp.
Common carriers

AT &T had a large exhibit devoted to satellite transmission techniques now and in the future, such as a sidelobe
cancellation system, digital transmission via lightwaves
(fiber optics), and satellite audio services. The virtues of
AT &T's new Telstar 3 C -band satellite, which will replace
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Satellite
Music

Network
We've

got the numbers

...and the economics are impressive

Lower overhead Increased sales Nigher profit
... all yours when you become an affiliate of SMN
SMN can save a radio station $67,000 in
a small market and $300,000 in a large one.

Our formats will reach your targeted
audience giving you the numbers you need
your ratings will show a dramatic increase
... proportionately increasing the value of
your time.

We've

-

At $1,000 a month for an exclusive
franchise
the cost is only $1.37 per
hour to run a full time station!
We are now broadcasting to over 250

affiliates nationwide and growing
a minimum of 20 new affiliates
each month!

..

.

got the sound

and it's first class all the way

The industry's top on -air talent broadcasting live seven days a week.
We offer three highly successful formats:
StarStation (adult contemporary)
and Country Coast-to- Coast.
Stardust (MOR)
All programming is developed and tested by Burkhart /Abrams and Associates.

...

-

...

Retain your local identity with our unique
Flex Clock.

We retain 2 minutes per hour for network

Our signal cues your station I. D:s, local
commercials and other local functions.

Satellite technology makes it unbeatable in
reliability and audio quality.

-

commercials.

-

-

everything you need to gain dominance in your market good music-national news
entertaining features and we give you the marketing support you need to develop your audience.

It's good radio

Satellite Music Network
11325 Pegasus

Suite E -241

Dallas, Texas 75238

(800) 527 -4892
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\APP/
Comstar service beginning in 1983, were touted. The satellite service meets RS -250B performance objectives,
AT &T says. AT&T also promoted its transportable iv earth
station for hire.
In addition, AT &T also showed its digital audio service,
which while not compatible with the RCA DAS, can find
use by broadcasters for back -haul service or other private
transmissions. It is available on a 24 -hour basis. Two
channel segments can be transmitted simultaneously,
such as two separate audio signals or stereo. Both channels are 15 kHz in bandwidth. Specs issued by AT &T show
the service to use a sampling frequency of 32 kHz, 15 bits/
sample.
RCA Americom, whose Digital Audio Transmission
Service, using Pct time division multiplexing, is in operation now, and was busy playing tapes of various musical
selections to show how great digitally transmitted audio
can sound. As described earlier, there is a choice of 15
kHz or 7.5 kHz bands plus a 32 kbits /second channel for
hard copy or voice cueing. For the RCA system, one satellite transponder can carry 20 15 kHz channels.
During NAB week RCA Americom launched Satcom
IR, which became operational just last month. The satellite will have two transponders dedicated to the digital audio service used by the four networks, and a number of
video transponders available on a preemptable basis at a
low tariff. Ku -band satellites that RCA Americom will
launch in the future were also exhibited. At 40 watts per
transponder, these should offer adequate margin for rain,
says RCA.
Service companies

Largest of the service companies at NAB was Wold
Communications/Entertainment, subsidiary of Robert
Wold Inc. Wold refers to itself as an "electronic expediter" in distributing TV and radio programs. It currently has
10 transponders on three satellites -Westar IV, Westar
V, and Comstar D -3-and holds an option for two more
on Westar V. It also leases capacity for radio transmission
on Westar III and is part of the AP transponder earth station
network.
Most NAB emphasis was on its newest service, the Satellite Subcarrier Transmission System (ssTs), which marries
two technologies: SCPC for uplinks, and subcarrier diplexing for downlinks. Wold reports 39 major cities could
be linked by the SSTS network.
Making a big impression at NAB was VideoStar, particularly because of its commitment to use the Ku band. As
mentioned, VideoStar announced at NAB the purchase of
two mobile Ku uplinks and more than 10 downlinks this
summer from Microdyne. At the same time, VideoStar
announced that it has contracted with Satellite Business
Systems (sas) for the lease of Ku transponder time for its
new "VideoStar Express" service.
Systems for hire in the NAB parking lot included those
by Intervideo Network Inc. and Tele -Link Communications. Actually, Intervideo was so proud of its video earth
station package that it decided to offer them for sale
either as a trailorized mobile unit or as a permanent installation. The whole system, including a 4 m or 5 m dish, fits

-
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USE CARD ON P. 91 FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE COMPANIES
Scientific -Atlanta 7600 earth station controller
Harris 9125/9165 earth station controller
Andrew Corp. ESC -200 earth station
system controller
Pinzone receivers
CAT Systems 5250 remote -control system
Grumman earth station controller
Harris 6.1 m delta gain antenna
Andrew Corp. 9.3 m dish
Comtech Data 7.3 m antenna
Scientific -Atlanta 8010C 7 m dish, 7500
receiver
Antenna Technology Simulsat antenna
Microdyne 5 m antenna, multiple feed satellite
system
Hero Communications Super Tennas
Anixter 5 m steerable antenna system
PinzoneMiralite 3.7 m fiberglass antennas
LGT,Thomson -CSF receiver -transmitter
Scientific -Atlanta DAT -32 digital audio

terminal
Microdyne 110PCDR (3) SCPC receiver

200
201

202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211

212
213
214
215
216
217

on a 19-foot trailer bed. With the antenna collapsed, the
travel height is 10.5 feet. Weight is 3740 pounds. Set up,
the dish will operate in winds of 60 mph. Sale price,
including the trailer, is below $16,000.
Tele -Link was showing the Dalsat -42 transportable
earth station for TV, which draws its name from the length
of the trailer, 42 feet. Included, in addition to the 4.5 m
dish, is a 20-foot enclosed shelter. As an uplink, the units
included HPAS and a transmitter modulator. The antenna is
a proprietary unit built by Dalsat.
Services
UPI used the NAB Show to promote its latest service,
CustomCast. A microprocessor at the customer's station
can be programmed to receive only those elements of the
UPI program that a broadcaster wants. The copy selected is
printed out on a high -speed (1200 words /minute) silent
printer made by Siemens.
AP announced a new satellite -delivered show at NAB, the
four -hour weekend Ed Busch talk show, which commenced the end of April. Carried on a separate channel
from AP network news, it can be received simultaneously
with the news. Broadcasters do not need to buy an earth
station, since the program comes into the broadcaster's
community on AP-owned receive stations.
Comsearch Inc. used the NAB Show to announce a new
frequency protection service which provides a constant
surveillance of all microwave activity on behalf of users in
the area of C -band and Ku -band common carriers, sTtlrst.
microwave links, and cable television head ends.
Spectrum Planning Inc. stressed its competence in
making coordination studies for earth receiving stations,
BM/E
as did also Compucon.
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3M
IS HELPING

A LOT OF
COMPANIES
FILL A
ONE -INCH
GAP

For many broadcasters and production companies, wanting a one -inch
VTR system is one thing. But finding the money to buy one is quite another. That's
where 3M can help. We've put together a financing package that makes our
TT-8000 VTR very affordable. And the special combination of enhanced editing
features, automatic track following and controlled tape interchange program make
the TT-8000 an even more attractive package. For a free brochure, call us toll -free
at 1- 800 -328 -1684 (1- 800 -792 -1072 in Minnesota), and find out how we've
brought professional quality one -inch VTR within reach.
Professional Audio /Video Equipment/3M.

3M hears you

3M
Circle 135 on Reader Service Card
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ready to move up
to a specialized mixer,you're ready for Ramsa.
If you're

modules, 4 group modules,
and 2 masters. It features 16
input pre-fader solo buttons,
4 group modules with prefader insertion patch points,
you're creating compromises and lockable post -fader solo
instead of clear-cut distinc- buttons. There are 6 illuminated VU meters with peak
tions. Then you're ready for
Ramsa -the mixers that are LED's for easy outdoor
specialized so you won't
have to compromise.
The WR-8716 is a fully
modular sound reinforcement console with 16 input

Reinforcement
Specialist:

Ramsa WR-8716
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reading and a separate
stereo variable frequency EQ
for monitor sends. Pan pot
controls allow panning to the
left or right masters while
level controls permit 16 x 6
board operation. The left and
right direct channel assign
function lets you bypass the
group modules for individual
sources. Portable operation
is a snap with easy access
connectors.
And the WR -8716 features
plastic conductive faders
for greater reliability and
smooth, low -noise operation;
external power supply for
light weight. and switchable
48V DC phantom power
for condenser mics.

When your sound says you're
professional but your mixer
doesn't. When you're wasting
your subtlety and style on
"make-do" boards. When

The Sound
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midrange. Stereo echo send
replaces the separate mono
modular construction, input controls you'll find on commodules, power supplies, and petitive boards. And you get
faders as the WR -8716 plus two independent stereo
monitor controls -one for
many important recording
advantages. Like direct out- musician's headphones, one
puts for 4, 8, or 16 track re- for control room monitors
cording and peak- reading
a special feature for any
LED meters that let you moni- mixer in this class. And there
are other important features
tor any 4 out of 24 signals
with clear, quick response.
You'll command a variable
frequency EQ section with
3 frequency settings for the
high and low frequencies
plus continuously variable

like lownoise electronically

The WR -8816 recording
console includes the same

The Recording
Specialist:

RamsaWR -8816

-

balanced mic inputs with
high -speed IC's, 16
switchable post -fader solo
controls and XLR -type mic
connectors.
Ramsa offers a full line of
specialty mixers including
the more compactWR -8210
recording mixer and WR -130
sound reinforcement mixer.
So don't hold down your
professional sound, call
(201) 348 -7470, because
you're ready for Ramsa.
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FACILITIES DESIGN AND ENGINEERING

PART
THE SATELLITE CONNECTION: BUILDING A
RECEIVEONLY EARTH TERMINAL
BY WAYNE L. HETRICH

The satellite earth terminal is on the way to
becoming a nearly universal adjunct of
broadcasting. Most common will be the
receive -only terminal, a comparatively inexpensive entry to the era of program distribution by satellite.
Although simple in main function, the
receive -only terminal has many basic characteristics and requirements that are well
outside the presatellite experience of the
broadcast engineer. In this ninth part of
BMIE's series on facilities design and engineering, one of the main architects of satellite
net technology tells what is required in equipment and design to bring in, with top quality,
the signals from those relay stations 22,000
miles in space.
Ed.

-

are intended as
guidelines for the broadcast engineering executive who
must plan a receive -only radio or television earth terminal. Whether he will design the terminal himself or turn
the design in whole or in part over to a "turn-key" supplier or an engineering consultant, he must have a good understanding of the requirements for each main part of the
system. He must know why the system is designed the
way it is, and what he should expect from each part of it.
No two satellite earth terminals are exactly the same.
Although common equipment is used, different antenna
pointing angles, different locations with respect to the satellite, different radio frequency interference conditions
and different relations between the antenna site and the
studio make each earth station unique.
The recommendations divide into three main sections:
getting an approved and frequency -coordinated site;
THE RECOMMENDATIONS IN THIS ARTICLE

Wayne L. Hetrich is senior engineer, research and development, National Public Radio, Washington, DC. He has
been the principal technical architect of the NPR radio satellite net. In 1980 he was given a Major Armstrong Award
for technical excellence in FM broadcasting, in recognition of his work on the NPR satellite system.

choosing and installing equipment for each part of the system; applying for the FCC license. The three parts of the
job may in practice be chronologically intermingled, but
they are logically separate.
FINDING A GOOD SITE

Start with a list of "best site" criteria. Here are the
most important:
The most convenient site should be "colocated," that
is, the cable run to the studio will be 600 meters (1968
feet) or less. Allow for cable footage in manholes, up
walls, and for potential control room moves.
The cable run should be confined to the station's own
contiguous property.
The site should be reachable by trucks bringing concrete
for the foundation, and for delivery of the antenna itself.
There should be negligible interference from the terrestrial facilities of common carriers operating in the 4
GHz band. This part of the evaluation is covered in detail in the next section.
The ground terminal antenna should have an unrestricted view of the satellite orbital arc the station wants to
reach now, or may want in the future.
The site should be secured from vandalism and tampering, and protected from falling ice from nearby towers
or buildings.
The ground terminal installation should conform to local zoning and environmental ordinances and the site
should be free of restrictions which would prohibit construction of a terminal.
The use of the site should be within control of the station
for at least five years (10 is preferable), and allow construction to proceed without an inordinate amount of
site preparation.
Future building or other construction plans should not
create an obstruction to the satellite "look- angle" within the foreseeable future.
If the earth terminal cannot be located within 600
meters of the studio, the terminal is said to be "noncollocated
Except for the first two points above, a
noncollocated site must meet the criteria already listed,
plus these:
You should be able to get suitable cable path rights for
the entrance cable link. An alternative to the long cable
run is the use of a telco interconnect, but it should be
BM /E
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used only in extremely difficult situations.
There should be access to the proposed site, or it can be
provided by the station.
There should be power at the proposed site, or it can be
provided by the station.

CAN INTERFERENCE BE MANAGED?
If the legal and access aspects of the site look favorable,
your first big hurdle in rating the performance of the site is
the "frequency coordination," the detailed examination
of potential radio- frequency interference to the 4 GHz
downlink signal from the satellite. As explained in more
detail below, the frequency coordination check can also
be expanded to give you a useful preliminary rating of the
overall system sensitivity you will need.
The process begins with your choosing a site and one or
two alternates. Then buy a U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) 71/2 minute quadrangle map of the area in which
the proposed sites, and your studio, are located. On the
map, mark all the locations clearly -the proposed sites
and the studio. This map will be the main location instrument of the frequency coordination company you engage
to supply you with a detailed report on interference conditions. It will be a good idea to have two copies of the map,
so you can keep one for the information you'll need later
in your license application.

puter programs for using this information.
Send them your marked -up USGS 71/2 minute quadrangle. They will do a computer cull for your location, which
will identify all potential interfering stations within a radius of several hundred kilometers. Examination of the cull
by experts will give you your first indication of how your
site looks in terms of radio frequency interference. Some
stations get a clean bill of health right away; they can then
go immediately into frequency coordination.
This means that the coordinator will address all microwave users in the area telling them that your station is
seeking coordination, and asking for any objections. If
there are none within 35 days, the firm prepares a full report on the interference situation, a copy of which must be
forwarded to the FCC along with your application for a
license (this is covered in detail below).
If the cull reveals high RFI, an RFI density plot of the
area may show close -by locations that are better off than
the chosen one. A number of satellite equipment makers

ROOFTOP ANTENNAS

You may be thinking of putting the earth station antenna on the roof of a building. This will involve additional
steps: determining if the building is strong enough to hold
the antenna, even under strong wind load conditions;
reinforcing the building if ncessary; designing and building an interface structure between the frame of the building and the antenna base; hoisting the antenna base and the
antenna itself; and installing both on the roof.
Rooftop antennas are not generally recommended. The
additional cost averages $10,000, but can run as high as
$30,000. Moreover, being up on a roof tends to expose
the antenna to more radio frequency interference (RFI)
than is normally experienced on the ground. On the
ground, trees, land contours, and buildings provide RFI
shielding. Sometimes, if a ground site is susceptible to
RFI, just moving the antenna a short distance will correct
the problem; this is rarely possible on a rooftop.
If you choose a rooftop as your prime site, choose at
least two alternate on- the -ground sites in case the RFI level at the rooftop makes that location unuseable. Leases for
sites have terms of at least 10 years are recommended,
with options for renewal. There is a risk in a shorter lease
of a costly move and future unavailability of an RFI -free
site.

FREQUENCY COORDINATION

The professional frequency coordination firm, if cornpetent and experienced, can get you through this difficult
part of the process in an authoritative way. The firm is
likely to have a computerized database covering all
sources in the area of microwave interference, and com68
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NPR dish at KOTZ in Kotzebue,
AK has nearly zero elevation
angle to point to satellite, far
south.

In the current debate concerning 1/2-inch and
1/4-inch recorder -camera videotape formats, we ask

you to consider these simple facts:
There are two '/cinch incompatible formats, VHS
and Beta. And the broadcast quality '/4 -inch
Quartercam'm from Bosch.
Quartercam 20- minute cassettes
occupy one -fifth the volume of VHS
and one -third the volume of Beta
20- minute cassettes.
in

You can fit a Quartercam cassette
your shirt pocket. You can't with

VHS or Beta. You can save a lot of archive space

and shipping costs.
The logical ENG /EFP successor to 3/4 -inch is '/4inch -not '/2 -inch. If you're going 1/2-inch you're only
going half -way.
Call your local Bosch - Fernseh office, or
Fernseh Inc., P.O. Box 31816, Salt
Lake City, UT 84131, (801)
972 -8000.

BOSCH
Circle 110 on Reader Service Card

Get it out of your system.
Television is an electronic medium. Yet
TV graphics still involve messy paints,
glue, air brushes, razors, and other

paraphernalia.
MCI / Quantel's Paint Box can put your
TV graphics into the electronic medium.

So you can get all the messy paraphernalia out of your system. Digitally.

The Paint Box lets you do a lot more
than you can do with traditional art
materials. A lot faster. And with typical
Quantel picture quality.
It gives you over 16 million colors. If
that's not enough, you can mix your
own, just like you'd do with paints.

It's incredibly versatile. You can
produce the look of oils, watercolors,
chalk, pencil. You can make stencils.
Air brush. Cut and paste. Even
animate.

Call your local MCI /Quantel office.
They'll be glad to show you a demonstration tape. Or get in touch with us
directly at 415/856-6226. Micro
Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box 50810,
Palo Alto, California 94303.

You can grab TV frames off the air,

resize them, retouch them, mix them
with graphics.
You can set type from a large variety
of the highest quality fonts.

And you can interface the Paint Box
to Quantel's DLS 6000 Library System
for a totally digital still -picture system.
It's awesome.
Graphics like this are easy on the Paint Box.

MCI /QUANTEL
The digital video people.

Circle 139 on Reader Service Card
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have transportable earth stations that can be brought in to
test conditions at various sites. This can be expensive, so
be sure to check costs before you order it.
For more precision, actual measurement of RFI levels
can be made with van -carried RF measuring equipment.
This can confirm what the computer cull only predicts. It
can also evaluate alternate sites exactly for comparative
interference levels.
When the source of interference is precisely known, the
site may be moved to get a building, a fence, a clump of
trees, a wall, or a hill as a barrier to the RF. Or the antenna
can be put in an excavation (see photo). Another recourse
is a horn antenna (see photo), which has much better side lobe performance than a parabolic dish.
Before actually starting work (see below) you should be
sure that all legal and zoning regulations will be satisfied,
and all local permits obtained. You should also have all
rights of way you may need for the cable run. Photographs
of the site will be useful, one with a person pointing north,
and others showing the view to south, east and west. Another should point toward the satellite arc, and one toward
the studio building to show the cable route.

OVERALL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The frequency coordination process, and the test reception at the site, if you use it, are valuable in the determination of overall system requirements, as noted in the
foregoing. The main factors will be the angle of elevation
of the antenna necessary to reach the wanted satellite, the
strength of the satellite signal at the site, and the RFI
found to be present.
The report should make it clear whether you need a very
high performance dish, or can use something of lesser
quality. A very low antenna elevation angle, below 30 degrees, which means that the satellite is far around the arc
from the station's location, will generally belong to the
most difficult site, needing the highest system performance. In the following sections each of the main functional
units in the system will be discussed, and then the characteristics will be put together into a system "figure of merit" which indicates in a practical way how to get what you
need.

ANTENNAS
There are two main characteristics: the gain and the
noise figure. Both are primarily functions of antenna diameter and the first amplifier in the system, called the
"LNA." Gain figures for the most used receive antennas
are as follows:
3.00 meter diameter-39.5 dB
3.66 meter diameter -41 dB
5.00 meter diameter -44 dB
7.00 meter diameter-46.7 dB
10.00 meter diameter -50 dB
The antenna noise temperature, which will be supplied
by the antenna maker, tells you how much sky noise the
antenna will pick up, in relation to signal, at various angles of elevation. The larger antennas have lower noise
figures at any given elevation angle than smaller anten-

Showing one way to reduce
interference from terrestrial
signals, antenna at WEKU,
Richmond, KY was installed in
pit.

nas. The net effect is that if your angle of elevation is very
low, you are likely to need a large antenna to reach the
system performance level you need.
When we turn to the main electronics units, it is important to note that the characteristics listed are not "ideals"
but are the real working performance levels that are essential to satisfactory handling of a satellite signal. The main
electronics sections of a receive -only terminal are the low noise amplifier (LNA), the downconverter, and the
demodulator/expander for audio services or the video receiver (which may include the downconverter) for television.

LOWNOISE AMPLIFIER
The LNA, mounted right at the output of the antenna,
typically supplies 50 to 52 dB of gain at the carrier in the 4
GHz range. A main characteristic of choice is the noise
temperature figure. As the formula at the end of this secBM /E
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don shows, the LNA noise figure is a main factor in the
system performance.
The figure is ordinarily expressed in degrees Kelvin,
referred to as the "noise temperature." Typical noise figures for LNAs now available range from about 95 degrees
to about 145 degrees. Cost is generally in inverse proportion to the noise figure, everything else being equal.
Other specifications of a satisfactory LNA define a rigorous quality standard, but one that is necessary to proper
handling of a satellite signal. The most important are:
Gain variation versus frequency: With reference to the
highest gain at any frequency, that at any other frequency
to be no more than 1dB lower.
Gain slope: Not to exceed ± 0.1 dB in any 10 MHz segment of the band.
Gain linearity with input: Within ± 0.5 dB for any input signal from
110 dBm to
55 dBm.
Overdrive: The amplifier to withstand, without damage,
an input of 0 dBm at any frequency in the 4 GHz band.
Intermodulation: Third -order products at least 50 dB below any two inband equal signals at -5 dBm, spaced 5
MHz apart.

-

-

DOWNCONVERTER
This has two functions: using bandpass filters to select
the particular 40 MHz signal segment carrying the program wanted; converting the 4 GHz carrier down to an
intermediate frequency (IF) around 70 MHz. The down converter is also mounted on the antenna, no more than a
few feet from the LNA. The most important specifications
are:
Return loss: At least 23 dB over the band 3.7 to 4.2 GHz.
Nominal gain: 22 dB.

Minimum input: - 85 dBm.
Gain versus frequency: ± 12 MHz of center channel,

Some locations need a horn
antenna like this at KCND,
Bismark, ND, far superior to
an open dish in interference

rejection.
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not more than 1 dB peak-to -peak; ± 18 MHz of center,
not more than 3 dB peak -to -peak; at ±58.5 MHz of center, at least 60 dB down.
Gain slope: Not more than 0.1 dB per 500 KHz, over
± 12 MHz of center frequency.
Noise figures: 13 dB typical, 15 dB maximum, 10 dB design goal.
Image attenuation: At least 70 dB.
Frequency stability: Better than five parts in 106 in thirty
days.
Intermodulation: Third -order distortion at least 50 dB
below each of equal carriers at the RF input with a power
30 dBm.
sum equal to

-

DEMODULATOREXPANDER
The demodulator recovers the audio baseband signal
from the 70 MHz IF, and the expander reverses the compression applied at the transmitter in the noise reduction
system. Virtually all satellite systems for audio transmission will use some form of noise reduction, so an expander will be a usual part of the downlink electronics.
Important characteristics are:
C /KT ratio: 67 dB nominal.
Deviation: Up to 75 KHz peak.
Modulation bandwidth: 50 Hz to 15 KHz for audio: DC
to 10 MHz for video.
Energy dispersal: Up to 40 KHz peak energy dispersal
modulation on the carriers, with a sinusoidal waveform at
3.75 Hz, ±0.075 Hz.
Audio response: +0.5 to -1.0 dB, 50 Hz to 15 KHz.
Insertion gain: Adjustable 0 to ± 0.25 dB.
Noise with compandor improvement: With carrier at
65 dBm and C /KT at least 67 dB, ratio of peak test tone
plus noise to noise at the expander output is at least 70 dB.
Cross talk: Cross talk in output of "quiet" demodulator
is at least 85 dB below the peak modulation tone in an adjacent channel.
The demodulator needs special protection against microwave interference on 60 and 80 MHz, where signals
may be far stronger than the design signal input to the unit.
These interfering signals are picked up by the feed cable

-

PROFESSIONAL ESR2220 SYSTEM
FULL. PERFORMANCE SATELLITE TV RECEPTION
Thumbwheel Selection of All 24 Satellite Channels Normal /Inverted Video Switching
Fixed and Variable Audio Tuning for All Subcarriers
Polarization Switching Logic Outputs
Signal Strength and Center Tuning Meters
Built -in LNA Power Supply
AFC for Drift -Free Operation
Designed for Cable Head -in, TV Stations, Hotels, and Teleconferencing Applications
Write for Complete Details
R.L. Drake Company
540 Richard St., Miamisburg, Ohio 45342, U.S.A.
Phone: (5131 866 -2421 Telex: 288 -017
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or input wiring. The frequency assignment plan for the
system assures that no satellite IF carrier will be closer
than 2 MHz to the main interfering frequencies. The filtering in the demodulator unit must be adequate to keep the
interfering signals below a troublesome level.
An important adjunct of the demodulator-expander or
video receiver is a circuit allowing the incoming carrier
level to be read on a remote meter. The meter circuit
should be adjustable so that a one-volt reading can cover
any 20 dB of the input signal range. Such a meter can be
used at the antenna -pointing controls to optimize the antenna pointing direction.
THE DIGITAL DIFFERENCE
The foregoing applies in an overall sense to receive systems for either analog or digital transmission. The same
equipment can be used for both, at least through the antenna and LNA. Theoretically, the downconverter too could
handle either analog or digital signals, but the equipment
makers for digital receive equipment have so far chosen to
sell only complete downconverter -demodulator subsystems, designed to work together.
Obviously the major differences will come in the
demodulator (receiver) section. For digital transmission
this unit must include a demodulator specially designed

for digital signals and a digital -to- analog converter.
However, as a unit in the system, the digital
downconverter/receiver must produce results parallel to
those of the analog units. In either case the performance
level can be summed up in the most used figure of merit,
G/T, arrived at in the following equation:

.9-=

GA

-

IO

log (Tr +

SOURCE
B()OKSecond Edition

= antenna gain
T = 14K
T
= LNA noise temperature
LNA
T sr,. = Sky noise temperature
A

Representative figures of merit or G/T with the best
equipment available today range from about 13 dB to
about 30 dB. For a rough idea of how this applies in practical cases, consider a broadcaster in the eastern part of
Maine who wants to reach a satellite in the western part of
the orbital arc. He will almost surely need the top part of
the G/T range, especially if he wants high -grade service.
Or he may not be able to get good service from a westend
satellite at all.
The broadcaster in Utah, say, is far better off. He may
be nearly under the satellite he wants, and will not need a
low antenna angle in any case. Good service will be far
less expensive for him than for the broadcaster in the
northeast corner of the U.S.

NEW

Continental

Comprehensive information on over 2500 radio programs and services. Up to 25 different facts about each
listing. Over 200 information- packed pages to help you
every day. Three different indexes for easy reference:
Title Index. Main Category Index. Subject Category Index.
plus The Sources section which is a handy listing of
Syndicators. Networks. and Producers, complete with
addresses, phone numbers. personnel, and properties.
A free update is included in the subscription price 6
months after publication.
THE RADIO PROGRAMS SOURCE BOOK is a publication of the Broadcast Information Bureau. Inc.. serving
the broadcast industry for over
30 years! Only $59.95 per
copy. plus $3.00 Postage &
Handling (Add Tax Where
Applicable) Allow 3 Weeks
for Delivery. Overseas
Charges Extra

FM Exciter

Mastercard Card #
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The ultimate FM Exciter. The Type
802A solid -state exciter offers
broadcasters unmatched performance.
Modulation exceeds all currently
marketed FM exciters; no tuning
adjustments required; exciter may be
used as low power transmitter, with
output of 50 watts into 50 ohm load at
all FM frequencies.
Write for brochure on 802A FM Exciter
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.
Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227
Phone 12141381 -7161
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Two standalone Time Base
Correctors (T- 120D), an
Effects Processor (E -120)
and an Effects Control for a

remarkably low price.

16 H -line memory range,
easily handles large gyro errors.
8 bit, 4x subcarrier digital
design for high reliability and
transparent performance.
DT* operation with SONY'
and DYNAMIC TRACKING*
BVU -820 U- MATIC *, VTR plug
capabilities.
Effects such as push off,
compatible.
push on, pull off. Square wipe,
Operates with all 1/2" and 3/4'
heterodyne VTR formats, with
corner wipe, horizontal wipe,
vertical wipe. Dissolves and
or without 3.58 subcarrier
fade to black. All effect rates
feedback.
Effects can be externally
are selectable by push- button.
l
All wipe transitions have
triggered from an edit controller
controlled rise and fall times to
or switcher.
ringing.
And
the
minimize
The Microtime T2E -120 Digital
system features a hand -held
Effects System. The effects
effects control with a 75 -foot
maker with the price that's somecable for convenient placement. thing special. For full information,
contact MICROTIME, INC.,
1280 Blue Hills Ave,, Bloomfield,
CT 06002. (203) 242 -4242.
cost -effective effects.
TWX 710 -425 -1165.

Now you don't have to pay

a lot for an effects system
that does a lot. The Microtime
T2E -120 Digital Effects System.
For /B roll, Digital Effects

1

T2E-1 20

Digital Effects System.

At $20,900, the most

MICROTIME
A Subsidary of ANDERSENGROUP

* DYNAMIC TRACKING, SONY and
U -MATIC are registered
trademarks of

Sony Corp.
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FACILITIES
DESIGN AND
ENGINEERING

CONSTRUCTION

With your system completely planned, with frequency
coordination complete and access to the site assured, you
can build the station-FCC approval is not needed to start
construction.
Upon receipt of your order for an antenna, the manufacturer will send you a drawing of the antenna footing and a
set of bolts. With these you can build, or have built, the
foundation for the antenna. Construction is simple and the
orientation of the foundation is usually not critical. When
the footing is built and the concrete has had time to cure,
notify the manufacturer that you are ready for delivery of
the antenna.
If you are planning on using an underground cable from
the antenna to the studio, it's a good idea to have the
trench dug a the same time that the excavation is made for
the antenna foundation. Lay the conduit (PVC pipe) in the
trench before the concrete is poured for the foundation.
A nylon rope or pull wire should be placed in the conduit when the conduit is laid. Then put the signal and control cables into the conduit after the concrete has been
poured for the antenna foundation.
Three drawings helpful at this point are:
A plot plan for the earth station itself showing the antenna base, AC outlet, cable runs, fence, equipment shelter

if used, and nearby roads, walkways, buildings, and
trees.
A cable route diagram accurately showing where the cable from the antenna to the studio will go, including
enough detail so that there will be no question in the
builder's mind as to what is wanted.
One or more drawings of the building and studio, again
showing precisely where the cable is routed. If the antenna elevation angle is less than 30 degrees for the desired satellite, the surface of your antenna footing
should be a minimum of 12 inches above grade.
In designing the antenna site, it's a good idea to include
an ac outlet with a 20 -amp circuit breaker. The coax cable
which will go from the site to the studio will be 50 or 75
ohm impedance. Any good- quality low -loss cable is suitable. PVC conduit is recommended with an inside diameter of three or four inches. Use large radius elbows for
ease of pulling the cable. A two- or three -pair cable is also
desirable for receiver AGC monitor, audio monitor, and
intercom uses.
For lightning protection, we strongly recommend that
you get an eight -foot commercial TV ground rod, drive it
into the ground close to the footing, and connect it by
heavy copper cable to any good contact point on the
mount.

LICENSING
With your final frequency coordination report in hand,
with the terminal design made and construction under
way, it is time to get your license application in to the
FCC.

El PP
MODULAR
AUDIO SERIES

`

400t¡`

5.1

d17-.

"

Model 4950
4 Card Frame

------_

MAP 2100 Plug In

Power Supply (Optional)

For EUROCARD (100 x 160 mm) Series Audio
Plug -in cards. This frame accommodates a new
line of Audio Products for the Broadcaster.
Sample Listing:
'2100 Power Supply. 2 Amps
'4824 Distribution Ampl.
'4046 Line /Mix Ampl.
Monitor Module
'4061
'4062 VU Meter Module

'And
More

r1

MODULAR
AUDIO PRODUCTS

P

5U

A

UNIT OF MODULAR DEVICES INC
v

SONY FORMALLY
INTRODUCES
THE ECM 50-PBW.
Covering the Emmys? The Grammys? The Oscars? Or
merely having a little tête- à -téte with the President of
the United States in front of 40 million people? You'll find the
world's most preferred broadcast mic is now even more
suited for the occasion. Because the legendary Sony ECM 50
lavaliere mic now comes in an elegant, black satin finish.
Ask your Sony dealer about the ECM 50. It's what all
the best -dressed newscasters will be
wearing this year.

SONY'

,
,

Brven...

.,

-

,

t

E

567 96?C

Sony Communication, Product, Company. Sony Drice. Park Ridge. Ness Jersey 0765h. ©IV
Sony Corp. of America Son p a reiii,icied trademark of:he Som Corp
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We Couldn't Have Said It
Any Better Ourselves.
"We selected the SatCom Technologies 7 meter antenna because this
antenna meets PBS's standards for sidelobe performance
and mechanical reliability'
L. Mlaska
Manager System Engineering
PBS Washington, D.C.

Mr. Ralph

"Excellent performance and easy to install."
Mr. Bill Baker
V.P. /Engineering
KAMC -TV Lubbock, TX

"We are very pleased with this quality made 9.2 meter antenna"
Mr. Ray McMillan
Director of Engineering
Harte -Hanks Television Group
"The technical quality of our antenna is excellent and has brought
new flexibility and a more competitive edge to our programming"
Mr. Dave Frasier
Technical Operations Mgr.
WWBT -TV Richmond, VA

"We purchased the SatCom Technologies 7 meter antenna because
it is well designed and has the advanced features we need."
Mr. Charles W. Myers
Chief Engineer
WHO-1V Des Moines, IA(lowal

"Our 9.2 meter antenna gives

us life -like pictures from the satellite.
We believe this is the technology of the future and SatCom
Technologies is in the forefront."
Dr.

Hugh VanEaton

President
KVHP-TV Lake Charles, LA

SatCom Technologies, Inc.
2912 Pacific Drive, Norcross, GA 30071
(404) 448 -2116 Telex 70 -8496
Circle 145 on Reader Service Card
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FACILITIES
D
DESIGN AND
ENGINEERING

In 1979 the FCC dropped the requirement that a
receive -only satellite earth terminal be licensed, making it
optional with the station. Nevertheless, we urge you to license your earth terminal because that's the best way to
assure yourself continuing interference -free use of the
downlink.
Look at it this way. Suppose you decide to save some
money by not licensing your earth terminal. Having built
your terminal and having made proper legal arrangements
with program vendors you start receiving some great
programming. A month later an independent communications company puts up a microwave transmitter a few
blocks from your earth station and swamps you with radio
frequency intereference. And there's nothing you can do
about it. The cost to move your earth station to a new location could exceed the cost of licensing many times over,
not to mention the loss of programming in the interim.
The frequency interference protection, which is assured by your license, is important not only for your own
use of the earth station, but also for any secondary uses to
which you may put your facility.
Moreover, since some forms of tampering, vandalism,
and theft to a licensed facility are federal offenses, you
can call in the FBI if any of these things happen to your
earth station.

Licensing your earth station involves some expense and
the effort of preparing and submitting your license application. Much of the expense involves the frequency clearance required by the FCC; but you have to do that anyway.
The FCC recently eased the rules for new receive -only
earth terminals. Under the new regulations you do not
have to:
have a construction permit approved by the FCC before
you build your terminal;
prove to the FCC that you have the right to the site for an
earth station;
submit an environmental impact statement; and
submit a financial showing, a balance sheet, or FCC
Form 430 with your license application.
On the other hand, you must:
comply with state and local building codes;
go through the licensing procedure to obtain frequency
protection;
obtain rights to any program prior to using it; and
notify the FAA if your antenna is more than 20 feet high
and is close to an airport.
Unless you have an engineering consultant or contractor thoroughly familiar with the FCC procedures, you may
want to get from the FCC the "Receive -Only Licensing
Information Package," sent you free if you call
202-632 -5930. This tells exactly how to do it. Ordinarily
it takes from 60 to 90 days for the FCC to act on the application. When you get your license, and have completed a
terminal carefully planned along the lines suggested here,
you will know that you will have high quality access to
satellite programming for a long time to come. BM/E
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T-Auct by Nagra won't make audio production easy.
us
The revolutionary T-Audio two -track recorder by Nagra features a totally isolated transport system with
twin capstans and servo-controlled motors with interhead tape tension sensors, as well as the kind of
performance you'd expect from Nagra. Available with Time Code and features you won't find on any other
machine. For more details about this extraordinary recorder,
write to Nagra Magnetic Recorders, Inc., 19 West
/_<<',7_1
44th Street, Room 715, New York, N.Y. 10036 (212) 840 -0999.
A PASSION FOR PERFECTION
1147 N. Vine St., Hollywood, Ca. 90038 (213) 469 -6391

KUCIELSKI
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TOWNSEND
The Television

Transmission Specialists
Running a straight course keeps Townsend a step or two ahead
of the competition.
The many opportunities in television have attracted several of today's largest corporations into

our industry from a variety of backgrounds. Since
the beginning, Townsend Associates has been dedicated to the design, development, and manufac-

INNOVATIONS
THROUGH
SPECIALIZED R &D
High Power UHF & VHF
Television Transmission

ture of television transmission equipment exclusively. It's not a sideline with us. And we're not
someone else's subsidiary. From transmitters to
components, everything we develop and produce is
mainstream to the transmission of television.

Multipoint Distribution
Service (MDS) And ITFS
FIRST 100% solid state transmitters in
both 10 watt and 100 watt.
FIRST with intermod free external diplexing of the aural and visual carriers.

Major Components
FIRST
solid state pulser.
FIRST

to introduce external cavity klystrons.

FIRST solid state exciter.

Custom Engineering

FIRST
to provide a regulated and adjustable
power supply...PERVEAC.

FIRST to employ emergency klystron
multiplex circuitry for UHF.

FIRST and only manufacturer with hardware and the know -how to up -power all
major brands of T.V. transmitters.

FIRST
to manufacture and employ plug in
vacuum contactors for T.V. transmitters.

Low Power UHF And VHF

Transmission Systems
FIRST manufacturer of High Power
transmitters for L.P.T.V.
FIRST integrated antenna and amplifier
transmission system for low power UHF.

The R & D Group
Our "FIRST" Team,
The many transmission innovations developed by the Townsend
R Sr D group have often
involved technologies

Satellite Rebroadcast
Systems
FIRST transmitter manufacturer to
introduce satellite system concept
through a cooperative effort with a TYRO
manufacturer.
FIRST to have

a

borrowed from other
fields. Their singular
purpose is to find ways
to measurably raise
the state-of- the -art in
just one field...television transmission.

complete line of trans-

mitters for satellite rebroadcast systems. We design and build rebroadcasting systems for UHF and VHF and each is
available in either low or high power configurations.

NSEND
TOW
ASSOCIATES, INC.
79 Mainline Dr., Westfield, MA 01085 Tel. 413 -568 -9581 TWX #710- 356 -1521
West Coast: 1080 Los Molinos Way. Sacramento. CA 95825 Bangkok Box 11 -1240.
Nana. Thailand 10112
Canada: Comad Comm.. 91 Kelfield St.. Rexdale. Ontario M9W 5A3
Australia: TBC PTY. Ltd.. 6 Chilvers Rd.. Thomieigh, N.S.W. 2120
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takes a very tough
tape to withstand edit after
edit through today's VTR
equipment and still deliver a
crisp, clean playback image.
And tough is exactly what
new Scotch" 480 one -inch
It

video tape

is.

A special coating
formulation on Scotch 480
'Scotch is

a

registered trademark of 3M. © 3M, 1983
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means you no longer have
to worry about problems
like stiction.
In fact, during computer
editing, 3M lab tests have
shown 480 is capable of
delivering over 1,000 edits
from the same preroll point,
with no significant reduction
in playback quality.

And in today's tough video
production environment,
that kind of durability can
mean a lot.
Scotch 480 is further
proof of why 3M is the leader
in professional use video
tape. And why we sell more
one -inch tape for professional
use than all other

manufacturers put together.
For a free brochure on
new Scotch 480 call 1 -800328-1684 (1-800-792-1072
in Minnesota). And find out
more about the tape that's
as tough as today's editing
equipment.

Magnetic Audio/Video
Products Division /3M.

NEW
SCOTCH 480
1" VIDEO TAPE.
LASER TESTED FOR
CONSISTENCY
hears you ...

3111

Ampex 197:

designed especially
for broadcast.
AUDIO
MULTIPLE

3

GENERATIONS

after five generations.
Ampex 197 s audio signalto-noise ratio exceeds the
BVU series machine
specifications.

Even
I

6

Ampex 19+
3

'

'Brand

A'

2

'Brand 80

Machine Spec

Broadcast-quality sound.
r

Ampex 197 offers superior signal -to -noise
and low distortion characteristics. This
means crisper, cleaner audio performance under heavy editing conditions and multiple generation dubbing. Plus excellent stereo fidelity
when used for music recording.

STILL,

FRAME
DURABILITY

Broadcast-

Laboratory rests proved that
Ampex 197 held up for three
full hours with no RF loss.

quality
color and sharpness.

'+$*'.,I r:ral^eMCC,

The Ampex 197 34 videocassette was developed

with nothing less than perfection as the goal.
With superb chrominance and luminance performance it is ideal for ENG, EFP and on -line editing.

Ampex 197 has

beei especially
formulated to
optimize the
performance
of Sony BVU
recorders.

LP'

Broadcast-quality reliability.
blind field testing. Ampex 197 gor
the highest marks from broadcast
professionals for picture quality stability,
and durability.
And out more about why Ampex
197 is quality worth broadcasting. Call
your Ampex Regional Office or write to:
Ampex Corporation. 401 Broadway.
Redwood City. CA 94063 (415) 367 -3809
In

,

AMPEX

;-cex

Ore a

-e S.çra

.:,r-caræs©

Quality worth broadcasting.
-
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Cable Audio: Can It Deliver?
By Judith Walcutt

The number of cable

A rack -mountable

audio converter from Wegener Communications.

TALK TO ANYONE in the cable audio industry these days and you will find, on
the one hand, a great optimism. The

medium is expanding along every line,
from independent program producers
looking at a new distribution network
for their work and services, to manufacturers coming up with the hardware
to make premium audio services a viable economic reality. Add to these
groups communications entrepreneurs
who consider the audio component the
final frontier for high -rolling ventures.
On the other hand, local cable operators
and multiple systems operators appear
to be taking their time, regarding the
medium with a cautious "wait and
see" attitude that is keeping the lid on
any major practical applications. Of
course, everybody wants to see a success story in action before cutting loose
enough capital to install and promote a
true premium cable audio service. The
question is, when?
The main problem with cable audio,
as with many "extra service" concepts
such as television's teletext, is that al-

Judith Walcutt is an independent producer of programming for National
Public Radio and author of numerous
articles on the industry.

though the concept sounds good, no
one is yet certain how many will actually be willing to pay for the premium
programming service. The question
was the same with cable television.
In contrast to the very big projected
figures of an NPR report, conversations
with experts in the field actually reveal
a singular lack of any figures regarding
the most basic level of cable audio support. To date, no figures exist documenting known numbers of FM drop
lines running into subscriber households. When people talk about numbers
in the hundreds of thousands for cable
audio audiences, they are really talking
about the number of cable subscribers
who have the potential to bring cable
audio into their homes, via the television hookup.
According to Dave Willis at Telecommunications Inc., the largest Mso
in the country with 1.9 million subscribers nationwide, real figures can't
exist until the whole method of getting
cable audio into the home via the current hardware, the splitter box, is
reevaluated. Furthermore, it is impossible for Telecommunications, which is
primarily in the business of overseeing
cable companies run by individual operators, to make company -wide policies or commitments regarding cable

audio subscribers will
more than double over
the next two years,
increasing from less than
a million to 2.3 million. By
1986, there will be over
nine million cable audio
subscribers. Sixty
percent of all cable
subscribers, 28 million.
will purchase some form
of cable by the end of the
decade.
"Listening to the Future:
Cable Audio in the 80's,"
a special report from
National Public Radio.

audio that may entail changes in local
franchise agreements. Work is under
way, however, to begin investigating
the idea, researching security methods,
and answering the problems of address ability. Willis says virtually all its systems use FM processing equipment
which would allow the importation of
distant signals or the insertion of additional cable channel services.
BM /E
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THE NEW STANDARD
COVERS

AM BAND PLUS HARMONICS

TO

5 MHz

The Model FIM -41 Field Strength Meter
has many more features

-

Measures Harmonics to

-80

dB

High Adjacent Channel Rejection
Ganged Oscillator /Receiver Tuning

Stable Operation over wide Temperature
Range

Low Battery Drain Circuits

Front Panel Speaker
Large illuminated Meter and Tuning Dial
Indicates field strength accurately down
to 10 p volts /M
RF input jack for tuned voltmeter applications
US NOW FOR COMPLETE DETAILS
OUR LINE OF FIELD STRENGTH METERS

CONTACT
ON

OMAC INSTRUMENTS
932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20910 (301) 589 -2662
Circle 150 on Reader Service Card

FINALLY!
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THE WIRELESS LINK
Clear -Com's Wireless Interface Base Station
interface between wired
intercoms and remote transceivers
assures clear, noise -free communications
via FM transmission, up to 1/4 mile
is available in SIMPLEX or FULL DUPLEX models
Complete Simplex System (one remote), UNDER 8600; Complete Full
Duplex System (one remote), UNDER 8700
interfaces with Clear -Com and other hardwired intercoms (RTS,
is all you need to

Chaos, etc.)
system includes

a Base Station and one or more lightweight,
49mHz remote transceivers with headsets
For more information, call or write:

-Com
C)D Clear
intercom systems
`"

Circle
84
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111 17th Street San Francisco. CA 94107
415.861.6666 TWX:910-372.1087
EXPORT DIVISION: P.O. Box 302 Walnut Creek, CA 94596
415. 932.8134 Telex: 176340 CLEAR -COM WNCK
1
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MEWS FERTURE
Certainly the problems of addressability and security against theft of audio services by cable subscribers has
been a major stumbling block to the advancement of the industry's revenue
generating power. Up to this point, it
has meant only a simple trip to Radio
Shack for cable subscribers to hook up
their own splitter box and simply pirate
what their operators offer on the FM
band. The question for consumers and
Msos is: Who wants to pay for something that can be obtained free, and who
wants to offer a pay service that's so
easy to steal?
The major developments along these
lines are now coming to a head. Both
Catel, and Wegener Communications
in conjunction with Pioneer, are putting
the final touches on audio security
hardware. In fact, Frank Genochio at
Catel says that by the time this article
appears, the equipment will be ready
for delivery. Priced at less than $30, the
hardware includes an audio converter
and a splitter box.
A major feature of the system is its
ability to offer tiered service by
operating at both the upper and lower
portions of the band. In this way,
standard channels can be separated
from premium offerings and the security measures applied only to the special
channels. The security is provided
through a scrambling system that makes
listening unattractive to would -be pirates. This makes the Catel system
identical to cable Tv services in which
the subscriber pays the basic cable
charge and receives standard commercial channels plus free services such as
SuperStation wras and CNN, then pays
an additional charge for services such
as HBO or Showtime. Ten thousand
PAS -2000 demo units were installed by
mid-May, giving Catel an early lead in
this area.
The Wegener audio converter, which
Pioneer is manufacturing, is perhaps
less specific in its capability, but may

help operators keep their records
straight. Ned Mountain at Wegener,
considered by many to be the foremost
expert in the field of cable audio
technologies, describes the unit as an
"all -or- nothing proposition." The subscriber will pay one fee and receive the
audio descrambling box which will
provide access to any material on the
FM band, but with extremely high quality. No "extra service," two- tiered approach is planned. The Wegener unit is
also in the $30 bracket.
Now that the equipment exists to
make the audio offering economically
viable for the operators and Msos, what
should the next move be? Mountain
says, "It has always been my contention that if someone develops a package

When you

absQlptely,

positively

une uiwc

catei!oricallyY
need to look
your best.
Fuji

VIDEO TAPE
MADE IN JAPAN

(4)

Qi

Available in 2', 1',

3/4" and V2"

Beta and VHS.
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Twenty -five hundred Convergence
editing systems have now
been delivered and we're celebrating!
The celebration means you can save money.
New pricing is available on ECS -103B A/B roll
editing systems, ECS -104 list management editing
systems, and all of the ECS- 103/104 upgrade kits.
ECS -100 Series edit systems have been to the
Olympics, political conventions and a Royal
Wedding. They help edit drama, music and training;
documentary, comedy and commercials. We're
proud of their history and will support their future
with options, new interfaces and upgrades. This is
ECS -100 Series video

equipment that can continue to grow with
your needs.
Join the celebration. Join the 2500. Call your
dealers or 'ocal sales office today.

CONVERGENCE
CORPOR/ITEON
1641 McGaw. Irvine, CA 92714. (714) 549-3146, Telex: 277717 CONY UR
250 W. 57th Street, Fisk Building. Suite 815. New York City. NY 10019
3575 Cahuenga Blvd.. West. Los Angeles. CA 91403, (213) 506-POST
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NEWS FEEITURE
of many channels with high -quality audio, the equivalent of HBO for radio,
offering commercial -free music, information, and formats which are distinctly different from regular radio formats,
subscribers will be willing to pay for
that service. We are beginning to see
some development in that direction
now, with satellite-delivered audio cable services now available to the cable
operator. The software is available, the
hardware is ready, and the next step is
for the Msos to do some marketing
tests, to see what kind of penetration
they can achieve."
Enter the producer
This is the point at which program
producers must rally and premium service offerings flourish. To test how
much and what a subscriber will be
willing to buy, there must be a choice
available, which means a lot of private
enterprise developing independent audio services.
One such outfit, which offers audio
services exclusively, is Satellite Syndicated Systems of Tulsa, which has a
satellite audio service called SCAN (Satellite Cable Audio Networks). As of the
NcrA show in June, sss began beaming
10 separate services nationwide; nine
nonbroadcast origination and the tenth
off Cleveland's Nationality Broadcast
Network, which provides news, talk,
and public affairs in 38 languages.
The nonbroadcast services are largely a joint endeavor with John Doremus,
including his "Music in the Air"
programming heard on most domestic
airlines. The material offered includes
two full stereo programs
Country
Western channel and a Broadway/
Hollywood channel. Three mono channels carry music of the 1950s and '60s,
Big Band music, and a comedy channel. The full set of "Music in the Air"
channels is subcarried on Transponder
6 of Satcom III R, piggy- backed with
the WTBS video signal. Two additional
stereo channels
Rhythm & Blues
program and one called "Rock -arobics" (disco) -will be piggy- backed
with SPN on Satcom IV, Transponder 3.
Currently carried by systems in
Alaska, Colorado, California, and
Hawaii, the services are all 24 -hour,
commercial -free programming, offered to operators for a fee of two cents
per channel, per basic subscriber, per
month. In the case of individual cable
operators where there are 250 or less
subscribers, there is a minimum fee of
$5 per channel per month. In larger systems where there are more than 18,750
subscribers, there is a maximum fee of
$375 per channel, per month.
According to Phyllis Vedders of Satellite Syndicated Systems, the selling
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PCL -606

and
PCL -606/C

signal strength, by a pin diode attenuator circuit in the receiver. Superior
frequency stability is achieved in the
and
Transmitters
by locking phase and frequency to a
synthesized AFC. Ultra -phase linear
I.F. filters, and a broadband, ex-

tended digital demodulator provide
surprisingly low noise and distortion,

while the balance between
Topping the Moseley line of aural
studio -transmitter links, the
and
are tailor -made for
the broadcaster who demands the
very finest in performance and
engineering. Extremely congested,
high- density RF environments are
no problem for broadcasters using
these all -new, state -of- the -art systems. Either the monaural (
or stereo composite (
provide today's broadcaster with the
highest quality program interconnect available in an aural STL.
Both are designed for maximum
performance and reliability, with
easy service features to minimize
maintenance down time.
The dynamic range of both systems
can be optimized as a function of

.,!I!(i \Itit

!t

!t

It

distortion and selectivity can be
tailored to user needs by adjusting
I.F. bandwidth. A compensated,
linear, baseband response maximizes both monaural and stereo
transmission. Both the
and
have switch -selectable

signal metering functions to
measure the incoming RF signal over
entire range. Internal system
performance metering functions are
built into both transmitter and
receiver. All normal service adjustments are easily accessible through
the top cover, and brass -enclosed
module construction makes PC
board servicing easier than ever.
Should there be a failure or abnormality shutdown; the receiver is
equipped to switch internally and
automatically to a standby unit for
continuous performance.
Continuing the legacy of the PCL and
are
505, the
revolutionizing the state of the art
in the aural STL marketplace.
its

For further information,
please contact our Marketing Department
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MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC.

Santa Barbara Research Park
Goleta, California 93117
111 Castilian Drive
Telex: 658 -448 . Cable: MOSELEY
(805) 968 -9621

A Flow

General Company
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point of these services is the packaging
possibility for cable operators. For
minimal cost, they can offer the SCAN
channels along with movie channels
and sports as a tier of stereo audio
services.

Jazz superstation
The fact that sss charges for its channels may keep some operators from taking the plunge. But there is no reason
why they cannot begin with importation of distant signals to provide a viable intermediate step in expanding their
cable audio offerings. The most recent
breakthrough on that front is the
launching of loco Jazz Network. The
25- year -old commercial jazz station
out of Los Angeles went up on Satcom
IV, Transponder 7, the last week in
March, piggy- backing with Trinity
Broadcasting, which has dozens of
feeds to stations and cable systems
around the country. Saul Levine, president and general manager of !MOO, says
the response has been phenomenal. As
the only jazz superstation in the country
and as a service offered free of charge
to cable operators, it is no wonder.
With Cox Cable carrying it in San
Diego alone, xxoo has a potential audience of 300,000 subscribers. Because it
is a commercial station that supports itself on revenues from advertisers,

Catel's
descrambling
system.

this unique format, I think I'd be more
concerned. We're playing both sides of
the fence by getting into it. But I think
the greatest impact will be felt in the
smaller markets. Take Las Vegas, for
example. They're building their cable
systems right now and plan to carry 50
FM stations! You can believe that the local market is going to be impacted."
Besides national distribution of local

The cable audio scrambling system from Catel.

Levine is not concerned with the security issue plaguing other contenders in
the field.
In fact, to determine how far away
the signal was being picked up by home
satellite dishes, the station recently
gave away albums to people calling in
from distant locations -some as far
away as Canada. As a commercial operation, Korn can afford to be generous
with its signal. The more listener response it gets, by whatever means, the
more it can develop its base for national
advertising. Levine promises the rates
won't go up; but if all the agreements
currently out to cable companies come
back signed-giving xxoo access to
well over a million cable subscribers
a rate increase would not come as a big
surprise.
Asked his opinion of cable audio's
impact on the radio broadcasting,
Levine observes: "If we didn't have

-
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commercial broadcasts, a likely source
of new material for packaging by cable
audio service developers is the community of independent radio producers. At
a time when there is little money available for program development, there is
an opportunity to pool programming
that already exists.
In May a new organization was
formed which could make acquisition
of a variety of program materials for cable audio a much easier and cleaner
process. USAudio is a joint venture
by Audio Independents Inc., Eastern
Public Radio, and the Longhorn Radio
Network. They've pooled their organizational resources to provide program
distribution, promotion, and marketing
for producers. According to Michael
Toms, executive director of Audio Independents, USAudio will go after the
cable field: "We see cable audio as an
opportunity for developing an entirely

new audience for producers of creative
programming. We are engaged now in
talking to major funders . As far as
launching goes, I think we're looking at
early 1984. We've already had indications from some major cable operators
that there is some interest in the program resources we have in our hands."
Having options to choose from is, in
the long run, what is going to pay off in
subscriber revenues. But in the short
run, between now and 1984, this infant
industry is still trying to find ways and
means to get the Msos to loosen up
enough for new ventures to develop.
All it takes is one entrepreneur -like a
Ted Turner-and suddenly the whole
field will get hot. Both the operators
and the Msos complain, however, that
they have so much to worry about, what
with franchises and building the systems and handling their video program
choices, that they just don't have time
to program cable audio. It's much
easier just to throw on the all -FM band.
It is to counter this resistance that has
spawned new ways to open the cable
audio industry. One is being pursued by
Kevin Leja, who has started an enterprise called Comlink in Minneapolis.
He has researched the cable audio industry and has prepared a proposal for
setting up a locally originated cable
channel. He would offer a format
aimed at the 25 -to-40 -year-old audience, offering new music, album play,
targeted news and information, and entertainment. He wants to offer the service free to cable operators, and build
revenue through advertiser support.
The main stumbling block is how he
can sell advertisers on the medium if
cable systems do not promote the audio
service to subscribers. (One cable system in the Minneapolis /St. Paul area is
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pushing its cable audio by giving small
bonuses to installers for each Fm drop
they make.)
One possibility Leja is considering,
to get beyond the "wait and see"
stance, would be to contract with cable
operators to handle the whole cable audio development. Working within the
framework of the operators' hardware
needs and specifications, the audio cable "contractor" could manage subscriber development, programming,
and sales.
This option may not be feasible for
some time down the road, when Msos
have finally determined cable audio
policies. On a larger scale, Kevin Albin
may be one of the most influential people on the cable audio scene. He was in
on the primary planning and testing of
MTV. Albin now works as an independent consultant with a specialty in the
field of cable audio. He's one of very
few individuals in the country who has
in -depth experience in planning for the
future of cable potential and then
executing the plan. He now works with
Msos, Arc in particular, in drawing up
plans for cable radio. "Oftentimes,
Msos are as confused as many others
about cable audio," he says,"-what it
is, and how it can be put together in a
programming package which can be
sold as an ancillary service. So one of
my first activities with an Mso is education. Then, I try to take it from there by
looking at a systems overview, determining which operations within the
family of systems would be the ripest
targets for developing cable audio services. From there, it's a matter of business planning and building models."
The most advanced work that Albin
is developing now is in the area of digital pay audio services. Though forced
to deal within the analog system for the
most part, Albin looks to the day when
the subscriber will have a box in the
home which would receive signals
from the cable headend in its digital
form. Between the time when the hardware catches up with the technology,
Albin and audio cable specialists like
him who have the foresight to develop
the right package, at the right time, for
the right system, may just prove to be
the shakers and movers, as Turner is in
CATV.

In short, cable radio today is in much
the same position as cable television
was 10 years ago-a service whose actual realization is still evolving. But as
hardware and technology develop, and
cable operators strive to meet their subscribers' continuing demand for the
newest and the best, cable audio will
undoubtedly grow into its rightful place
alongside cable TV.
BM/E
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¡ntrpreting the
FCC rules & regulations
Radio Deregulation Gets a Boost
By Harry Cole, FCC Counsel
broadcasters, and
even some television broadcasters
breathed a collective sigh of relief last
May as the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia Circuit upheld
all but one aspect of the Commission's
1981 decision to deregulate, in large
measure, the commercial radio industry. The decision not only affirms radio
deregulation, but could pave the way
for television deregulation and even,
possibly, congressional action leading
to more permanent, across-the -board
deregulation.
In January 1981, the Commission,
led by then -lame duck Chairman
Charles Ferris, adopted a number of
deregulatory proposals initially advanced by the FCC in late 1979. The action, which affected only commercial
radio broadcasting, eliminated formal
ascertainment procedures, program log
requirements, and quantitative guidelines for nonentertainment and commercial programming. More important
than the particular measures taken,
though, was that the deregulation was
based on the increasingly dominant
theme of "regulation by the marketplace." This concept holds that the
government can step away from its
regulatory role when there exists in a
given industry sufficient competition to
assure that competitive forces will exercise essentially the same regulatory
functions as were previously exercised
by the government. Indeed, the theory
further holds that those functions can be
more economically and efficiently accomplished by the marketplace. Since
modern broadcasting has never experienced these competitive forces free of
governmental involvement, however,
the validity of the marketplace theory in
that area has yet to be conclusively established. For this reason in particular it
seemed a distinct possibility that the
Court of Appeals might simply reject
the FCC's decision to withdraw from its
active regulatory role. And the court
did, in fact, express some hesitation.
As a result of the decision, three of
the four primary aspects of the radio
deregulation remain intact. Commercial radio broadcasters will still be free
THE FCC, MOST RADIO
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of any quantitative guidelines relative
to nonentertainment and commercial
matters, and they will still be free of
any formal ascertainment obligations.
The court couldn't accept the elimination of the program logging requirement, however. It reasoned that, if the
Commission really intended to monitor
the radio industry to make sure its
deregulatory actions did not have any
adverse effects on broadcast service to
the public, it would need some records
on which to base its monitoring. And,
while the old program logging rules
were clearly much more detailed than
necessary to accomplish that goal, the
court suggested that the FCC should have
considered adopting some modified
logging requirements designed to provide the Commission with the kind of
information it and others would need to
assess the performance of the deregulated industry. Accordingly, while
affirming the other aspects of the Commission's decision, the court sent the
logging issue back to the FCC for further
consideration.
Overall, the court stated that there
has been no change in two longstanding regulatory concepts. First,
broadcasters continue to be "public
trustees" who owe a substantial obligation to the public. Second, broadcasters
are obligated to provide nonentertainment programming responsive to local
community issues. In fact, the court
maintains that this obligation is imposed on broadcasters by Congress, in
the Communications Act, and not by
the Commission. Thus, in the court's
view, the Commission could not unilaterally eliminate the nonentertainment
programming obligation without some
revision of the Communications Act by
Congress. These two fundamental aspects of broadcast regulation have not
been eliminated. Far from it. The court
in fact continues to support the notion
that a licensee's "renewal expectancy"
can and should be based on the nature
and extent of such programming provided by that licensee. The "renewal
expectancy" concept, which we discussed in this column in the February
1983 issue of BM /E, is (or should be) a
central concern of every licensee, since
the renewability of one's license could
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depend on it. Thus, broadcasters shoùld
still assume not only that they must
continue to provide nonentertainment
programming, but also that the renewability of their licenses depends on the
types of such programming they air,
how much they air, and when they air
it.
There is likely future fallout from the
court's decision. First, the decision
seems to assure that the long-awaited
television deregulation proceeding may
be imminent. While generally interested in deregulating television along the
lines of the commercial radio decision,
the Commission, it appears, has been
reluctant to go forward without knowing whether the court would reject radio
deregulation and, thus, make any television deregulation effort futile. Now
that radio deregulation has been upheld, the FCC's reluctance to get going
on its television counterpart should be
eliminated.
Of course, the Commission will still
have to go through a full rule- making
proceeding, and, as was the case with
the relatively expedited radio deregulation decision, such a proceeding will
probably take at least 15 to 18 months
to complete. Television licensees
should therefore not be holding their
breath. And it should be recognized
that, notwithstanding the recent court
opinion, television deregulation may
not be a sure thing. After all, the
marketplace theory may be acceptable
in the radio industry, with some 10,000
competing stations, but far less acceptable in television, where only about
1000 stations are competing.
In addition, it is likely that the Commission, taking the court's vote of confidence to heart, will move forward into
other deregulation. It is considering
wide-range inquiries into the possible
elimination of many of its basic technical rules, including the need for
operating logs, maintenance logs, and
even technical rules themselves.
But against this rather rosy background it is still important to recognize
a number of fundamental truths. For
example, the court's opinion includes a
closing reminder of one of the less

-

publicized -but nonetheless most
important aspects of the deregula-

FCC RULES

it REGULATIONS

tion. In the words of Judge J. Skelly
Wright, "Congress, and not the Commission, may be the more appropriate
source of significant deregulation. It
was Congress, after all, that created
and oversaw the evolution of the original regulatory scheme for radio and
television licensees. It should thus be
Congress, and not the unrepresentative
bureaucracy and judiciary, that takes
the lead in grossly amending that system, thereby providing the public with
a greater voice in this important process." It has long been argued by a number of interested parties perhaps most
notably the National Radio Broadcasters Association -that the wisest course
would be to pursue congressional, rather than administrative, deregulation.
The rationale is fairly easy to grasp.
Administrative deregulation -that is,
deregulation by the FCC-can be altered
or completely reversed by a mere vote
of a majority (i.e., three) of the now
five- member Commission. If deregulation is enacted by Congress, on the other hand, any change would require a
vote of the majority of the House and
the Senate, an obviously greater number of votes to gamer. As a result, congressional deregulation is likely to be
much more permanent than any action
taken by the Commission. And, as
Judge Wright's opinion indicates, congressional action might be more desirable, at least to the court.
Also, the court which upheld radio
deregulation is still considering what to
do with the Commission's short-form
renewal decision, which reduced the
once lengthy renewal application for
virtually all broadcasters down to a
five -question post-card -sized form.
Some observers think that the court is
going to hold that decision in abeyance
until the court gets some assurance that
the Commission is not simply using the
rhetoric of marketplace forces as an excuse to avoid its statutory obligation to
regulate broadcasting "in the public interest." The court notes in its decision
that the short-form renewal decision
could eliminate effective review of licensees' performance if the complete
elimination of the programming logging requirement is not tempered somewhat. The implication, obviously, is
that the court will await Commission
reconsideration of the program log issue before signing off on the short-form
renewal decision. Indeed, one of the
three judges stated for the record that
he, for one, did not "take [the court's
radio deregulation decision] to suggest
a disposition of any other pending

-

case."

An interesting, if somewhat enigmatic, aspect of the court's decision is at
least two specific references to the fact

less so if and when Congress decides
seriously to confront the question of license fees as a quid pro quo for legislative deregulation.
In summary, the court's decision in
May could signal a major step ahead for
the forces of deregulation, but it would
be at most a tentative step subject to a
variety of ifs, ands or buts. A far less
tentative step could be taken if Congress follows the FCC'S deregulatory
lead and does statutorily what the Commission has done administratively. The
court's decision could serve as a spur
for just such action.
BM/E

that broadcast licenses are handed out
by the government free of charge. The
court seems to have been impressed by
the claim that station owners are given,
for "free," valuable licenses with
which to make a profit. It is hard to understand whether these passing references were simply that, i.e., passing
references intended to tweak the industry, or whether they might signal a belief by the court that broadcasters might
be able to "trade" some kind of license
or spectrum fee for further deregulation. While this question may be academic right now, it may become much

IT SERVES THEM RIGHT!
CREATIVE PRODUCERS DESERVE A VERSATILE SWITCHER

WIPE BEHIND A CHROMA KEY
WIPE OVER A CHROMA KEY
INDEPENDENTLY POSITIONABLE INSERTS
TWO MIX EFFECTS SYSTEMS
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The 6124 production switcher affords a great degree of flexibility.
Its two fully independent cascadable mix -effects systems each with a
keyer, enable a large number of complex functions to be performed;
from simple cuts to the most complicated multiple re- entries
AUTO DRIVE" with its S -100 bus computer is a plug compatible
option, which may be added to any time, to upgrade the 6124 to a
programmable switcher with 225 events. Each event may be set
from one frame to 99 minutes. AUTO DRIVE" controls all switcher

functions simultaneously.
Price N.T.S.C. 513.700.

Model 6124

P.A.L. 514.700.

Chroma Keyer Not Available in P.A.L.

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP.
95 Progress Street

Union, N.J 07083

(201) 688 -1510
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Here's a chance to share your own personal solutions to some of broadcasting's
most vexing engineering needs ...
Each month, BM/E presents two engineering problems and invites you to submit solutions complete with diagrams.
BM/E's editors will read the entries and
select the best for publication- giving
readers an opportunity to vote for the
idea they consider best by using the ballot
area on the Reader Service Card.
We will pay $10 for each entry printed.
In addition, the solution in each month's
competition receiving the most votes on
our Reader Service Card will win $50.00.
So put on your thinking cap and submit an
answer to either of the problems outlined
below
and be sure to watch this section for the solutions.

NEW, BIGGER PRIZE: $50.00 FOR
EACH CONTEST WINNER!

Problem 20: Newsroom Switching
For expanded news coverage, an AM/FM station will build two news
workstations. Design a switching system so each can have two record/
play cart machines, cassette record/play machine, reel -to -reel tape machine, and telephone. Each newsman should have pushbutton switching
from one recording medium to another, and access to a number of
sources: network news (via satellite and wire), air monitor, main studio
monitor, local scanner, weather channel, and telephone. Headphones or
small speakers can be used for monitoring.

Solutions to Problem 20
must be received by
July 20, 1983, and will be
printed in the September, 1983 issue

.

Problem 21:
Impedance Matcher
When recording audio in the field, the engineer is often confronted with a
problem of matching various mic and line impedances with the audio recorder. What is your design for a low -cost, lightweight system to allow
the matching of recorder and input impedances?

Solutions to Problem 21
must be received by
August 22, 1983 and will be
printed in the October, 1983 issue

...

CONTEST RULES
1.

Mail Official Entry Form to:

How to Enter: Submit your ideas on how to solve the
problems, together with any schematic diagrams, photo-

BM /E's Great Ideas Contest

graphs. or other supporting material. Entries should be
roughly 500 words long. Mail the entries to BM /E's Great
Ideas Contest. 295 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10017.
Use the official entry form or a separate piece of paper with
your name, station or facility, address, and telephone
number.

295 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10017

Solution to Problem
Your Name:
Title:

2. Voting and Prizes: BM /E's editors will read all entries and
select some for publication: the decision of the editors is
final. Those selected for publication will receive a $10 honorarium. Each month, readers will have an opportunity to
vote for the solution they consider the best by using the
Reader Service Card. BM /E will announce the solution receiving the most votes and will award the winner of each
month's competition a $50.00 check.

Station or Facility:
Address.

Telephone:

3. Eligibility: All station and production facility personnel are
eligible to enter solutions based on equipment already built or
on ideas of how the problem should be solved. Consultants
are welcome to submit ideas if they indicate at which facility
the idea is in use. Manufacturers of equipment are not eligible
to enter. Those submitting solutions are urged to think
through their ideas carefully to be certain ideas conform to
FCC specs and are in line with manufacturers' warranty

guidelines.

96
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assert that, to the best of my knowledge. the idea
submitted is original with this station or facility, and I
hereby give BM /E permission to publish the material.
I

Signed
Date

t
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SOLUTIONS
to problem 17:
Preventing Echo
in Cart Recording
Instant winner! This month's
winning entry was submitted
by Stephen C. Ellis, director of
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engineering, WGIL -AM /WAAGFM, Galesburg, IL.
In its simplest form, my solution is a

single relay operated by the record
lamp circuit when the record function is
"set," opening the audio circuit to the
console. This solution is very inexpensive and quick to implement, and I have
used a form of this circuit on cart machines of several manufacturers.
The circuit I have drawn will open
the audio circuit to the console and may
also be used to insert delayed audio
back into the recording for a reverbtype effect if so desired. I have used this
circuit with only K -1 and S -1 in the circuit, but without K -2 and its circuitry,
the possibility exists of leaving S -1 in
the reverb position and again getting an
echo when it is not desired.
With the use of K -2 and so on: when
S -I is in the reverb position, an alarm
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will sound when the record function is
"set." Pushing S -2 will kill the alarm
until the next time the record function is
"set." With S -1 in the reverb off position, the alarm will not sound and the
audio to the console will be disabled.
Since both K -1 and K -2 will both be
drawing current from the record lamp
circuit when S -1 is in the reverb off position, one should be certain that the record lamp circuit will handle this

additional current. I would also recommend that the Sonalert alarm use a separate supply and not use the record
lamp for power. If one is certain that the
lamp circuit will handle the current,
then the circuit may be wired as broken
line on diagram indicates.
I have not built and used this curcuit
with the alarm circuitry, but if the record lamp circuit will handle the current required it should work as drawn.

LAUMIC HAS THE EDGE
IN

VIDEO EDITING EQUIPMENT

Great Idea Contest Winners
Our readers have selected the following winning
solutions to recent Great Idea Contest problems.
Problem 11, "Cart Automation," solutions to
which were printed in last November's issue, was won
by William Howe, chief engineer at WEIV, Ithaca, NY
(Solution C).
Problem 12, "Microphone Switching," solutions to
which were printed in the December issue, was solved
best by Glen Calderone, assistant CE at KZH -31, Long
Beach, CA (Solution B).
Our congratulations to both these gentlemen, who
will receive $50 prizes.
We also congratulate Stephen C. Ellis; director of
engineering at WGIL/WAAG, Galesburg, IL, for the "instant winner" solution to problem 17, printed above,
"Preventing Echo in Cart Recording."

RENTa

CMX Portable
Now you can
3 machine system from Laumic Company

"

-THE EDGE
computer assisted editing system with internal
memory, re -edit. list ripple, time code pulse count editing. auto assemblyy, floppy disk, printer. GPI and built -in A V dissolver: interfaced
with ADIDAS TWIN TBC and DIGITAL EFFECTS SWITCHER: WAVEFORM & VECTORSCOPE: 3 SONY 5850's SYNC GEN.: and VIDEO
& AUDIO MONITORS.
Its yours for short or long term rental. Call today.

SALES, SERVICE AND RENTALS OF JVC. SONY.
HITACHI. INDUSTRIAL BROADCAST VIDEO
EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS DESIGNED AND INSTALLED.

LAUMIC COMPANY, INC.
306 EAST

39111

STREET. NEW YORK. N.Y. 10016 TEL 12121889 -3300
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Crown Introduces Spectrum Analyzer
Tecron, a newly formed
division of Crown International, has released the
TEF System 10 microprocessor- based, two port test system. The TEF
System is an implementation of the research in
swept -spectrum technology at Jet Propulsion
Laboratories, and incorporates the principles of
time delay spectrometry.
The System 10 is portable and offers spectral
analysis in the dc to 31 kHz range.
Complete in its 22x18x7.5 -inch metal
case, the unit weighs forty pounds. It
performs complete spectral analysis of
structures, components, and materials
for studios and live recording.
The TEF machine includes a 92character keyboard on a hinged cover, a
seven -inch green phosphor CRT, 51/4floppy disk drive (dual drive is optional), three Z80 microprocessors, and
sealed lead acid batteries which float on
the dc bus. This provides emergency
power to complete tests in progress.
A 96K RAM computer, the System 10
is capable of performing all types of
standard digital computation. It is also

Artel Develops Fiber
251
Optics Computer Graphics
A new fiber optics computer graphics
communication system, the T/R -2011,
transmits and receives ultra -highresolution computer -generated video
up to 100 times further than conventional coaxial cable. The transmit module (T -2011) transmits high -resolution
RS -170 video up to 10,000 feet over fiber optic cable. The bandwidth accommodates either 640x512 or 512x512
pixel resolution.
The modules permit long-distance
interconnection of the workstation
monitor and the computer video display
generator without loss of resolution.
The fiber optic cable also eliminates
electromagnetic noise, hum, and
ground faults. Both RGB and monochrome video signals can be handled
and dual BNC input/output connectors
are plug -compatible to all monitors and
display generators.
98
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a hybrid, making use of both analog and
digital signal processing. Software -

based and menu -driven, the computer
has all instructions built into the
software, which includes data recording programs and a "scratchpad" for
entering job descriptions.
When in use, the TEF output sweep
signal is fed to a system under investigation (for example, a room, a component). A transducer picks up the signal
coming from that system and feeds it to
the TEF tracking filter whose sweep exactly matches that of the output signal.
The machine also provides for adjustable delay to be programmed into the
filter.

The T/R -2011 modules are automatically self-monitoring, self- testing and
alarming, and perform on -line without
program interruption and without test
equipment. Automatic gain control and
dc clamping features help stabilize color and picture levels.

PEL Unveils

252

Digital Picture Computer
Picture Element Limited (PEL), a new
company in Palo Alto, CA, released its
first product, the Video Sequence
Processor, or VSP. The unit offers a
combination of real -time digital recording and display, support for a variety of
video formats, and computing capability in one system.
For the first time, according to the
company, one system can digitally
record up to eight minutes of moving image sequences on computer -accessible
media in real time. In addition, the system provides computer-process -stored
sequences or computer -generated image sequences frame by frame, as well
as displaying these stored sequences in
real time, slow motion, or still frame.

The VSP records and plays back a
variety of video and graphics formats
such as: 525 or 625 lines per frame at
25, 30, 50, and 60 frames per second;
1125 lines per frame at 25 and 30 fps;
512x512 and 1024x1024 at 25, 30, 50,
and 60 fps. All of these formats can be
monochrome, composite (NSTSC, PAL,
and SECAM), component (y, I, Q, and Y,
u, v), or full color ROB.
The VSP computer allows up to four
workstations, and each has a dedicated
32-bit processor with direct access to
the on -line video sequence data base.
Fortran and C compilers and extensive
support tools enhance the user's own
software development.
The VSP is suitable for applications
in video animation, television postproduction, video special effects, and
previewing film animation. With the
system, each frame of an animated sequence can be created and stored, and
at any point in the creating process can
be viewed in real time, slow motion, or
still frame.
FOR MORE INFORMATION

circle bold face numbers
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3ZOfiDCFiST EQUIPMENT
Dexcel Announces
Satellite Receiver

253

Dexcel, a division of Gould, has added
the DCR -4000 system to its line of
products. The system is designed for
cable television satellite receiving and
consists of a low -noise block converter
and a commercial grade receiver. Each
of the receivers in a rack of the 4000
system can act as a master or a slave receiver, making use of loop- through
technology to minimize cabling.
The DCB -4000 block converter converts the signal using a frequency
synthesizer at the antenna site. The reference frequency is sent up the cable to
the LNB by the first receiver in the rack,
which contains a 3.5 MHz reference
crystal oscillator.
A 510 MHz I'LL demodulator and a
saw filter are incorporated into the
DCR -4000 to improve frequency response, phase response, linearity, and
s/N ratio. The demodulator output is filtered at 5 MHz to remove subcarriers
and is amplified in a 15 MHz video
amplifier. Clamping is front panel
switchable to sync -tip or backporch and
can be switched off as well.
All local oscillators for video and audio are under crystal reference and drift
in less than ± 30 kHz for the entire sys-

tem. Measured threshold is 7.5 dB. Receiver system circuits operate at 12
volts and an optional backup battery
protection for power outages or remote
locations is provided.

RCA Announces
New Weatherwriter

254

The RCA Service Company is marketing the Weatherwriter, an advanced
receive -only printer capable of providing enhanced weather information reception. The unit is a compact desktop
device that offers higher speed, more
flexibility, and quieter operation than
most currently used terminals, according to RCA.
With the recent upgrading of information delivery speed from the National Weather Service to 300 baud, most
weather reception devices will not meet
the standard. The RCA unit features
switch -selectable five or eight level operation, 30 characters per second print
speed, Baudot or ASCII code flexibility, and audible and visual alarms generated upon receipt of severe weather
alert.
A message selector option allows the
operator to print only those weather

messages of interest to his location.
Lease /service starts as low as $93 /month.

CAT Splicer
from Soundsplice

255

This new machine is small enough to fit
onto any studio tape deck and an easy
fit is guaranteed by the manufacturer.
The unit is made of the base assembly
and the joining tab assembly.
The base performs the cutting operation and consists of a tray with two cutting plates. The plates are hinged to the
base tray, moving independently in a
scissor -like action. The plates are precision machined of antimagnetic steel
with self -sharpening cutting edges.
A channel a quarter of an inch wide
across the top surface of both plates
provides an angle cut of 45 degrees,
with a new unit soon to be available
providing a 60-degree cutting angle.
The joining tab assembly dispenses a
precut splicing tab over the two ends of
the tape, with the tab automatically
centered and aligned.
The CAT Splicer uses precut adhesive tabs mounted on a continuous
strip, housed within a cassette which is
replaceable. Each cassette contains 350
tabs.

RADIO ANNOUNCER
Overseas Employment
Kwajalein, Marshall Islands

TASCAM SERIES 20

Global Associates, an international base operations and support services
company, has an immediate need for a Radio Announcer at the American
Forces Radio- Television Station on Kwajalein.
You will produce and perform on-the -air music programs, read news and
sports reports, conduct informal talk programs, and perform radio production functions.

TASCAM SERIES 40

We require at least 2 years' experience in broadcasting and ability to

operate all FM station broadcast equipment. In addition, you will load and
operate the TV automation system which includes 3/4 inch video tape decks
and character generator unit. Must be capable of troubleshooting and correcting minor problems within the TV system such as jammed video tapes.
Kwajalein offers an opportunity for you to enjoy sailing, fishing, scuba diving, golf and many other amenities. We offer annual vacation with transportation to point-of -hire and an opportunity for overseas U.S. tax exclusion. U.S.
Citizenship is required. Single Status Only.
Interested qualified individuals should forward resume and voice tape to:
Kathy Ringwood, Global Associates, Dept. 423, P.O. Box 12156, Oakland,

TASCAM SERIES 30
TASCAM SERIES 50
TASCAM 85-16BiMODEL 16
We've been designing

systems with Tascam

for over a decade. They're
dependable, easy to operate
and the prices are right.
Call us for more info.

CA 94604 -2156.

DON S
IN SAN ANTONIO CALL 512- 824 -8781

GLOBAL ASSOCIATES
An Equal Opportunity Employer

IN DALLAS CALL 214 -327 -1014
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terstate Communications will provide analysis to Telecommunications
Transmission Systems for its two re-

ABC

gional radio network satellite transmit
facilities for Ku -band operation.
The Texas State Radio Network is
obtaining satellite downlink equipment
from Modulation Associates for reception of national and regional networks on Westar III.
National Video Center recently installed the Bosch Fernseh FDL 60B
CCD film transfer system 60XL color
Matrix Video has
corrector
added an Ampex ADO effects generator to its cmx editing systems

ENTERTAINMENT

....

...

.

Positive Video, a California -based
post- production facility, has also added
the ADO to its services. Another ADO
has been placed on line at Continental
Productions, based at WYAH -Tv.
Global Video has opened its new Atlanta office in addition to those in Hollywood, CA and Orlando, FL
Hy

....

A.F. Associates recently completed this 29 -foot mobile unit for ABC -TV. The van includes
two Ampex one-inch VTRs, GVG switcher, and Yamaha console.

Widergren Communications, a research and development company engaged in the application of data
compression technology to computer
and video products, has been awarded a
$770,500 contract from the U.S. Department of Defense for a video telephone transmission unit that the
company says will reduce teleconferencing costs by almost 95 percent.
Matsushita has revealed that it
granted 3M a license to use Matsushita
patents and technology to make a new
generation of thin -film, high- density
video recording tape
M/A -COM
Omni Spectra has increased its sales
support in Canada by joining forces
with MA Electronics with offices in
Mississauga, Ontario and St. Laurent,

....

Quebec.
An agreement has been signed between Data Communications Corp.
of Memphis and the Tribune Companies of Chicago for occ to automate
three Tv stations owned by the Tribune
Control Data and Aoa/Cadre
have formed a partnership to offer
computer-based services to broadcasters and cablers through a new company
called Magnicom Systems.
Midwest Corp. has provided a new
nine -meter Harris earth station to the
American Network for satellite-

..

delivered

entertainment
Hernreich Broadcast has ordered
broadcast equipment, including antenna and microwave systems, from
Harris valued at $1.4 million
In-

....

When accuracy Counts...Count on Belar
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CALL ARNO MEYER (215) 687 -5550
BELAR
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
BOX 826

(2151

687 -5550
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grand opening of new offices at Farmington Hills, Mi
M/A -coM has
relocated personnel and moved to a
new facility in Merrimack, NH.
Management changes have taken
place at 3M's Magnetic AA, Division
and its new Broadcasting and Related
Products Division, and they include:
Edoardo Pieruzzi as new VP of Magnetic A/v, succeeding Alfred Smith, who
becomes VP of Broadcasting and Related Products. Jack Hanks is the new GM
of ITC, a 3M subsidiary.
At For -A, two new announcements:
Tedd Jacoby was named national sales
manager, and Risshi Morioka was appointed as GM of the home office.
Harris Corp. has selected a new GM
for its Satellite Communications Division, namely James Lakin
cmx/
Orrox appointed George Cotroneio to
the position of sales manager
.
Kathryn Pelgrift was named by RCA as
the new staff VP, strategic planning
.
A new president and CEO has
been named at Ampex, and he is Roy
Ekrom.
At Ikegami, Frank Heyer has been
named as manager of sales and engineering for graphic displays and broadcast monitors
Scientific -Atlanta
announced that its new senior VP is
John Levergood
Acrodyne revealed that the position of national sales
manager has been filled by Joseph
Wozniak
Gary Schmidt has recently joined Artel Communications
.
as manager of broadcast sales
Minolta announced that John McCasland is the new Industrial Meters sales
manager.

....

....

...

.

....
....
....
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James Audio recently celebrated a
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TRANSWNDER FORMA'

...NO MORE CONFUSING TRANSPONDER CONVERSION CHARTS!
THE PINZONE 8250 SATELLITE RECEIVER IS THE SMART RECEIVER THAT

UNDERSTANDS TRANSPONDER FORMATS AUTOMATICALLY COMBINED
WITH ITS DUAL LNA INPUT THE 8250 HAS THE MOST POWERFUL AND
VERSATILE TRANSPONDER FORMAT CAPABILITY OF THE INDUSTRY!
.0 dB THRESHOLD UNDER 100% MODULATION WITH
BSOLUTELY NO SACRIFICE OF BANDWIDTH
ULL 30 MHz IF YIELDS ERROR FREE RECEPTION FOR ALL
RANSMISSIONS FROM BROADCAST VIDEO TO HIGH BAUD DATA
PECIFICALLY SUITED FOR INTL COMMUNICATIONS
'MK STABLE CLOSED LOOP AFC NO FINE TUNING EVER
URPASSES RIGOROUS ENCRYPTION STANDARDS
IONS: FULLYAGILE STUDIO REMOTE CONTROL, SEPARABLE
WNCOÑVERTER, INTELSAT AND CCIR FORMATS, INTL
WER MAINS, BCD REMOTE, LONGLINE SIMPLEXED70 MHz IF
HREE ISOLATEDAND SEPARATELYAMPLIFIED VISUAL OUTPUTS
SITIVE AND ACCURATE FULL FUNCTION METERING!
!

!

OR USE IN PROFESSIONALLY INSTALLED SYSTEMS ONLY

TURES!

PERFORMANCE! VERSATILITY!

$2845

PINZONE COMMUNICATIONS OFFERS OVER
50 FULLY INTEGRATED UPLINK AND DOWNLINK
EARTH STATION SYSTEMS FEATURING

:

UPLINK CONTROLLED DOWNLINK NETWORKS TO SPECIFICATION
APERTURES FROM 3.7 METER (12') TO 18.0 METER (59')
IN MANUAL OR FULLY ARTICULATED CONFIGURATIONS
ALL NECESSARY INTERFACE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR
SIMULTANEOUS OPERATION OF UP TO 32 RECEIVERS
IMMEDIATE WORLDWIDE DELIVERY OF 3.7m, 5.0m, 6.1 m,
9.0m AND 11.0 METER SYSTEMS
A STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR FOR: MIRALITE, PRODELIN, DEXCEL,
CABLEWAVE, PHILIPS TEST AND MEASUREMENT

Call today at (304) 296 -4493 and ask for Lonnie

PINZONE COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS, INC.
10142 Fairmount Rd., Newbury, Ohio, U.S.A. 44065
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Beyond the impressive lines of digital intercom terminals
in Britain's Molinare production complex, lies the heart of
Ward- Beck's versatile MicroCOM system.
Leading edge technology, and Ward -Beck's custom designed software,
give this innovative production company complete flexibility
to reconfigure the entire system whenever varying production
requirements demand.
MicroCOM. Today's unique solution for

ultimate communications!
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First by Design.

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd.
841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough,
Ontario, Canada M 1 H 2X4.

Tel: (416) 438 -6550.

Tlx: 065 -25399.
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